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PREFACE

In a letter commenting: on work completed on this thesj-s at the

time it vtas written, Prof. Brenton Stearns suggested that I incl-ude

some sort of introductory remarks on my reasons for choosing to

compare David Hume and st. Thomas Aquinas on the subject of the

nature of experience and the objects of perception, given that they

are very different, and Hume was not concerned with Aquinas as such

in his work. There are at leasÈ two sides to the answer to this

question, one phiJ-osophicar and historicat, the other theorogicar.

The second not having directly to do with the subject matter of the

thesis, it seemed appropriate to mention both together in a preface.

The idea for this thesis grew out of a paper surveying and

comparing in a sunìmary fashion A.N. Whitehead and W.V.O" euine on

the philosophy of logic. fn that paper, I argued that their views on

both logic and metaphysics could not be divorced from implicit and

explicit claims about the nature of experience. Quine's "Ontologica1

Relativity, " I argued, $ras a consequence of a doctrine of experience

close in many respects to Hume, read as a phenomenal-ist (a reading I
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have not found sufficient reason to abandon, as will be evident from

the text). Whitehead's metaphysics, on the other hand, is empirically

based, at feast in intent, suggesting that, for whatever reasons, he

had not accepted the same restrictions on what it is for a phenomenon

to be "empirical" accepted by Quine.

I have not returned to Whitehead and Quine since that paper, and

I would not know what to say about them now. In Hume and Aquinas I

found a more accessibfe phenomenalist and metaphysician,

respectively, and resolved to examine Hume's reasons for restricting

the realm of knowledg'e to the reaLm of "perceptionsr" and Aquinas,

alternative account of empiricism. The question whether empiricism

entairs phenomenalism, the belief that the objects of knowledge are

the experiences by means of which empÍricar knowredge is gained. per

se , then, is the large issue at stake. we cannoÈ establ_ish

conclusively that it does not, for the arguments must be taken as

they are produced, and we need not suppose that Hume's arguments are

the only possib].e arguments for this position. However, r gained. an

j-mpression as an undergraduate I hope here to discred.it that it was

Hume who had closed the issue agrainst Aquinas conclusively.

In the pages that foIlow, I argue that Hume's arguments for

restricting the real-m of knowledge to the real-m of appearance either

assume as obvious that if experience provides the means to empirical-

knowledger the objects of knowledge must be experiences as such, or

take for granted a theory about the nature of thought that is false.

Particularly important with respect to the latter is Hume's account
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of universals, and I attempt to

we entertain

show that Hume uses

the notion that ideas "abstract in

them" that are disastrous for his crucial analogy between thinking

and imaging. Using Aquinas as an example of someone who does not

accept Hume's restriction of empirical knowledge to the realm of

appearance, finally, f have tried to show that Hume does not and

could not, on his basic epistemological premises, successfully

criticize the principal tenets of Aquinas' account of perception and

of the way in which we profit from experience. Of particular

importance here, of course, is the Aristotelian doctrine of

substance, which I discuss at some length.

In choosi-ng and, to some extent, defending Aquinas as a

representative of the "antient" philosophy I do not¡ of course,

commit myself to either to his phitosophical or theological vision in

toto I am not convinced that nothing of interest has gone on in

phílosophy since his time" His theological work is not entirely

undeserving of EasÈern orthodox censures against the rigorous

systematization of what is not meant to be a system, but a rel-iabl-e

guide for the imagination of those who together attempt to wrestle in

prayer, action and thought wíth a Deity so complet.ely transcend.ing

our capacities for a positive understanding, i"e" adequate to its

object, as the Christj-an's Trinity" Nevertheless, Aquinas' failings

are all the failings of a great mind, and it is rightly said that

often more may be Learned from the faiJ-íngs of great thinkers than

from the most impressive accomplíshments of earnest but mediocre

arguments against

our conception of
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dabblers.

Hume is also of interest to the theologian. perhaps the best,

and certainly the most influential philosopical critics of orthodox

Christian beLief and practice in this century have been, in various

ways and to various extents, disciples of Hume. The critique of

miracles and the corresponding rejection of the supernatural, the

facÈ/value distinction drawn as Hume draws j-t, making of doctrines

either matters of fact divorced from any moral content or statements

of peculiar desires there is rittle reason to berieve may be

fulfilled, empirical criteria of knowredge such that theoÌogical

claims cannot possibly receive experimentar support -- in al-l Lhese

respects and in many others, Hume has had a very g'reat infruence on

philosophically inclined believers and critics of retigious bel-ief

alike. My own exposure to Hume's effect on the theological and

philosophical traditions began with a reading of New E ssavs l-n

Philos ical Theol , edited by Antony Flew and Alasdair

Macrntyrer âs a beginning' student of theoJ-ogy. some years lat.er, r

came upon a response to many of the contributorst arguments j-n the

form of a little book by a disciple of st. Thomas, Eric Mascarl,

entitled Words and fmages , in which he argued that the theists in

the debate erred chiefly in alLowing a doctrine of experience and the

ways in which experience is rel-ated to knowredge both fauLty in

itself and, urtimatery, fatar to rerigious berief in general- and.

orthodox Christian belief in partícular.

Since readíng Mascall, f have sought to understand both Hume and
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Aquinas on the question raised by Mascall more fully. Moreover,

having these matters in mind when reading theology, r have come

increasingly to ag:ree with Mascal-L at least to this extent. Much

present Christian theological reflection suffers from havíng made

assumptions $Iithout suf f j-cient phiJ-osophical ref l-ectíon on their

consequencesr many of which are directly or indirectly related to

Hume's doctrine of experience and perception and its d.escendents. If,

having accepted some account of experience such that it woul-d. be

impossible to make sense of what it would be to encounter in

experience God the Holy Trinity, the word. rncarnate, the Bl_essed

virgin and the saints, we begin to use non-theologicar categories of

one kind or another to exprain what talk of such things is reatl-y

about, it will not take rong for some perceptive sour rightly to

suggest that it would. be much simpler simpry to speak in terms of the

categories indicated. (So argue s David Brown in The D ivine Trinitv

concernirig recent tendencies tohrard Deism in theology) " My point is

this " ff the Christian faith j-s true in some non-Pickwíckj-an sense,

the theologian must recogníze a chal-lenge in the form of a doctrine

of knowredge and experience such as Hume, s for what it is: a

challenge to the possibility of his discípIj_ne. This thesis is an

attempt to take up this charlenge¡ though r d.o not d.iscuss

implÍcatj-ons of what r have argued for the d.iscipline of theology

here.

For those who do not share my theorogical concerns, the subject

of Hume's doctrine of experience and knowledge need. not be wholly
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without interest, however. Hume's work is an important part of the

Enrightenment critique of philosophy before Newton" rn comparing

Hume's work with that of an important representative of the

traditions he criticized, r{e may hope better to und.erstand our own,

post-Newtonian intellectual climate, and, in particular, the

doctrines nearly all philosophers of note after Francis Bacon and

Rene Descartes were concerned to replace.

* **

I would Iíke to thank Mr. Ross Emmett for Èhe use both of his

computer and his office for literally hundreds of hours, and for many

of those diversions essential- to sustaining effort over long period.s

of time in the form of spirited conversation. I am also grateful to

my parents, ,James and Audrey rngarls, who herped when ailing stud.ent

finances made the future of this project look unpromising, and who

have supported me in many ways over the past six years in university.
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There is such a' thing as parochialism in time as well as in space. . .

In philosophy, aa elsewhere, it is perfectly possible that our
ancestors r¡¡ere wiser than we are,' and if they were, we shall do wefl
to be traditionally minded.

H.H. Price
Thinkingr and Experience

Crime is common. Logic is rare.

Sherlock Holmes
"The Adventure of the Copper Beeches"

-[(-



CHAPTER Ï

HUME

(I Hume not a systematic critic of Aquinas)

Nowhere in David Hume's major epistemological works does he

attempt a systematic interpretation and critique of St. Thomas

Aquinas' empiricism. There are a variety of famil-iar historical-

reasons for this. The Aristotelian tradition in both metaphysics and

in scj-ence vlas associated in the minds of many who followed Gal-il-eo

with blind and uncritical allegiance to clearty problematic t,heses,

and arrogant disparagement of all things new.1 ,h.t. is reason to

believe that neither Aristotle nor St. Thomas Ì.rere t.aught in the

unj-versities with the rigour and creatívity necessary to attract the

interest of students capable of creating a convincing sythesis of a

new physics with metaphysics in the tradition of an ancient biology.

Whatever the particular causes in Hume's own case, he shared the

opinion of many: as Newton had dealt a fataL bl-ow to the Greek

physical tradition, Greek metaphysics vJas by the same actj-on placed
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beyond the need for serious consideration.

(II Resulting difficulties in exposition)

By reason of Hume's predisposition not directly and

systematically to address himsel-f to the Aristotelian empiricist

tradition, there are a number of problems which must be faced in

attempting to place Hume and Aquinas in criticat debate. Hume was not

in a position to make the best case that could be made for "the

ancient philosophyr" and did not do so. This is often evidenced in

remarks which are addressed t.o "the SchooLmen." For that reason, it.

is important not only that we become clear about what criticisms Hume

addressed to "the Schoolmen" in g'eneral and which might be taken as

critícisms of Aquinas in particular, but also that we construct from

his work the sort of critique we might expect him to give of Aquinas'

positions stated and defended with greater clarity and rig'our than

the representations of them he himself entertained. And a simil-ar

charity must lead us to read Hume with intent to discuss his besL

caser not making too much of minor inconsístencies, and suggesting

modifications where this would seem to strengthen his position.

(IIf Order of Exposition)

A second problem is one

provide for us a ready-made

from Aquinas on the nature

perception have to do with

of order of exposition" Hume does not.

order, and the issues which divide him

of experience and the object.s of

closely rel-ated philosophical problems

to the discipline of philosophy. A

carried out without an understanding',

perennial in

discussion of

their centrality

one can hardly be
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however temporary, vrith respect to the others. So, for exampJ-e, our

subject encompasses questions about the nature of mind, of concepts,

of the relationship between the methods, assumptions, and working

hypotheses of the various forms of disciplined enquiry, and the

nature of logic. Any one of these might form a point of departure,

and all are relevant to the discussion of any other.

(III Hermeneutical and evaluative problems -- dimensions of the

problem of exposition)

There are at least two dimensions to the problem of exposition.

The first has to do with the variety of more-or-less hermeneutical

and evaluative questions we will- wish to ask in connection with each

of the problems addressed. There are at l-east four of these:

l-. What are Hume's explícit and implicit criticisms of the

tradition in which Aquinas stands on the particular problem in

question?

2. In advancing such criticisms, wíth what picture of Aquj-nas'

commitments as a member of that tradition is Hume operating?

3. What, in factr does Aquínas believe, how adequate is Hume,s

characterization of it, and how might he improve his case to deal

with Aquinas where he has not adequately understood him?

4. How adequate are Hume's arguments, considered as objections

to Aquinast actual views?

(V Philosophical problems to be addressed)

The second dimension is that of the philosophical probl-ems t.o be

discussed. It is useful- to divide these into t,wo major categories:
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epistemofogical and ontological. Under the first fal-l the problems of

the nature of sensation and perception, the nature of reason and of

universals, and, finally, of our capacities for knowledge and the

limits pJ-aced on the sorts of methods vle may legitimately employ

impJ-icit in any account of our perceptual and mental capacities.

Under the ontological category fall questions about the relatj-on of

mind to reality, and particularly the question of whether there ís a

legitimate distinction to be drawn between concepts and objects. In

this first chapter we will be chiefly concerned with the first t.wo

hermeneutical and evaluative guestions in connection with each of

these problems. In the second, we will be chiefly concerned with the

latter two " Finally, in the third chapter we will summarize the

discussion of the first two chapters and draw concl-usions in the form

of reasoned guesses about who is closest to the truth with respect to

the questions discussed.

EP ISTEMOLOGICAT PROBLEMS

Experience: The Nature of Sensation and Perception

(VI Major

Nihit

similarity

est in

and dissimilarity between Hume

inteLl-ectu quod prius non

in the intellect that !{as not

empiricist dictum of St " Thomas is

and Aguinas)

fuerit in

first in the

one to which

sensu.

sense. tt

David

"Nothing is

The famous

Hume could in good conscience give hearty assent. This granted,

clear that he considers the medieval- and GreekHume is abundantly
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empiricists not to have taken their starting point seriously. Peter

Coffey notes in Epistemofoqv that Aquinas and his philosophical

disciples woul-d have sympathized with the addition Leibniz made to

the same dictum j-n arguing against ,fohn Locke: nisi intel-lectus

ipse , "except the intellect itself .'2 T.L is by reason of their

allowance for this sort of addition that Hume believes that his

accusation has telling force. On his view, only in its original- form

is the dictum faithfully empiricist. Even then, it is acceptable only

on a reading which places severe restrictions both on the sorts of

experience we may rightly be saj-d to have, and on the distinctions

within experience we may legitimately make. FaiLure to abide by these

strictures Hume takes to be the besetting rationalist sin of the

Scholastics.

(VfI Hume's two favoured forms of argument: #1)

HuÍie for the most part uses two types of arguments to establ-ish

his ohln position and to discredit alternatives. Appeals to common

sense are intended to show either that his position is entailed or at

least suggested by coÍìmon sense, or to show that alternatives are

inconsistent with it. fn discussing Lhe nature of experience, such

appeals are made to support two key theses " The first is that al-I

simple ideas are ultimately derived from simple impressions, which

they resemble in all respects save for their "vivacity, " or
?

"forcefulness. "' Hume understands these as ind.icating a capacity

for producing belief, rather than as a difference between the

"shades" of the less forceful and the more forceful j-mpressions or

-5-



ideas. This is because the latter woul-d imply a difference in kind

between the tv¡o he wishes to avoid.4 secorrd., there is the

subsidiary cfaim that all complex ideas are derived from and are in

principle analyzable into simple ideas. All ideas being either

simple, admitting of "no distinction or separation, " or complex,

capable of being "distinguished. into partsr "5 any contrast

between concepts and percepts such that they differ in kind is

disallowed. It is with these arguments that we wil-l- be concerned in

this section.

(VIII Hume's two favoured forms of argument: +2t

In subsequent sections r.re will be concerned with arguments of a

second type. Against alternative empiricist accounts of the objects

of perception, Hume often uses reductio ad absurdum arguments

intended to show that the accounts are internally inconsistent. In

particular, he attempts to demonstrate that they make distinctions

which coul"d not be made were empiricism true. If we were to make such

distínctions, we would need information to which we can have no

access by means of experíence, and the use of mental faculties which

we have no good reason to believe exist and which, if they did exist,

would provide another source of knowl-edge independent of and apart

from experience. Hume argues in this way against some of the most

important distinctions made in Aquinas" metaphysics: between concepts

and objects, essences and accidents, perceptions and sel-ves or other

"substancesr " reason and instinct, ímpulsive and volitional actions.

(IX Basic distinctions in Hume's epistemology)

-6-



hlhen he sets out the distinctions which are to form the basis of

his account of perception and experience, Hume appeals to common

sense with reiterated invitations to refute the doctrines he proposes

by producing counterexamples. Brief1y, the account is as fol]ows.

(X Perceptions: two senses)

The objects of experÍence Hume categorically terms

"perceptions. " The terminology is chosen with intent. Hume takes it

as plain that experience is constituted by many particular instances

of "perceiving, " though his usage is ambiguous " He sometimes writes

as if such perceptions \dere particular determinations of the sense,

the simple and epistemologically basic units of experience.

"Perceptions" in this sense (hereinafter "perceptionsr") are

typically partícular presented instances of sensible qualities. lrlhen

Hume uses the word in this sense, he indicates sj-mple ideas and

impressions. Three sorts of these are distinguished.

.. "we may observe, that there are three different kinds of
impressi-ons convey'd by the senses. The first are those of
the figure, bulk, motion and solidity of bodies. The second
those of colours, tastes, smells, sound, heat and cofd. The
third are the pains and pleasures, that arise from the
application of objects to our bodie¡r as by the cutting of
our flesh with steel, and such like.-

In a second senser "perceptions" are objects

e.g. "cat," or "dogl." Presumably,

commonly indicated by

thing words,

be qualities

straightforward

instances of

or states of affairs

however, there could

not sensible in t.he

are sensible all the

which were

qualitiessense in whi-ch those

which are perceptionsr. Instances of these, so long



as they erere constructs out of perceptions, in the same way that

Hume believes things are, might be call-ed "perceptions" in much the

same vJay. Hence, hereinafter we wiLL refer Lo all those perceptions

which are not simple and epistemolog'ically basic in Hume's scheme,

but which Hume would characterize as constructs out of

perceptions, r

be used without

(XI Scepticism folLows

certainties )

as "perceptions2. " The word "perceptions" will

subscript to indicate both indifferently.

if perceptions, are not basic

Hume argues that failure to take "perceptionsr" as basic

certainties l-eads to scepticism" What cannot be perceived cannot. be

known, and as aI1 perception takes place by means of the senses, what

cannot be sensed cannot be perceived" Hence, what ís not sensible

cannot be known. What we sense are, in the first place,

perceptionsr. To postulate objects of perception which cannot be

perceived is philosophically perverse, setting up as it does an

object of knowledge which cannot be known and about which we have

therefore every reason for being sceptical. Fina1ly, Hume appeals to

common sense, claiming that we do take them as basic, a fact implicit

in our conmon practice.

tTis certain, that almost all mankind, and even
philosophers themselves, for the greatest part of thej-r
lives, take their perceptions to be their only objects, and
suppose, that the very being, which is intimatelyrpresent
to the mind¡ is the real body or material- existence.

(XII Equivocation on "perceptions" in Hume's argument for taking

-8-



them to be epistemically fundamental)

unfortunatery, this rast appeal is not convincing for at l-east.

cwo reasons. Fj-rst, when we observe a thing such as a dogt, our

perception is not simple on Hume's 
, criteria of simplicity, but

complex. It is not a perceptionr. Yet it is the epistemological

primacy of perceptions, which it ís the end of the appeal to

support. Complex impressions, being composites, are not

epistemologically primary on Hume, s own account. Secondly,

perceptj-ons, cannot recur, even if the qualities of which they
J-

are exampres may be perceived on more than one occasion. They are

particular and concrete, not universal and abstract in theÍr mod.e of

being. Plainly' we do not commonly believe particular d.eterminations

of the senses to be the objects of experience except in those rare

instances when we have reason to believe our senses are deceiving us.

simirarly, in the case that the claim is that perceptions2 are

commonly taken to be the objects of perception, this cannot be

supported by appear to common sense" Hume himself grants that we

commonly bel-ieve ourselves capable of distinguishing between bod.ies

existing continuously and in independence of our perception of them,

objects of perception, and our interrupted and changing perceptions

of them. If the objects of perception are perceptionsrr, this

distinction cannot be made because perceptions, are constructed

j-n some way out of perceptionsrr and hence do not differ in kind

from them. For the same reason we can have no evidence in experience

for a perception, existing unperceived, lve can have no evidence

-9-



for a perception, existing unpercej-ved. In his discussion of this

distinction, Hume concludes that our conmon sense account of t.he

objects of perception as existíng continuously and independence of

our perception of them is impossible, and no l-ess so for being

inevitable ! Hence Hume's appeal to conmon sense in support of the

claim that vre commonly belíeve perceptions, to be the objects of

experience goes avrry in that the claim in question entail-s a

consequence which is quite contrary to common sense. ff common sense

is the the judge, it is far more like1y that cats and dogs exist

continuously in j-nterperceptual" intervals and in independence of our

perception of them than that they are constructs out of and not

differing in kind from perceptionsr. This is not to say that

Hume's claim is false, only that he has not successfully shown it to

be native to common sense.

(XIII Impressions & ideas, simple & complex ideas)

All- perceptions are either impressions or ideas. The two differ

only with respect to the "force and liveliness" with which they are

presented to the knowing subject. S Ideas are "imagres" of

impressions employed in thinking and reasoning. Hume distinguishes

between simple ideas, admitting of "no distinction nor
q

separation, "- and complex ideas, including aII others, e4ch of

which are capable of analysis into component simple ideas, at least

in principle.

(XIV The priority of símple impressions)

Simple impressions, then are properly basic in Humef s

-1 0-



epistemological scheme, whether they are particular determinations of

the senses or "passions" produced in us by them. Their priority is

supported in the Treatise by means of a chal-l-enge to produce a

counterexample to the claim that there corresponds to each simple

impression a simple id"..10 AtI complex ideas ultimately being

derived from an anal-yzable into simple ideas, and all experience

consisting of impressions and ideas, the priority Hume requires will

follow from the truth of this claim. In the Engggy. Hume summarizes

Èhis in the claim that we cannot think what we have not felt .11

It does not follow from this that aII complex ideas correspond to

impressions, for h¡e are capable of imagining what we have not

experienced by means of the por,irer of the mind to "transpose, augment,

compound and diminish" the materials upon which the imagination
1a

hrorks.'o Nevertheless, all complex ideas wilL be composed of

simple ideas, and wiLl

(XV fmpressions of

Impressions may

sensation, and those

the soul originally,

out of desires and

not differ in kind from them.

from unknown causes. " The second arises

sensation and refl-ection)

further be divided into those which are of

which are of reflection. "The first arises in
r_3

aversions produced by impressions of sensation,

which themseLves become a source of impressions and. ide4sr 14

that is, in shortt of perceptions. Ag'ain, no exception is made to

Hume's rule that all ideas are ultimately derived from the

15senses.

(XVI Hume's criteria of ideas)
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The sort of priority Hume gives to "impressions" is worthy of

particular note. He does not merely mean to disalJ-ow innate ideas. A

rationalist, believing in ínnate ideas, might happily grant some

general empiricist-sounding claim about aII knowledge being gained. in

dependence upon "impressions" or "experience." The granting of such a

status to experience is not inconsistent with rationalism so long as

the purportedly innate knowledge in guestion does not originate with

the experience (s) occasioning its entertainment: its essential-

character is not conditioned in any important vJay by that experience.

Hume argues that not only does experience occasion knowl-edge, but it

ís the origin of all knowledge, so that from an account of the nature

of knowledge-producing experience may folLow an account of the limits

of possible knowledge.. Accordingly, from the account of experience as

a stream of "perceptions" represented by ideas not differing in kind.

from them Hume derives a test of ideas, or concepts. rf an idea

differs in kind from a perception, so that it could not have been

derived from perceptions or from imaginative construction using

materials so derived, it represents no possible object of knowledge.

rt is this test which is appried to metaphysical accounts of the

nature of the objects of perception, and which Leads Hume to the

conclusíon that metaphysics of any kind is impossibte.l6

(XVII Consequences of applyíng the imaginal criteria of ideas:

exclusion of a logic of substantial- identity)

The claim that thoughts cannot differ in kind from imagres has

far reaching consequences. rn the first place, a logic of substantiat
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identity is excluded. A logic of substantial- identity is a logic of

predication in which a distinction is made between those predicates

which ind.icate properties which must be true of a thing if it is to

retain its identity, i.e. its integrity as a thing of a certain kind,

and those predicates which indicate properties which may vary without

destroying' the thing's identity. fn such a logic, not all- changes

true of an individual materiaL thing or substance in the order of

being imply a change such that it cannot rightly be said to be the

same thing before and after the change. It is the same thíng because

it exemplifies the same mode of being in each case, which it is the

functíon of the first sort of predicates distinguished above to

express. Similarly, change in the order of knowing which come with

increased knowledge of the substance need call for no change in the

defining formul-a indicating the substance's substantial identity. On

Hume's view, the measure of the adequacy of our conception of

something is the clarity of our idea of it " Here "j-dea" is understood

on analogy with "image.ì' He writes, "The appearances of objects to

our senses are all consistent; and no difficulties can ever arise,

but from the obscurity of the terms we make use of."17 Hume al-so

insists that if !ùe are to have a "just notion" of composite things,

'twe must have a distinct idea of every part of them."l8 Given the

place he allots to images in understanding and thought, it is

difficult to see what standard of adequate conception Hume could

provide other than the purported clarity and distinctness of the

presentations of the senses and their representations in the mind.
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Yet, if this standard is accepted' to develop or change a concept of

anything in any way is to make it into another concept, of a

different thing or things, strictly speaking. It can be said to be

the same concept or to be a conceptualization of the same thing: or

things only in a Pickwickian sense, useful for certain purposes' but

misfeading insofar as it is taken 1iteral1y.

(XVIII Consequences for Aquinas' account of the end of enquiry

of Hume's imagist criteria of adequate conception)

Hume's criteria of adequate conceptionr if correct, strike at

the very heart of Aristotle's and, therefore, Aquinas' account of the

end of disciplined inquiry: "scientific" investigation in the broad

and classical sense of that term. For both, the end of inquiry is a

more developed conceptualization of one and the same object by means

of repeated experiential cont,act with the object or with objects of

that kind in the context of t.he application of the methods of inquiry

proper to the sort of object(s) in question" The concept remains the

same by reason of continuity in denotation, which both betieved was

compatible with even very profound differences in connotation. We

night take as an example the vtay j-n which the connotation of a

concept of a g:enus of physical objects might change while the

denotation remained constant through changies from Aristotelian

through Newtonían to modern natural science. Such continuity is

impossible on Hume's account. 1o change an idea is to change the

image or images which represent it, and whife a slightly modified

image may resemble íts forerunner, ít can be said to be identical
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with it only for practical purposes.

Every thing that is different is distinguishabJ-e
thing that is distinguishable may be separat,ed" ".

19..d every

Whatever is distinct, is distinguishabler' and whatever is
distinguishable, is separable by the thought or
imagination. À1I perceptions are distinct. They are,
therefore, distinguishable, and separable, and may be
conceiv'd as separately existent, and ryr4y exist separately,
without any contradiction or absurdity.'"

Consequently, in a discussion of the notion of "time" Hume is able to

write,

...nor can the mind¡ by revoJ-víng over a thousand times
all its ideas of sensation, ever extract from them any new
original idea, unfess naLure has so fram,d its faculties,

:"::".::"r::i:;.t1^' 
new orisinal impression arise rrom such

Repeated exposure to a material object or t.o instances of a kj-nd of

materiaL object is therefore irreLevant to the development of

concepts by means of which they are to be defined and described"

(XIX The importance to Hume of excluding a logic of substantial-

identity)

If the mind cou.Id gain a more adequate conceptualization of a

numerically identíca1 material object or of objects of a certain sort

over tíme through exposure to it or to things of t.hat kind, concepts

could not be constituted by images or by collections of images.

however associated. To change an image is to make a new ímag:e where

all criteria of identíty must be stated in terms of what may be
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present to the sense g sensible. For a concept to remain the same

by reason of referring to the same object (s) while being modified in

any way would require that the image (s) in question both remain

unchanged with respect to their sensible qualites and change with

respect to the same. This is contradictory. Therefore, either St.

Thomas and Aristot.Ie are Írrong about the nature of conceptual

development or concepta are not related to images in anything like

the way Hume bel-ieves that they are

(xx

essences )

When

remembered

Rational

t'essencest'

The end of rational enquiry can never be knowfedge of

Hume insists that reason must terminate in what is
_22or sensedr-- it is this point he is driving home.

inguiry cannot have as its end knowledge of anything like

because essences as Hu¡net s "Schoolmen" describe them could

not possibly be associations of images " Yet essences could only be

such associations if empíricism is t,rue, according to Hume "

Empiricism being true, the "Schoolmen" are both r¡irrong and

inconsistent with their profession of allegiance "

(XXI Consequence of applying the imaginal criteria of ideas: all

contents of mind are individual, quantitatively and gualitatively

determinate)

Another consequence of the cl-aim that thoughts cannot differ ín

kind from perceptions is that, like a]I other contents of the mind,

they are all quantitatively and qualitatively determinate, and hence

-23particular.-- Hence the conmon characterization of Hume as an
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atomist with respect to both the objects and the mental means of

knowledge, holdj-ng that all- the contents of the mind, insofar as they

are different, are distinct entities. It has been suqgrested by H.H.

Price that Hume does not disallow continuity in that he all-ows the

existence of complex ímpressions and hence, we would add, complex
2¿.

ideas.-' Vühile it cannot be denied that Hume grants a distínct

status to complex ideas and impressions as opposed to simple, the

nature of the distinction is not clearly stated, and in any case is

not such as to sustain Price's claim. Hume maintains that all- complex

ideas have their origin ultimately in simple ideas. On the imagist

theory of conception it j-s not easy to see how he could escape the

conclusion that complex ideas and impressions are, in a

straightforward wâyr composed of individual images and impressions

presented by the aenses or imagination together in spatio-temporal-

conjunction, nor why he would wish to. That an atomist reading of

Hume is the best one is further evidenced by his reþeated and

emphatic statements on the capacity for separate existence of

whatever may be distinguished by the mind, of which the passage from

the Appendix to the Treatise quoted above is representative"

"Certain" and "Probable" Reasonings:
Relations of Ideas and Matters of Fact

(XXII Humets theory of thinking: two senses of "reason")

Hume's image test of ideas not only restricts the reaLm of

jects to that of imagrinable objects, but al-so sets theconceivable ob
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stag'e for his account of our capacities for thought. Hume uses

"reason" in at least two quite different senses, following a

distinction between two dístinct types of objects of inquiry. Hume

recognizes that not all, our beliefs are justified in the same r¡ray.

Although he believes that aII justifj-cation of beliefs, however

complex, must ultimately be in terms of what is perceived or felt

(within the limits on what r^re may perceive or feel he has

discovered), we have bel-iefs both about what what is the case in the

realm of experience, and about logical relations between ideas

employed in discourse about that realm. The former objects of belief

he calls "matters of factr" and the latter "relations of ideas." The

two are distinguished in that all propositions expressing matters of

fact are known a posteriori and, for that reason, cannot be known to

be true with the certainty of intuition or formal demonstration. To

deny such proposiÈions entaiLs no contradictiorr.25 propositions

expressing relations of ideas, on the other hand, are either

inÈuitively or demonstrably certain, known a priori , and cannot be

denied without the entailment of contradiction, so long as the

meaning of their terms remains corrstant.26 Justification of

beliefs about relations of ideas can consist onÌy in explaining the

ideas ín question so that the initially unrecognized relation in

which they stand becomes clear. 'Justification of beliefs about

matters of fact must lie in estabfishment of the fact that a certain

habit of association is well-founded.

(XXIII Two senses of "reason" -- continued)
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The two types of reasoning described above are so diverse as to

suggest that it is misl-eading to indicate both using the same term.

In t.he following passage, Hume means quite different things by

"reasonings concerning existencer " in the first part¡ and "reasoning

or reflection" in the latter, as he himself implicitly recognizes.

.. "we can never have reason to believe that any object
exists , of which we cannot form an idea. Forr as all our
reêEe4r4gs concerning exístence are deriv'd from
causation, and as aLf our reasonings concerning causation
are deriv'd from the experienced conjunction of objects,
not from any reasonl-ng or reflection , the same
experience must give us a notion of theEç objects, and must
remove all mystery from our concfusions"''

(XxIv Reasons for beliefs about matters of fact)

"Reasonings concerning existence" are more commonly referred to

by Hume as "reasonings concerning matters of fact, " or probabl-e

reasonings. His account of justified belief about matters of fact

attempts to show that all such reasonings are the products of habit,

sometimes guided by "general rul-es. " Hence his claim that all-

probable reasonings is a species of sensation" In a passage in which

this claim is made he goes on to say,

When f am convinc'd of any principle, 'tis only an idea
which strikes more strongly upon me. V'lhen I give the
preference to one set of arguments above another, I do
nothing but decide from 2Ey feeling concerning' the
superiority of their influence.'

And elsewhere

According to my system' all reasonings are nothing but the
effects of custom,' and custom has no influencer but by
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and gíving us a strong

Similarly,

I¡lithout considering lbelief s acquired on the basis of
experience, i.e. the conclusions of trains of "probable"
reasonings or beliefs implicit in our practice and speech
to which v¡e came without conscious deliberationl as the
ef fects of custom on the imagination, r¡re shq/rl lose
ourseLves in perpetual contradiction and absurdity.""

Later, he expresses this as a principle, the importance of which he

emphasizes by the use of italics which have been del-eted here.

(A) 11 our reasonings concerning causes and effects Ii.e. a
concerning matters of factl, are
but customi and...belief is more

the sensitive, than of the cogitative

posteriori reasoning,

enliveníng the imaginEf,ion,
conception of any object.--

derived from nothing
properly an act o5f
part of our natures.

(XXV Limitations on the authority of custom in reasoning

concerning matters of fact)

Although Hume often emphasizes the importance of custom in t.he

association of ideas, clearly this would be inadequate if he provided

no criteria at all for dístinguishing between epistemically

legitímate and epistemically illegitimate customs. !{ithout such

criteria, it would follow that aÌl customary ways of thinking about

matters of factr insofar as they are customary, are beyond question.

As Norman Kemp Smith point.s out¡ however, Hume does limit the

authority of custom by insisting that the philosopher operate in

accordance wíth critical- principles. So, for instance, Hume sets
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forward a rule according to which any suggestion that objects may act

differently in two otherwise identical- sets of circumstances is to be

rejected. Custom is subject to experience in that only those customs

are legitimaÈe which are prod.ucts of experience.t' 
"o 

means of

"general rules" governing the interpretation of experience, v¡e are

prevented from changing our beliefs every time an idea gains "force

and vivacity, " the capacity for initiating and sustaj-ni-ng

_33.beJ.l.et.

(XXVI The "general rule" mentioned assumes and requires the

existence of continuously existing, mínd-independent objects)

Hume's account of reasoning concerning matter of fact is more

sophisticated than is sometimes allowed, then. He does not simply

resolve even reasoning concerning matters of fact into psychology, as

he is sometimes accused of doing. However, j-n this connection ít is

worthwhile to note with Kemp Snith Èhat the rule mentioned above

assumes and requires that th'e objects of experience, insofar as they

are also objects of belief concerning them, be supposed objects

existing continuously and in independence of our perception of them.

Only so may they be described as determining' one another ín "a fixed

and established manner.'34 wh"ther or not he is consistent in not

so resolving it is thus an open question.

(XXVII Knowledge of rel-ations of ideas)

"Reasoning or reflection" refers to an intuitive grasp of what

can onJ-y be described as togical relations. How this intuition is to

be reconcifed with Hume's version of empiricism is not easy to
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understand. As we have seen, on Hume's view, the contents of the mind

are all qualitatively and quantitatively determinate, and therefore

particular. If this were the case, then such entities coufd stand

only in rel-ations of single case continuity or conjunction because no

particular could be repeated: anything which would serve to

distinguish its recurrence from its first occurrence would serve to

distinguish it as a distinct entity. Logical relations between

classes of these qualitatively and quantitatively determinate simples

or composites of such simples are not of this conjunctive kj-nd.

However, if this is so, what sort of relations can they be, and how

can v¡e know them, given Hume's claim about the contents of the mind?

(XXVIII Two Possible Directions for a Humean Account of Rational-

Intuition)

There are at least two possible directions Hume might turn. He

might try to argue that logical rel-ations may be analyzed as the

products of a process of comparison of ideas in the mind.

Understanding: '!ideas" on direct analogy with "ima9êsr " the mind would

recogrnize identity and difference between them, comparing many ideas

to test for the logical properties of terms referring to complex

constructs out of perceptionsr" On such an account, aLl valid

arguments would be valid by reason of matches bethreen particular

ideas or patterns of ideas, and. all invalid arguments invalid by

reason of the lack of such matches. Hume's scepticism about inductive

reasoning would follow. Given that logic is concerned onJ-y with

arguments which ultimately can be analyzed j-n terms of identity
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and/or dífference, inductive reasoning is different in kind from

logical reasoning. And if there are no logical canons of inductive

reasoning, custom, guided by the limiting principles Hume seeks to

expound, is at l-east a promising' suggestion as a replacement.

(XXIX A difficulty for the first proposed Humean account of

rational intuition)

There is, however, a difficulty for this account. Whatever

account is given of the way in which it would work woul-d have to

account for our abílity to call up the same ideas in connection with

the same terms. Thís is impossible if no entities entertained by the

mind can be entertained on more than one occasion" The reasons for

this will be discussed later, in our argument to the effect that Hume

must allow some mental entj-ties which, whiLe qualitatívely

determinate' are quantitativery indeterminate and therefore

repeatable.

(XXX A second proposal for a Humean account of rational

intuition)

.A second direction rnight be to grant that some entities in the

mind may recur and so may have more than one instance both in thought

and in perception, and yet still to maintain that all the logical

properties of the terms we use are j-n some ltray analyzable into

relations of identity and difference between perceptions, fatling

under mental entities which may be entertained on more than one

occasion and which may, therefore, have more than one instance. Hume,

unfortunately, did not see the problem posed for his version of
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empiricism in general and his imagist theory of thought in particular

by formal- rel-ations. For that reason, neither d.irection is explored.,

and the reader is left wondering whether perhaps J"S. l4ill was right

in drawing: from premises provided by the epistemological tradition

derived from Hume the conclusion that there j-s no such thing as

logical necessíty.

(XXXI Two sorts of inference)

These musings aside, according to Hume himself, then, there are

two sorts of inference. It is by means of our capacit.y for

recognizing formal relations or "relations of ideasr " the first., that

ere perceive relations of "resembl-ance, proportions in quantity and

number, degrees of any quatity, and contrariety.'35 Th" second

sort has to do with association established by custom between images,

the "inferences" of which Hume speaks both when he claims that

inference from the sense is fundamentaf to perceptionr 36 and that

inference does not necessarily require three ideas (an attack on the

Aristotelian syllogis*) .37

(XXXIf Hume not consistent with proposed psychologizing of logic)

VûhiLe it is true that Hume draws consequences for logic directly

from his account of experience (most notably in the exclusion of a

logic of substantial identity), it ís not true that he is entirely

consistent with respect to hís prior claim that even logic is to be

accounted for by the science of nature, i.e. by an account of the

logical operations of the mind showing t.hem to rest on causal-Iy prior

principles analogrous to the mathematical- principles of Newton's
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physics. This happy inconsistency has the fortunate consequence that

only once in the Treatise does Hume try to undermine logic, and the

reliability of the process of drawing conclusions from premises in

accordance with logical canons, by means of appeal to the

psychological untrustworthiness of the human capacities for

thought.3S This is in spite of the fact that those reLations

which are known with certainty are not excluded from hj-s dictum that

aLl relations are complex ideas prod.uced. by association.39 *.t.

this true, there would be continuity in kind between the two types

which we have distínguished and which he himself often distinguishes,

sometimes emphatically. Such continuity would amount to the

collapsing of logic into psychology. The problem of how to account

for logic remains, of course. However, Hume is willing: elsewhere to

al-low serious difficulties with his views, but chalÌenges his crj-tics

to do better. The interpreter of St" Thomas cannot legitimately make

much of the fact that Hume's theory of experience runs afoul of the

familiar empiricist problem of how a prj-ori knowledge is possible if

St. Thomas has no less problematic an account himself.

(XXXIII The importance of Hume's duaf account of reason for his

critigue of Aristotefian notions)

"Reasonr" then, can mean two things for Hume. On the one hand it

may refer to the faculty of apprehending relations between ideas in

imaginative comparison of them, and on the other it may refer to the

association of ímages of discrete "perceptions" together constituting

t,he content of experience, brought about either naturally or by
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design. This

in discussing

perceived by

processes of investigation

distinction he takes to be

afl- who might reasonably

reductio arguments

with thís account

which

dual- account of reason must constantly be borne in mind

Hume's attack on Aristotelian notions of the objects

the senses and conceived by the intellect, and the

and thought in which they figure. This

commonsensical- and clearly the property of

claim to be empiricists " When he uses

against Arístotelian notions, it is inconsist,ency

of thought and the account of experience which it

he tries to demonsÈrate: "If this is truer" hepresupposes

often says

if it cannot

in effect, "it can be

be known j-n either way,

known only in one of two ways, and

it cannot be known at afl-."

Universals

(XXXIV Setting up the problems: a. The sorÈ of universal which

is at issue)

There are several meanings of the word "universal" which need t.o

be distinguished. In the first place, a "unj-versal" may be some

property conunon to many things (e.9. a certaj-n density) ¡ or â

character constj-tutive of many things (e.9. that of being a horse),

considered as existing in independ.ence of *irrd.40 This is the

"universal-" as it exists in the things which recognizably exempJ-ify

it. "Universal" may also occur in another sense as an adjective used
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substantively with a definite or indefinite article, (e.9. , "a

universal" or "the universal-").41 rn this sense, the word refers

to an entirely adeguate conceptualization of some property or

characterr ân ideal limit to which our finite minds aspire but which

they cannot attain. This corresponds to what Aguinas calls the

specr-es expressa or species intell-igibilis , which will- be

discussed presently. Third, words may be said to be "universalsr" by

which is meant that they are terms which in normal- use have or are

capable of havj-ng general t.f"r"rr.". 42 Such word.s are to be

distinguished from the concepts which they express in speech and in

articulate thought. Concepts may be "universal" in the sense that

they are representat,ions in thought of repeated or repeatable

features of our environmerrt.43 They include our notions of

gualities, relatj-ons, or patterns of gualíties in relation, that may

exist in d.iverse corrtexts.44 Hence, when Aristotle defines

universals at one point in the MeËrpþysics as that which is

predicable of "the individual - the numerically oner "45

"predicable" may indicate either a mind-dependent concept (the fourth

sense of "universal" here distinguished) or an ideal-

conceptualization (second. sense) of a repeated aspect, character or

relation (first sense) .

(XXXV The "problem of universals" involves the fourth sense of

the word, distinguished above)

It is the fourth sense of "universal" which is the center of

controversy about "the problem of universals. " Though matters of
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enormous philosophical importance turn on answers to the question,

the immediate philosophical question at issue reads straightforwardJ-y

and is not difficul-t to grasp. Basically, the problem concerns "the

deg'ree of reality and significance attributable to the mental

perception of a similarity between groups of individual beings t.hat.

can only be expressed by a term common to all, such as 'humanity' or

'human nature.'"46 Hume d.enies both that thinking involves

entities representing similarities between the objects of perception

in thought different in kind from the objects of perception, and

that, if they did exist, they coufd be shown to stand in any

intelligible relationship to the objects of perception " Aquinas

disagrees on both counts.

(XXXVI Hume is committed to nominalism)

As a result of Hume's atomism with respect to the nature of

experience, and the controlling analogy of .i-maging in his account of

the relationship between the basic units of experience and the basic

units of thought, Hume advocates a nominalistic ansrÁrer to the

question of the nature of universals. If the basic units of

experience are determinate and individual, and the only real- identity

is unqualified equivalence, concepts cannot rightly be said to

originate in experience unless they are likewise determinat.e and

individual. They represent "perceptionsr" as opposed to a single

"perception, " only by association with a greneral term and by means of

a habit called into play by the occurrence of that term in thought or

speech. It is this habit which provides the mechanism of general
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reference for the particular, determinate, imagistic concept"

(XXXVII Understanding of Hume on Universals crucial to our

problem)

fn order to assess the significance of Hume's account of t.he

relationship between thought and experience for his case against St.

Thomas on the nature of experience and the objects of perception, it

is requisite that his account of the nature of universals be

understood. That the objects of perceptj-on known through the externaJ-

and internal senses are aII individual, both Hume and Aquinas ag'ree.

They disagree on whether objects can remain self-identical_

individuals in a non-Pickwickian sense through change " But both must

account for the fact that in the propositions in which our knowledge

of the individual objects of perception is expressed, we must employ

qeneral terms. For an empiricist, it is vital that, this relationship

between objects and the concepts expressed by general terms be shown

to be reconcilable to the fundamental empiricist claim that all

knowledge is gained through the senses " Thj-s matter is particularly

important in any discussion between Hume and Aquinas because of

Hume's insistence that general terms imply the existence of nothing

different j-n kind from the deliverances of the senses and, as

mentioned, his subsequent attack on the terms of Aristotel-ian

metaphysics as incompatible therewith. Aquinas, on the other hand,

argues not only that the concepts .expressd by general terms are

fundamentally different from the objects of perception, but also

Lhat, if universals are the same in kind with perceptions, there j-s
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no intelligíble connection between

would support a modern rationalist,

claím with characteristic clarity.

Without universals,
vrithout identities,
no recognition or
reasoníng', not even

thought and reality. In this he

Brand Bl-anshard, who states the

there would be no identities, and
there would be no persons, no things,

prediction, no use of words, ogo kind of
the simplest kind of knowing'. ''

(XXXVIII Setting up the problem: T]lpes of Universal-s -

Blanshard's trio)

There are a number of distinctions, not aII of which Hume al-lows

are legitimate, which will figure in our discussion. The first set of

these, propounded by Brand Blanshardr distinguish three different

t1z¡pes of universaLs. Ãbstract universal-s are determinables dívisibJ-e

into determinate kinds or species. There are two sorts of these. On

the one hand, gualitative universals indicate a range of qualitj-es

classed under a single titIe, e.g" a variety of shades of red

indifferently referred to as instances of "redness. " On the other

hand, generic universals are those universals which have as their

instances individual things. For example, the generic universal-

"tree, " which is not a quality, would have as instances particular

trees. Finally, specific universals are not divj-sible into kinds. So,

for instance, a particular number or shade of a colour is not further

divisible into kinds, but nonetheless ís universal by reason of its

potential for occurring in a number of instances, and is therefore a

specific ,-rni.rers.l.48 Hume, as we shall see, attempts to show
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that we have need for universal-s in none of these senses, though H.H"

Price has argued that he is charitably to be read as denying only

what we have call-ed abstract univer".l-".49

(XXXTX

exist )

There

claimed to

least three modes

which it will

discussion. There

Setting up the problem: Modes in which universal-s may

which are instances

existence in the mind of one

in which universaLs are sometimes

be useful to distinguish for the

is first existence in particular

qua particular. Second, there is

capable of recognizing instances,

are at

exist

purposes

t,hings

of our

of them,

who is

where it exists qua universal. Finally, there is existence in

independence both of particular instances of them and of minds

entertaining them. So, for instance, Plato has some unj-versal_s

existing in this doubl-e independence in his realm of eidoi while

denying the existence of this purported third mode of existence for

universals, Aquinas' case for his metaphysical account of the object.s

of perceptions rests crucially on our ability to make a distinction

between universals existing in the fírst mode and universals existing

in the second mode. Hume not only denies the existence of universals,

but also the possibility of making this distinction, so that even if

his account of universals is problematic, he may still have a case

for denying Aquinas' claims about the nature and means of our

knowledge of the objects of perception.

(XL Hume's Arguments: There are no universals -- introducLion:

Does resemblance require repetition? Hume's denial of thís view)
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As noted, Hume does not deny the existence of general terms,

commonly emproyed in articurated thought and speech. what he d.oes

deny is that such Èerms express the content of some peculj-ar sort of

abstract entity inspected by means of a peculiar human capacity for

such inspection. Furthermore' he d.enies that either abstract entities

or the facurty of apprehending them may be invoked to exprain our

capacity for employing general terms.50 lrrstead, our ability to

employ general terms is to be explaíned. in terms of habits of

association which are the products of experience.

(XLI ûIhat j-s meant by "repetition',)

These denials are aimed at a commonplace of many accounts of the

nature of thought, which K.B. Price has called ',Generality by

Entailment" in his articfe ,Hume's Analysis of Generalityr,,51 b,.rt

which might better be carled "Generality by Repetition." This is the

view that general terms are general because they stand for ideas

existing in an abstract and indeterminate mode, the content of which

is repeated in the realm of experience in a concrete and..d.eterminate

v¡ay" fdeas are capable of representing instances because they express

in one mode of existence what exists in another ín the objects the

characteristics of which they represent.52 ,rritosophers holding

this commonplace have given very different accounts of the nature and.

status of the repeated idea, and of the processes by means of which

bre come to entertain them and to justify our use of them. common is a

craim about the rerationship between ideas and things. Being

quantitatively and perhaps qualitatively indeterminate as it exists
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in the mindr the content represented by an idea may be repeated as

quantitatively or qualitatively determinate in things. It is

repetition in this sense which Hume's attack on ideas "abstract in

our conception of them" j-s intended to undermine.

(XLII Hume's reasons for rejecting repetition: the mind can

entertain only individual entities)

Hume's reasons for rejecting the "receivtd view" are not hard to

find. His atomism with respect to his epistemologically basic

impressions and ideas precludes the possibility that there could be

repeÈition among either ideas or impressions. Ideas differ only in

"force and vivacity" from impressions, so that what is true of one is

true of the oth"r.53 Hume writes, r'no impression can become

present to the mind, without being determin'd ín its degrees both of

quanÈj-ty and quality.'54 Therefore, the mind. can receive only

what is quantitatively and gualitatively determinate, from which

premise Hume does not fail to note that it follows that everything

both in "fact and reality" and in "id.ea" ís individual.5s were it

true that the same quality or character could be present in different

objects it would have to be the case that the mind could entertain

what r^ras not merely individual, i.e. qualitatively and quantitatively

determinate. A repetítion of some original could be distingul-shed

from the original onJ-y by reason of some difference, in which case it

could not be a repetition. Insofar as ideas or impressions admit of

being distinguished from each other, Lhey cannot be repeated.

(XLIII Hume's argument that there can be resemblance without
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repetition)

We shall argue in due course both that Hume must and. that,

contrary to his own conclusions in certain polemical situations, he

does, allow some "repetition" or recurrence in experience. It is

interesting to note¡ however, that he provides an argument which, if

successful, would show that simple ideas or impressions may resemble

each other without any such repetítion. In the Appendix to the

Treatise he writest

'Tis evident, that even differrent simple ideas may have a
similarity or resemblance to each other,' nor is it
necessary, that the point or circumstance of resembl-ance
shou"d be distinct or separable from that in which they
differ. BIue and green are different simple ideas, but are
more resembling than bLue and scarlet ; tho' their perfect
limflici!.V ,gxcludes aLl possibility of separation or
clt-st.l-nct.t-on.

Andrew Ushenko summarizes the argument welI" '(A) conunon feature or

respect 
"would be a component in addition to the distinguishing

feature of each of the resembling data, and a datum that has

components would be complex and. not simple."57 Hume at least

succeeds j-n placing the onus of proof on one who wishes to claim that

aII resemblance requires the repetition in instances of a universal.

And he has argurnents to show that that each of the two types of

supposedly "abstract" general ideas distinquished above can be

accounted for without supposing that we entertain any abstract ideas,

entities different in kind from the simple impressions from which

they are all ultimately derived"
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(XLIV There is no process of abstraction)

In the section "Of abstract ideas" of the Treatíse , Hume gives

three positive arguments in support of the proposition " that the

mind cannot form any notion of quantitv or qualitv without

forming a precise notion of the degrees. of each .,,58 The

first takes note at the start of Hume's principle that whatever may

be distinguished among our ideas may also constitute separately

existing objects of perception. rt is therefore impossible to

separate some abstract essence from the object of perception. Any

such essence would have to be distinguished from the object of which

it l¡¡as the essencer in which case it would. have to be a conceivabLe

(i.e. imaqinabre l, and therefore a possibre object of experience,

other than the object of which it is the purported. "essencer,, and. no

less determinate than that object.59 ,h. second. argument appeals

to the origin of ideas in impressions of which they are ',copies and

representations, " determinate in qualit.y and quantity no less than

t,he impressions themselves. Anticipating a possible objection, Hume

gives a possible explanation of our capacity for confusion about

objects of thought and experience determinate Ín this way.

The confusj-on, in which impressions are sometímes involv'd.,
proceeds only from their faintness and unsteadiness, not
from any capacity in the mind Lo rece.ive any impression,
which in iËs real existence has no particular degree nor.buproportr-on.

Fina1ly,

thing in

Hume appeals to a commonplace of Scholasticism, "that every

nature is individual, " his use of the exampLe of a triangle
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which must

making cl-ear

have "some precise proportion of sides and ang'Ies"

that he

61

here intends by "individual" a precisely

fdeas not differing in kind from the
62determined

j.mpressions

experience

particulars

part.icular

which

must

are the epistemologically primary

likewise, then, be "precisely

objects of

determined

tl

Abstract ideas are therefore in themselves individual,
however they may become general ín their representation.
The image in the mind is only that of a particu.l-ar object,
tho' the applicationr3f it in our reasoning be the same, as
if it were universal.--

The generality of an idea is not to be accounted for by appeal to its

intrinsíc character, but rather by associatíons afforded it by the

mind on the basis of experience.

(XLV There is no intellect)

There being no need to postulate the existence of a peculj-ar

sort of ment.al object to exprain our ability to employ generar terms,

on Hume's view, there is similarly no need to postulate ment.al-

machinery for their construction and examination. The supposítion

that we do require such faculties he attributes to the entertainment

by those making supposition of a number of disreputable motives, the

chief of which is a thoroughgoing philosophical dishonesty which

attempts to avoid criticism based on clear thinking by means of

appeal to uníntelligible jargon, to which Hume refers as "obscure and

uncertain" ideas.64 the heart of his case against the intellect,

however, is the case ag,ainst abstract ideas. Beíng unable to conceive
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65anything different in kind from ideas or impressions, the

operations of the mind cannot extend to vrhat cannot be represented as

the manipulation and comparison of images. " (A) 11 this creative

power of the mind amounts to no more than the faculty of compounding,

transposing' augmenting or diminishing the materials afforded us by

the sense and. experience."66

(XLVI Hume's restriction of knowledge to appearance is defended

by the argument that conclusions about anything else could only be

reached by an unjustifiable inference)

V'Ie have noted that Humets refrain "reason must terminate in the

memory or the senses" ís directed against the notion that the end of

disciplined inquiry of any kind can be knowledge of anything other

than possible objects of the senses crua sensible. The ,'reason" to

which Hume refers is the capacity for gaj-ning knowJ-edge not

conditioned in kind by experience, postulated by the rationalists

with whom he was directly concerned. By extension, it is easily read

as including the nous poetikos of Aristotl-e or the agens

intellectus of St. Thomas, as both are mental tools for the

production of concepts different in kind from Hume's "perceptionsr"

in either of the two senses in which Hume uses the word distinguished.

above. No amount of experience will- justify an inference from

experience to something different in kind from the objects of

experience as Hume has described them, and it is as attempting to

escape experience by means of inference that Hume woul-d characterize

those who¡ Like the Schoolmen' proposed some object of knowledge
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different in kind from his "perceptions. " We may, then, with justice

consider an argument in this form as Hume,s major objection to the

existence of Aquinas' agens intellectus , and of the "essences"

which are to form the objects of discursive knowledge in his

met.aphysical scheme.

(XLVII .A direct criticism of "the Schoolmen's" division of the

capacities of mind ínto conception, judgment, and reasoning)

Hume does attack "the Schoolmen" on the capacities of mind

directly' however. A footnote in the Treatise takes issue with a

"very remarkable error frequently inculcated in the schools

and universally received by all logicians', which divides "the

acts of the understanding into conception , judgrnent , and

reasoning ."67 He defines the terms which he believes are falsely

distinguished in the following way

Conception is defin'd to be the simple survey of one or
more ideas: .fudgment to be the separating or uniting of
different ideas: Reasoning to be the separating or uniting
of different ideas by the interposit,io4^of others, which
show the relation they bear to each other.þð

"rTudgment" Hume rejects on the g:rounds that not every judgrment

separates or unites ideas, and gives as an example existential

judgments, in which it is claimed that something exists. Such

judgrments, he claims, also provide examples of propositions which

contain only one idea. Hence, he argues, we do not require a third

idea in reasoning, and invokes his theory of causal reasoning to

support the claim.
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(XLVIII A construction of a more full Humean case against the

Scholastic distinction)

From Hume's previous claims we may construct a fuller account of

what he has j.n mind than he himserf provides at this point in the

text. As all reasoning concerning matters of fact is causal, and. alJ-

causal reasoning the product of associations of ideas, our reasoning

concerning such matters need have only two terms, the cause and. the

effect. The inference may be from cause to effect or vice .rr.i"u

Such inferences are the stuff of Humet s ,'reason, " "not only a true

species of reasoning', but the strongest of arl others, and. more

convincing than when we interpose another idea to connect the two

extremes."69 AII three acts of the understand.ing, Hume concl-udes,

when properly understood, i.e. as he understands them, corrapse into

the first.

lVhether we consider a single object, or severa1,. whether we
dwell on these objects, or run from them to others; and in
whatever form or order we survey them, the act of the mind.
exceeds not a simple conceptÍon; and the only remarkable
difference, which occurs on this occasion, is, when we join
bel-ief to the
what we conceive.

ggnceptíonr are perswaded of the truth of

71.,Judging

be, on

could not

modelled on

consistent

relationshíp

be his ideas , nor

and reasoning are forms

Humet s account, because

of conceiving, then. They must

were they anything else their terms

could the processes of thought be

of images. The onJ-y account of bel-ief

of the nature of experience and

and thought is one that makes the

the

with

manj-puJ.ation

his account

between percepLlon
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difference between what might be fancied and what might be bel-ieved

simply a difference in the "force and vivacity" with which they

strike the knower. Any other difference would imply a difference in

kind between them of the sort he has disallowed as inconsistent with

empiricism. ,Judging and reaaoning, then, affect only the force and

vivacity of the ídeas which are the subjects of judgment or reason.

The beliefs in which they culminate are ,,strong and steady

conception[s]...such as [approach] in some measure to.. "immed.iate
.t2

impression Is] . "'

(IXL Hume does not consistently account for mental capacities in

terms of association of ideas)

Hume is not consistent in his or.rn account of the powers of mind..

rn the passage just discussed, he does not craim that the species of

reason founded on association is the onry form of reasoning¡ only

that it is the "strongest of all others." Yet, as lvas mentioned.,

there are at least two quite different sorts of "reason" which he

himserf sometimes distinguishes. The sort which has to do with

relations of ideas alone issues in certainty. Conclusions reached. by

means of the sort of reasonÍng proper to matters of fact can only be

probable. Yet it is this latter form which he here cal_Is the

"strongest" ! Furthermore, Hume maintains at one point in the Treatise

that mathematical objects are "objects of the fancy.'73 rt is not

clear from context what exactÌy this means, except that this claim is

contrasted with the rational-ist notion that mathematical objects "are

of so refin'd and spiritual a nature, that they...must be
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comprehended by a pure and intellectual view, of which the superior

faculties of the soul are al-one capable .*1 4 If he means that

mathematical relationships are associative relationships between

ideas, the charg:es of psychologism of which v¡e attempted to show he

v¡as not entirely guirty return with ararmingly cogent evidence. rf

this is his view, it would seem false on the familiar argument that

vte do not change our mathematical beliefs by reason of the results of

any empirical tests, nor does it make sense to suppose that there

could be empirical circumstances which could call for such a

revision. If, on the other hand, he means that mathematical objects

are entertained in the same way "distinctions of reason" are

entertained, this is at least probJ-ematic. vnte will d.iscuss his

"disLinctions of reason" in grreater detail below, but suffice it here

to say t,hat the capacity to make "distinctions of reason" as he

describes Ít in the last part of the section on abstract ideas in the

Treatise sounds very much like the capacity for abstraction he so

painfully exorcised in the fÍrst part.

(L rludg¡nents are the effect of custom, according to Hume)

A more promising interpretation of Hume, s attack on the

intellect than any of the above is suggested by his claim that

judgements made on basis of experience, by which he seems to mean

judgrments made on the basis of association about matters of fact,

must be seen as effects of custom on the imagination íf we are not to

lose ourselves in "perpetual contradiction and absurdity."75 The

contradictions and absurdities to which he is referring are those he
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argues are impJ-icit in the notion of ideas which are abstract in our

conception of them, but it is at least plausíble to suppose that the

denial of ídeas which are not images ís not the major point here. The

point of the attack is not that we have no capacity for g'enuinely a

priori reasoníng, not based on association, something he plainly

denies at other points. Rather, it is to draw a clear distinction

between a priori and a posteriori reasoning in epistemology, and

claims about what is the case and about what ougrht to be the case in

ethics. If aII definitions are either trivial because true by

convention, or tautologous, then Aquinas and the SchooLmen are in

very serious trouble indeed. In metaphysics, this claim has the

result that their basic metaphysical unit, the substance, or material

object' is threatened as in some !{ay fundamental- to explanation" The

most fundamental sort of explanation in the ArístoteLian tradition is

the specification of what a thing is by means of a definat.ory

formula" But if aLl definitions are tautologous, it is entireJ-y a

matter of accident if a term's denotation remains constant with

change in its connotation" Think, for example, of a trorse" The

denotation of "horse, " Aquinas woul-d maintain, remains constant

through changes in its connotation brought about by developments in

bioJ-ogy, physiochemistry, anatomy, or even quantum mechanics.

"Horseness" is an objective fact about the world, and can be the

object of a wide variety of very different studies in terms of very

different sorts of disciplined inquiry employing very different

methods. Some of those sorts of enquiry may not even recognize the
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existence of our horse g an example of "horseness, " âsr for

example, would be the case with a physicÍst's or a chemist's analysis

of the propertíes of the beast and of his parts. This does not

obscure, on Aquínas' view, the basic fact that all these dj-fferent

methods of enquiry are abstractions from our cornmon sensible way of

thinking and speaking about the world, including as it does the

concept "horse." If Hume is right, "horseness" cannot be accepted as

constituting in any sense an objective feature of the world., and if.

for reasons of explanatory convenience, someone wished to do away

with the notion altogether, we could give only pragmatic reasons for

keeping the convention.

(tI The consequences for Aristotelian ethics of Hume's a priori

/a posteriori distinction).

In ethics, Hume's doctrine has the result that Aristotelian

ethics are plainly indefensible. If there are and can be no natural

kinds, not mereli because the lines between species are hard to draw,

but because all kinds are mere conventions, the search for goods

proper to members of a specÍes can only be futile" Firstr attempting,

to specify "natural" characteristics of a species is an exercise of

lexicographal self-indulgence, defining species into existence. It is

mere self-deception to pretend that anything of significance turns on

it. Second, what ought to be the case cannot be discovered by an

examination of what, in factr members of the species are and do,

because there are no criteria beyond personal preference for choosing

some members or some of the actions of some members as normative for
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all members

(LIf Aquinas' intellectus is superfluous, Hume woul-d argue)

The above criticism, if successful, would be by far the most

damaging Humean attack on Aquinas' ag'ens intellectus , rendering it

superfluous. Moreover, so rong as Hume was right in arguing that the

objects of ion can be nothing else but the objects of the

senses gua sensíble, the attack would remain successfu-L. This would

be the case even if his own account of the nature of thought with its

model of images erere shown to be radically defective. The agens

intellectus is not only to sort sensations, but to discover in

sensations meaningful patterns, including teleological patterns. It

is this fact which would rouse Humet s common accusation against those

who disagree with hís account of the objects of experience that they

postulate a capacity for reason operating in independence of

experience to gain knowledge of something which could not possibly be

present in experience. And Hume might wel-l point to Aquinas'

arguments for the exisÈence of a Deity to support his claim that

Aquinas' empiricism is a matter of name only, because plainly nothing

like even an anthropomorphically conceíved Greek deity¡ l-et aLone

Aristotle's Deity or the God and Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ of

christianity, the existence of at least one of which e¡e may assume

Aquinas wished to demonstrate. could possibly be an object of

experíence on Hume's account of such objects.T6 arr¿ on Hume,s oÌ"rn

account and for the same reason, such a being could not be thought,

either "
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(LIII Humets Arguments: There are no (a) generic universals)

Perception of individuals of a certain biol-ogical kind forms the

normal case in Aristotelian and Thomist accounts of perception. For

that reasonr Hume's rejection of qeneric universal-s is of particular

importance, although his case here is virtually identical- to the sort

of case he presents aga inst crualitative universals r âs we have

defined these above. Given that all our ideas must be qual-itatively

and quantitatively determinate and individ.ual, generic uníversal-s

would have to be images either of all the members of the genus in all-

their qualitative and guantitative diversity at once, or of no member

in particular. BoÈh a¡e simply j-mpossible.

(LIV Hume's Arguments: There being no intellect and no abstract

ideas, there are no (b) qualitative uníversals)

Though Hume does not use BLanshard's terminology, he usually

discusses generic and qualitative universals together, and terms them

"abstract." Here the challenge is to produce some sensible guality

common to instancesr âs it ctas to produce some cornmon pattern of

qualities with greneric universal-s " There is, however, no

qualitatively determinate "redness" common to aLl various shades of

red' each of which is no l-ess determinate. The same results may be

found by running the same mental test for any proposed exception.

There is no guality over and above and separabLe from the determinate

quality ttte experience in any given instance which may account for

the fact that it is placed by means of qualitative terms in the same

category with equally deLerminate but qualitatively different
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instances. The mind is capable of entertaining only gualitatively and

quantitatively determinate ideas. Therefore the mind entertaj-ns an

idea of no quality repeated in instances of a general qualitative

term when ste use such terms. There are qualitative terms which are

generar in that they refer to gualitatively diverse instances, bgt

there are no abstract gualitative universals which the'mind could

entertain, nor is it possible that there be 
"rry.77

(LV No "intentional identity" between concepts and things)

Aquinas does not accept Hume's claim that universals must

resembl-e their instances in the respect of qualitative and.

quanÈitative determinacy. For that reason, he would not accept the

arguments against the exj-stence of gieneric and qualitative universals

as cogent, resting as they do on t,his claim. Aquinas maintains that

universals as they exist in the mind and universals as they exist in

their instances are different in their mode of being, but that they

are intentionallv identical. what Aquinas means by t,his is roughly as

forlows" rn articurated speech and thought, when we use a general

t.erm !{e draw attention to a certain range of things denoted by it.

Nevertheless.' ele need not draw attention to each one j-ndividually

because it is the connotation of the term which expresses that which

is equally true of all its instances. This is true whether t.he

connotation of the term is grasped explicitly, manifest in the

ability to defíne or give a reasoned account of the meaning of Èhe

term, or whether it is grasped implicitly, in the ability simply to

recognize and name instances. "Intention, " then, is a relation of
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meaning between a word and objects it denotes, though it come to be

used in more specj-a1ized. vrays as part of Aquinas, technical

vocabulary. 1o say that a concept or "mental wordr" in Aquinas,

terms, is intentionally identical with objects it denotes is to claim

that this relationship of meaning obtains between them, without

implying numerical identity or identity in mode of being between the

concept existing in the mind and that which it represents in

thought.78 The relationship consists in a likeness of formr that

about a thing which places it in a specj-fic class and determines its

particular mod.e of beingr T9 existing in one way in the mind and

in another .in things. This subject will be taken up in the second

chapter, with the subject of the rel-ationship of adeguacy , between

concept and that which is conceptualized, and truth , between

propositions and that which they represent in thought.

(LVI Humean reason for rejecting Aquinas' account of the

relationship between concept and thÍng)

Hume himself does not discuss the details of Aquinas' notíon of

"intentional identity, " so we will l-eave a more detailed discussion

for the second chapter. It is pertinent here to recall, however, that

Hume would reject Èhe notÍon of any sort of identity between concept

and object of a sort that could not be perceived by the senses. If

universals are not images, they cannot be compared with images with

respect to their sensible characteristics, and sensibfe

characteristics are the only ones of which we have any experience and

knowledge, finally. fnsofar as the identity between universa.l-s and
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their instances cannot be specifÍed in terms of sensibte

characteristicsr they cannot be constructs out of the basic materials

of experience, being different in kind from them. Hence they cannot

be known, and we are unable even to conceive id.entity with respect to

them' much less to be in a position to justify claims concerning such

identity.

(LVII Aquinas' view contradicts evident fact that q¡e can use

general terms without an exact definition of them)

Hume might also argue agaj-nst the notion that general- terms

refer to the instances which falr under them by reason of the

repetition in the instances of the universal for which the general

term stands on the followíng ground. It is obvious from our common

practice that we can rnake use of general terms in a manner consistent

with correct rules of usage without an exact definition of the term.

This is suggestive, he might say. I{e ought not to rook for some

defining expression indicating the abstract content of a general term

applying indifferently to all the instances covered by the term to

exprain our ability for consistently employing Lhe term. lve never

have such definitions in mind when vre use general terms. lrle can

reason perfectJ-y well without such definitíons " What we do have ín

mind when h¡e reason is a determinate image¡ i"e. a copy of an

impression, or a set of such images. This j-s true of both kinds of

reasoning, though the operations carried out differ in kind. in each

case, as we have seen. hlhen we reason concerning matters of fact, we

entertain an image or set of images together with a habit of
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association cal-Ied into play by the general term" This habit is to

account for our abilíty to recognize instances and. to employ the term

consistently, enabling one to recognize resemblances and patterns of

resembling qualities in either of the tvro sense of "resemblance"

distinguished above. Confusion and conseç[uent inability consistently

to employ a general term may have its origin either in insufficiently

developed associative habits or failure to entertain a cl-ear image or

set of images when using the general term. If these are both present,

however, we have a "perfect" understandÍng of the term which needs no

supplementation by a def inatory formul-a of any Xirr¿.80

(LVII Two Humean objections to Aquinas' account of g'eneral terms

Hume night accuse Aquinas, Èhen, of two errors. First, he

appears to suppose that we must appeal to abstract ideas to account

for our ability consistenÈIy to employ general terms. Yet Aquinas

himself admits that r,re do not, in fact, usually have these in mind

when vre do have that ability, and even claj-ms that these are

discovered only by means of prolonged disciplíned inguiry. Secondly,

he appears Èo believe that vJe can employ a term consistently in

reasoning without a "perfect" idea of it" In other words, Aquinas

seems to think that understandingr a word consists in something more

than the fulfulment of the necessary and sufficíent conditions for

empJ-oying it consistently" If this were sor Hume might argue, r¡¡e

could not meaningfully disagree. Meaningful disagreement presupposes

that both parties understand the same thing by the terms they use.

Both sides must be talking about the same subject if their arguments
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are not to address different subjects. Yet if both of the parties in

a dispute can understand by a term something different and yet use a

term with complete consistency so that it is not possible that the

dífference in meaning be found out from differences in usage, a most

insidious form of skepticism about our ability to communicate with

one another on any subject follows. His account, he woul-d arg:ue,

avoids this

conditions as

must have the

ideas, and the

dj-spute each

believe they

habits which

general term.

about

with

problem. To understand a word invol-ves the same

the ability to use it consistently. In either case, !ùe

capacity to entertain the appropriate idea or set of

appropriate habits of association. If two parties in a

use their terms consistently, there is no reason to

do not each have both the idea or ideas and the correct

together

If this is

constitute a perfect understanding of any

true of all the terms describing the problem

which they disagree, they understand each other's positions

respect to that problem perfectly.Sl w" míght expect, Hume t.o

insist, then, that Aguinas first two errors thus invite a form of

radical skepticism according to which it would never be possibl-e to

know if one understood anyone else, whereas Humet s view avoids both

errors and the scepticism which follows from them"

(LIX Aquinas' view places thought and speech beyond normal

capacj-ties: No process of selection of conmon characteristicr framing

of universal. ,Iust custom)

Hume plainly expresses his belief that previous attempts to grive

an account of the mind's capacity for thought have erred because they
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supposed that the process of thoughÈ was more complex than it is.

revol-t against ,abstraction e¡as aimed

prior to the use of general words, there

characteristics common to the instances

R. I " Aaron

chiefly

isa conscious selection of

falling under the particular general word in question, ',followed by

the framing of a universal-.'82 It is custom , of which both

animals and children as well as adults are capable, which plays the

most important role in the process of thought.

The conmon defect of those systems, which philosophers have
employ'd to account for the actions of the mind, is, that
they suppose such a subtilty and refinement of thought, as
not only exceeds the capacity of mere animals, but even of
children and the common people of our own species,. who are
notwithstanding susceptible of the same emotions and
affections as persons of the most accomplish'd genius and.
understanding. Such a subtilty is a clear proof of t,he
fafsehog$r âs the contrary simplicity of the truth, of any
system.

Hume might be expected, then, to accuse Aquinas of an excess of

"subtilty." The abstraction which Aquinas cl-aims must go on before a

child is able consistently to employ a single general term wouJ-d be

far beyond their power. (LX Hume,s views on the nature of

specific concepts are not easy to discern)

Hume's position with respect to specific universaLs is much more

difficult to ascertain than his position with respect to generic and

qualitative universals. While his account of abstract universal-s is

at

argues that his

the notion that,
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reasonably plain, there are quite different interpretations of his

account of specific universals, and sometimes different judgements on

the cogency of a single interpretation of his account. The

difficulties have theír origj-n in the fact that the textual evidence

is often ambiguous. At some points, and particularly where he is

concerned not so much to give his own view as to attack abstract

universals, he seems to believe that all general ideas are particul-ar

"in our conception of them." This wou1d. presumably include specific

ideas, such as particular numbers, shades of colour, and the like. In

other places, and particularly where he is concerned to give some

positive account of how it is possible for us consistently to employ

general terms, he appears to allow that things may resembLe each

other by reason of some feature held in common, a c1aím which, taken

strictly and at face value, is inconsistent with his denial of

universals and his theory of general ideas "

(I,XI An aside to examíne Hume's positive account of generality)

In order properly to understand Hume on specific universals, we

will have to engage in an aside at this point, to examine the general

features of Hume's positive account of how terms corresponding to

ideas which are particular and determinate nevertheless may have

g'eneral reference. This will place us in a position to close this

section with an examÍnation of Humer s criticisms of distinctions

central to Àquinas' metaphysics, having grasped the aspects of Hume's

own account most important in his critique.

(LXII Hume's Positive Account of Generality)
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fn the section of the Treatise "Of Àbstract ldeas" Hume first

attacks abstract general ideas using the arguments we have outlined

above. He then attempts to deaL with what he perceives to be the

"chief difficulty" remaining on the subject of "abstract ideas" in

t.he sense of ideas having general reference, given his rejection of

"abstract ideas" in the sense of mental ideas different in kind from

impressions. The difficulty is that of how to account in terms of

"experience and analogy" rather than in terms of "ultj-mate causes of

our mental actions, t' of which we can have no knowledge, for "that

custom, which so readily recalls every partícular idea, for which we

may have occasion, and is excited by any word or sound, to which we

commonly annex it.'84 the first part of his attempt to deaf with

the difficulty takes the form of an account of how it is possible for

a single idea to have general reference, given that. we do not bear in

mind all the instances falling under the term in conversatj-on and

articulate thought

(LXIII Association of ldeas)

The difficulÈy Hume addresses with his account of gieneral terms

is basically the problem addressed by his account of the association

of ideas as a whole. This is the problem posed by Hume's nominalistic

accounÈ of experience, in which experience is represented as a

succession of discrete units which may resemble each other, but which

have no quality or character coÍtmon to any group of them, strictly

speaking. The rel-atíons in terms of which association of ideas is to

be explained are to be extrinsic to the existence and nature of the
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ideas so related. "Association" is the term Hume uses to indicate

that which links our ideas both in conceiving the common objects of

experíence and in thinking and speaking about the things we conceive.

He describes it as a "gentle force" whÍch usualÌy, but not, always,

binds ideas togetherr S5 and as a "habit" which moves the mind.

86hrithout reflection from one idea to another The force or habít

ís not blind' however, or it could not account for that measure of

order and coherence that is sometimes found in some of our thoughts.

Hume takes it as a "general rule" that wherever the mind "constantly

and uniformly" moves between ideas withouÈ reason, that is, wherever

there are associative habits in operation, there are "relations"

between the associated ideas which help account for the fact that

they are associated.. ST These "relations" (or "qualities,, as he

sometimes calls them) account both for the establ-ishment of most

associative línks, and for the subsequent, generally reliable

guidance of the mind along them. They are "

in time and. place, and cause and effect .'88

resemblance , contiguitv

'TÍs plain, that in the course of our thinking, and in the
constant revol-ution of our ideas, our imagination runs
easily from one idea to any other that resembLes it , and
that thís quality alone is to the fancy Ii.e. the
imaginationl a sufficient bond and association. , Tis
likewise evident, that as the senses, in changing their
objects, are necessitated to change them regularly, and
take them as they lie contiguous to each other, the
imagination must by long custom acquire the same method of
thinking, and run along the parts of space and time in
conceiving its objects. As to the connexion, that is made
by the relation of cause and effect tit isl
sufficient to observe, that there is no relation, which
produces a stronger connexion in the fancy¡ and makes one
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idea more readiJ-y recall another,
cause and effect betwixt their objects Etu" the relation of

(LXMour analogies for understanding Hume,s account of the

relationship between a general term and the idea with which it is

associated)

Hume gives four instances he takes to be analogous to the act of

the mind in recalling ideas on the cue of the occurrence of a word in

speech or thought in Section ? of the first Part of the Treatise ,

'Of Abstract Ideas." The first is that of mention of large numbers,

where we have no idea of the nurnber, as Hume has defined ideas. This

inability to frame an idea, Hume notes, in no way encumbers our

ability to use such rarge numbers in thought and reasoning. Here, he

says, $re need no positj-ve idea, but only a custom, "a power of

producing such an idea, by Ithe mind's] adequate idea of the

decimals, under which the number is comprehended..90 Th" second

is that of habits brought into play by a single word, such as that of

reciting a poem learned by rote, when all that is entertained by the

mind at the start of the recitation is the opening word., and. not. the

poem in its entírety. Third1y, there is the example of our consistent

use of general words such as , government , church , neqotiation

conquest . " Our inability to "annex distinct and compleat ideas" t.o

these terms does not prevent us from speaking sensibly about

grovernments and churches, negotiations and conquests. A custom

acquired by "attributingi certain relations to ideas" in cornmon

discourse keeps us within the bounds of what can be said g'iven
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ordinary

an idea

come to

attention

usage, making us perceive our error when we g:o astray using

in thís situation by reason of the idea's relations we have

91 Fourt,h.l-y,know in past situations.

to ordinary usage will

Hume argues that

that the relation ofconvlnce us

resemblance between the individual ideas "collected together, and

plac'd under a gieneraf term with a view to that resemblance, which

they bear to each other" wil-l account for "their entrance in the

imagination" on appropriate occasiorr".92 Hume concludes his list

of examples with the comment that, even if the particulars of his

account of the mechanics of general terms j-s wrong, given that he has

shown a1l previous accounts untenable, some new account must be

found. His has the advantages both of being the only avaíl-able

option, and of recognizing the fact that any account of the mechanics

of general terms must appeal to custom. "If ideas be particular in

their nature, and at the same Èime finite in their number, 'tis only

by custom they can become general in their representationr and

contain an infinite number of other id.eas und.er them""93

(LXV Distinctions of reason)

the second part of Hume's attempÈ to gj"ve a positive aceount of

how general ideas are formed and employed has to do with what he

cafls distinctions of reason' following the medieval tradition. The

question of distinct .lones rationis interests Hume as an account of

the resemblances by means of which ideas are customarily associated

for these purposes. He is concerned to show that these resemblances,

so crucial to his positive account of the nature of general- ideas' do
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not require the repetition in instances of universals under which

they are subsumed which he has so rigorously denied in the negative

part of his argument, the attack on abstract universals. Hence Hume

presents the problem as being that of reconciling the possibility of

making distinctions between things which are in fact inseparable and

not distinct with his princíple " that alI ideas which are

d.ifferent , € separabLe .'94 H" uses "figure" as an example of

a mode in which things might resembfe each other, but which is not

something really distinct from the things themselves.

tllf the figure be
must be separable as
not different, their
distinguishabl-e. What

different from the body, their ideas
well- as distinguishabl-e; if they be

ideas can neither be separable nor
then is meant by a distinction of

implíes neither a difference norreason, s
separation? û8." it

Hume answers that even in the simplicity of the impression of a

"figur'd body" may be contained "many different resemblances and

relations."96 with exposure to different objects, resembfing each

other in certain respects, we Iearn to make distinctions of reason

between each of the objecÈs and the respects in which they resemble

each other. This, maintains Hume, does not mean that in considering

any one of the resembling objects we entertain anything different in

kind from impressions. Rather, we look on the object of consideration

in a certain wây, accompanying our ideas "with a kind of reflexion,

of which custom renders us, in a great measure, insensible."9T 
""

concludes his discussion with the following example"
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A person, who desires us to consider the figure of a globe
of white marble without thinking on its colour, desires an
impossibility; but his meaning is, that we shou'd consider
the colour and figure together, but still keep in our eye
the resemblance to the globe of black marblenror that to
any other globe of whatever colour or substance.

(I,XVI Recent debates over Hume's theory of general ideas)

There has been a liveIy debate in this century over the way in

which these materials ought to be interpreted. Some have argued that

t.he imagist theory of thinking, though present, is not really crucial-

to his theory of general ideas. Kemp Smith believes that Hume's

theory of thinking is a prop for a more fundamentaL epistemological

claim, but that nevertheless the key to understanding Hume's

intentions in the section is to be found ín his (unsuccessful-)

attempt to account for "abstract ideas" or our ability to use general

terms ín a vray that is consistent with his imagist theory of

thinking. Richard Aaron admits the presence of the imagist theory of

thinking in Hume, but argues Hume's discussion of g'eneral ideas is

not merely a failed attempt to defend the restriction of concepts the

mind is capable of entertaining to universals of sense. Hume makes a

contribution to the problem of universals as such in the form of an

attempt to replace repetítion and recurrence in experience with

resemblance. I will argue that Hume's theory of general ideas is an

attempt to address problems posed by his imagist theory of thinking,

and t,hat it is no more defensible than his account of thought.

(LXVII Kemp Smith's critique: characterization of Hume's account
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of universals)

Norman Kemp Smith characterizes Hume's account of universals in

the following way. Hume is concerned to defend a form of empiricism,

the central claim of which is that "perceptions" form all the

materials of thought.99 Passages where Hume chastises those who

wish by some mysterious faculty of apprehension to gain knowledge of

something other that appearances , i.e. "perceptionsrr" and those

coÍìrnon subjects of thought and speech constructed, as he believes,

from them, "perceptionsrr" support this reading. Kemp Smith reads

Hume's defense of the claim that all perceptions are either

impressions or correspondent images as an attempt to bolster this

first claim. It follows from the second, but not from the first, that

there can be no ideas "abstract in our conception of them"

entertained by the mind. Hence, while Kemp Smith believes it true

that Hume attempts to account for general terms postulating no

entities different in kind from particular, determinate

"perceptions, " replacing abstraction with custom and instantiated

universals with simíl-aríties between non-composite simples, he also

believes that a rejection of both these claims does not endanger

Hume's most important epistemological claim, limiting the real-m of

knowledge to the realm of appearances " He himsel-f undertakes a

critique of the second of the Humean cl-aims here distinguished,

arguing both that Hume assumes impticitly the existence of the

abstract greneral ideas he explicitly denies' and that his account of

distinctions of reason, far from extricating him from the problem,
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demonstrates this fail-ure. The resemblances which the mind requires

to distinguish between those images which are to be subsumed. under a

general idea and those which are not must be universals, common to

because repeated in their ir,"turr."".100

(LXVIII Hume's analogies for understanding the relationship

between word and idea are unsatisfactory as attempts to show that

such an account is possible wíthout appeal to ideas "abstract in our

conception of them")

Kemp Smith attacks Hume's four analogies for the mj-nd's action

in entertaining a general- idea on the grounds that none succeed in

doing av¡ay with the necessity of ideas which are "abstract j-n our

conception of them." The first, he argues, requires that we have an

"idea of decimal" which could not possibly be an image. Against the

recitatíon analogy, Kemp smith argues that it in no way ilruminates

the rore which is supposed to be played by the particular idea or

ideas entertained as part of the general idea. Particular images are

not part of abstract or greneral ideas in the way that the opening

word is part of a poem, differing radícally in kind from the

associative customs which are the other components in Hume's abstract

ídeas. Thirdly, he argues that Hume gives his case away in admitting

that we do not perceive that we have wrongly used a word. by any

process involving comparison or association of images, but rather by

apprehension of relatj-ons in which the word stands with other words.

Hume, he notes, Iater terms these "philosophical" relations, but

nowhere suggests that "they are describable either as images or as
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10LparticuJ-ars " " Finally, Kemp Smith notes that Hume maintains

that resemblance is not a natural- relation, but rather phitosophical

, exísting "only for consciousness when it compares [ideas] . " Hume

does not explain, he argues, how a relation which exj-sts only when

two ideas are both present to the imaginat.ion and. compared can

suggest one when only the other is present to the imagination. Hume

appears to assume that the relation of resemblance exists as both a

natural and a philosophical reIationr 102 *"kirrg resemblance both

a necessary conditÍon of association of ideas, and a product of such

l_03assoc]-at,l-on.

(LXIX K.B. Price's objection against Humers account of general

ideas that it requires that ideas which do not exist be associated.

with ideas which do exist)

A point simil-ar to this last one about Hume's account of g'eneral

ideas is raised by K.B. Price, who argues that Hume,s d.octrine

requires that ideas be associated with ideas that are occurrent when

they themserves are not occurrent. Hence, "A g'eneral idea is not one

actually associated with others, but one which puts the mind in

'readíness' to introduce those whích resemble it. It represents them

by an association which is curtailed."104 Established habit is to

account for our ability to bring to mind a particular image

potentiallv but not al-ways actually associated with it whenever the

term is used in speech and thought on the partícular occasions which

call for it.1o5 Hume writes,
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After $re have acquired a custom of [applying the same name
to objects differing in quantity and quality but, by reason
of their resemblances, falling under the same namel r the
hearing of that name revives the ídea of one of these
objects, and makes the imagination conceive it with all its
particular circumstances and proportions. But as the same
word is suppos'd to have been frequently applied to other
individuals, that are different in many respects from that
idea, whích is immediately present to the mind; the word
not being able to revive the idea of all these i-ndividuals,
only touches the soul, if I may be allowrd so to speak, and
revives that custom, which we have acquir'd by surveying
them. They are not really and ín fact present to the mind.,
but only in povrer; nor do we draw them all out distinctly
in the imagination, but keep ourselves in a readiness to
survey any of them, as vre may be prompted by a present
design or necessity. The word raises up an individual idea,
along with a certain custom,. and that custom produces any
other
occasion i6f,ividual one, f or which rá¡e may have

Price's compraint is important, because, Hume does not all-ow that

things may have a potential mode of existence. we may have a concept

of something which does not exist in reality, but given that what is

true of impressions is true of ideas as welr, we cannot have an id.ea

which exists "a little bit' -- just enough to be associated. with an

occurrent idea. Things of any sort either exist or do not exist at

any given time, "strictry speaking"" The allowance for existence "in

poï¡errr ís inconsistent on Hume's part. Moreover, the inconsj-stency is

not helped by the appeal to custom. Objects whích in no sense exist

cannot be associated even by such an all-pervasive force as custom.

(I,XX Kemp Smith charges that Hume's "distinctions of reason', are

inconsistent with his professed disbelief in abstract ideas)

Kemp Smith's critigue of the second part of Hume's positive

account of general ideas is no less trenchant than his critique of
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the first. In allowing any sort of distinctions which impJ-y no real

separation in the objects of perception themselves, he argues that.

Hume is inconsistent with his former claim, which was not merely that

the mind could not entertain images without entertaining the sensible

gualities ingredient in them, but that the mind. could entertain no

ideas which were not images or sets of images associated in various

ways, resembling the objects of perception in their gualitative and

quantitative determinacy. fn Hume's phrase, the mind can entertaj-n no

id.eas abstract "in the mind's conception of them.'107 Ke*p Smith

goes on to argue,

IT] hese 'dístinctions of reason' are in no respect
particulars. They are among the resemblances that have to
be found before a tgeneral or abstract term' can be
mentally entertained, i"e. before a custom or habit of
'representation' can come to be formed. And if such
distinctions be Èhus allowed in the case of simple ideas,
they must also be applicable to the objects, a triangle or
a globe of whíte marble, into which these simples enter,
and which, as Hume professes to maintain, though not always
consistently, they exhaustivelv constitute" Hume is
consequently not justified in holding, as he has done
earlier in the sectíon, that "abstract ideas are therefore
in themselves indÍvidua
in their representation."

On Kemp Smíth's vien, the discussion of "distinctions of reason" is

an attempt to smuggle back what Hume has persistently rejected under

another name.

(I.XXI Kemp Smith's argument does not d.emonstrate that Hume must

allow all kinds of abstract ideas)

In fairness to Hume, Kemp Smith's argument, even if cogent, does

It however they may þççome general
Treatise,f,i,T (201'--
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not show that Hume must allow all sorts of abstract ideas. This

concl-usion need not foll-ow from a demonstration that he must al-low

the existence of at l-east some universals, repeated in their

instances. It míght be argued, as indeed H"H. Price and other

interpreters of Hume have argued, that Hume ought to be read as

allowing onJ-y certain tlpes of what we have called, following

Bl-anshard¡ "specific" universal"r109 granting that he does say

things plainly inconsistent with thís. The purpose of his attack on

universals is as weII served by the elimination of abstract

universals, gualitative and generic, as by the elÍmination of aII

universaLs. There is still a strong' matters of facE/xelations of

ideas distinction to be made; there is knowledge of nothJ-ng beyond.

t.he deliverances of the senses "ín the mode of presentationaÌ

immed.iacyr " as Whitehead might put it, or .re. sensibLe, as we have

put it above; the divorce of ethics from metaphysics is not

endangered. Even if it were shown that Hume consistently wished to

deny the existence of al-L universals, this slight adjustment in his

views wouLd be fully consistent with the general aims and

consequences of his work.

(LXXII Aaron as a response to Kemp Smith)

R. I. Aaron, in his book The Theory of Universals att empts to

shift, the center of discussion of Hume's theory of universals from

his imagist account of thinking to his account of resemblance without

need for repetition of some cornmon character or quality in the

resembling items. He ag'rees with Kemp Smith, though he does not
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mention him by name, that Hume nowhere demonstrates cogently that all

abstract or general ideas must be images, or that the mind cannot

entertain notions which cannot be represented by means of
. 110 -_images.--- He further agrees with Kemp Smith that Hume's account

of "distinctions of reason" is inconsistent wi-th this "lui*.111
Against Kemp Smith, whom he at this point mentions by name, Aaron

argues that Hume has a second account of universals which he did not

himsetf clearly distinguish from the first, but which j-s, in fact,

different from it, and which is not subject to the objections he

takes to be decisive against Hume's imagist theory of thinking" This

theory Aaron calls the "dispositional" or "propensity" theory of

universals, and argues that Hume's examples in t.he section "Of

abstract ideas" so forcefully criticized by Kemp Smith have been

misread because they have not been read as attempts to support this

theory.

(IXXIII Aaron interprets Hume's theory of universals as an

attempt to replace repetition with resemblance and not chiefly as an

attempt to vindicate an imagist theory of t.hought)

The centrepiece of Humet s theory of universals as Aaron

understands it is not the imagist theory of thinking, but the account

of resembfance we outlined briefly above" As in the version of Hume's

theory which both Aaron and Kemp Smith agree is genuinely present in

Hume's work and which both reject, the second theory Aaron bel-ieves

he finds in Hume's work endeavors to replace abstraction with

",r"to*.112 
rt is important to note, however, that Lhis is not to
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be understood as a rejection of "abstraction" in the sense of a

process of thought terminating in mental entities different in kind

from the objects of perception" Rather, he is rejecting "abstraction"

as a process which terminates in the production of a mental entity

representing in thought a certain guality or character common to and.

repeated in dífferent objects. The imagist theory of thinking

requires the rejection of abstraction in both senses. The second

theory which Aaron believes is to be found in Hume's works rejects

only the second sort.

(LXXMaron's reading of Hume's analogies)

Aaron reads Humet s four "analogiest' or "reflexions" concerning

the mind's action in entertaining general ideas as attempts to show

how this action is most usefully modelled on the way in which a habit

or technique may be cal-Ied into play by verbal cues. ConÈra Kemp

Smith, on Àaron's reading Hume is not here concerned with the

question of whether or not there are id.eas abstract in our conception

of them, the question of the imagist theory of Èhinking'. Rather, lve

are to take our success at handling uncomprehended large numbers as

an example of a useful technical accomplishment by means of ideas

which are in some way deficient" Aaron maintains that Hume ís here

arguing from analogy that we ought to understand general ideas in

this way, as "a most useful technical accomplishment without whose

aid vre could not reason nor...Iive out our full, human lifer" but

which nevertheless "has in it something 'imperfect' and

11"tinadequa¡sr.rrrrJ Símilarly, Aaron goes on to argue, Kemp Smith
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finds the second example of the memory of the poem triggered by the

first word as no analogy at all because he construes Hume as

attempting to illustrate the rel-ation between particular images and

abstract ideas, whereas Hume is in fact concerned to "ilLustrate the

way j-n which a person, once conditioned in a certain way, can be

stimulated to the appropriate reaction by hearing or seeing a

114word."*-' Finally, j-n speaking of our ability to employ words

like "government", ttchurch", and so on, Aaron argues that "Hume is

merely pointing out that we ordinarÍIy use such words as these with a

fair amount of success, even although they are not exactly defined by

'.,". "115

(LXXV Aaron's reading contrasted wíth that of Kemp Smith)

Aaron's interpretation might be contrasted with that of Kemp

smith, then, in the forlowing way. whereas Kemp smith berieves Hume

is attempting to find convincing analogies for a purported ability on

our part to use general terms without an adequate or complete imaqe

before our minds of all Lhe instances which potentially might falt

under it in conversation or thought, .Aaron berieves Hume is

attempting to find analog'ies for our ability to use generar terms

without a compJ-ete definition of them. certainry, Aaron would agreer

if Hume were trying to show what Kemp snith believes him Èo be trying

to show' he would be in troubre, but he is not. And Aaron might add

t.hat because Hume's philosophically interesting contribution to

debate on the problem of universals has nothing whatever to do ¡r'ith

the imagist theory of thinking, whích Aaron is quite willing to grant
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may also be found in Hume's writingis, nothing of great consequence

foll-ows from the fact that Hume's distinctions of reason are

incompatible with the imagist theory of thinking, so J-ong as they do

not require a theory of generality involving repetion.116

(LXXVI Summary of Aaron's reading of Hume on general terms)

In sunmary, then, Aaron believes that there are three major

components of Hume's account of general terms:

1. The abil-ity to use such a term successfully is to be

understood on the model of the successful mastery of a technique,

whereby a single word covers a vast amount of material, most of which

is not and may concej-vab1y never be consciously entertained.

2. A general word¡ then, is to be understood not as a symbol in

thought and speech for a peculiar sort of mental entity, but a

stimuli reviving an acquíred habit.

3. The sígnificance or meaningi of the general terms we use is

not fixed when we use them. The ability consistently to empJ-oy a

general term presupposes neither an exhaustive set of representative

"ideas" in the sénse of "images¡ " nor a complete definition, to which

nothing could be added.117

(LXXVII Kemp Smith vs. Aaron)

How night Kemp Smith respond to Aaron" s readíngs of Hume on

universals? Very likely first by insisting that he has undervalued

the place of images in Hume's account of thought, and of impressions

qua sensible as the the objects of perception. All of the negative

part of Hume's account of general terms and ideas, his assaul-t on the
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existence of abstract

cannot be imagined

universals, rests on the premíse that what

in the strict sense of "entertai-ned as

resemblances of impressions and not differing in kind from them"

cannot be thouqht The imagist theory of thinking is crucial to the

first and most important part of Hume's account, the rejection of

ideas "abstract in our conception of them. " By his own confession, he

placed greater trust in the arguments for that rejectíon than in his

own, positive ...orrrt.118 These facts suggest that Hume's

analogies for the act of mind in recalling ideas on the occurrence of

a general word in thought or speech is indeed an attempt to address

the probÌem of how ideas can be general and sti1l be associations of

images and. not, as Aaron suggests, chiefly attempts to show how

custom might account for generality without supposing that that which

a general idea connotes is repeated in its instances. These facts

further suggest that Hume rejects the logical real-ist theories of

generality because they are inconsistent wiÈh his imagist account of

thought, requiring as they do that there be a process of abstraction

terminatj-ng in an entity different in kind from the impressions which

are Hume's objects of perception.

(LXXVIII Hume's theory of generality is an attempt to address a

problem posed by his imagist theory of thought)

For Hume, then, it is the ability of the mind to use general

ideas without images of possibLe instances fall-ing under it which is

the chief problem in his positive account of general terms, and only

secondarily, if at all, the problem of how the mind uses general
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ideas without images of possible instances falling under it which is

the chief problem in his positive account of general terms, and only

secondarily, if at all, the probJ-em of how the mind uses general

ideas without comp lete definitions The "inadeguacy" of our ideas is

an inadequacy with respect to representational j-mages, rather than

definitions which both define and describe. rTust âsr then, the

analog:ies or "reflexions" in the section "Of abstract ideas" are

intended to deal with the role of custom in an account of general

terms consj-stent with Hume's imagist theory of thinking, the

concluding conìments on "distinctions of reason" are intended to deal

with the "resemblancesr¡ on which such custom is based in a way that

is consistent with the same theory of thinking"

(LXXIX Return to the question of Hume's position with respect to

specific 'universals 
)

Having a number of different interpretations of Hume on

generality before üsr we are ín a posj"tion to ask first whether Hume

intended to deny the existence of specific universals, and secondly,

if he did, whether he succeeds in establishing the cl-aim that

resemblance in no case requires repetition.

(LXXX !,fhy radical nominalism ís impossible. Does resemblance

require repetition? Hume's implicit qualification of his categorical

denial, and why he has to make it)

The answer to the first question must be "yes, " in spite of the
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fact that there are many places vthere Hume speaks as if repetition

occurred. 9'te have argued that Humets interest in his theory of

generalit.y is to sholv that the capacity of terms to have general

reference can be accounted for in a vray that is consistent with his

imagist theory of thinking. Images, however, cannot be repeated on

Hume's criteria. If an image can be distinguished in any way from

another, it, cannot be a repetition of it. If an image cannot be

distinguished from another, it cannot be a repetition of it. If ideas

are to be understood on analogy with imagres, the same must be true of

them. It, will not matter whether the idea is simple or complex. If

the idea is complex, it will, on Hume's theory, be divísible into

simples. It cannot be the case, however, that simples may be

repeated, for the same reasons that j-mages of any kind cannot be

repeated. The argument is precisely analogous to one of the argument

Hume gives in his attack on abstract universals " An imag'e is a

determinate particular. Insofar as it is determinate, it cannot be

repeated. Furthermore, instances of specific terms must be

determinate particulars if Hume is to be consistent, for he clearly

states his belief that nothing but determinate particulars exist " He

himself draws the conclusion from the fact. that as all- the

epistemologically fundamental objects of perception are deÈerminate

particulars, al-I ideas in the mind must l-ikewise be determinate

particulars, dismissing the denial of this implication as a denial of

empiricism. For Hume, empiricism entails not merely ar¡ imagist

account of thinking, but an imagist account of thinking that is
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radically nominalist. There is no repetition of qualities or

quantities within the realm of possible experience or conception.

Where Hume speaks as if he did not believe this, we ought to read him

as making concessions to the common modes of speech the necessity of

which he defends while maintaining that a moment's reflection would

lead us to seê the fact that these ways of speaking assume what is

clearly "feigtned": the endurance of objects through time.

(LXXXI Hume is unsuccessful in his bid altogether to do away

with repetition in accounting for general ideas)

Does Hume succeed in doing away with al1 repetition in thought

and experience? No. In explicating his doctrine of causality, Hume

speaks of the constant conjunction of recurrent causes and effects.

In explicating his doctrine of the association of ideas, he speaks of

recurrent ideas. When he is not considering the question of ideas

"abstract in our conception of themr " he speaks of " blue and green "

as "different simple ideas, " and not the quantitatively determinate

particulars which forms simple impressions and ideas in the opening

pages of the Tr,eatise and which form the measure by means of which he

later dismisses abstract ideas " Of course, it may be argued that

these inconsistencies are unimportant, accidental slips of the pen.

This is perhaps true in some measure' especíally with respect to

generic and gualitative universals. If the qualities, relations,

relational properties and individual objects which recur in our

experience could all be analyzed as collections of certain sorts of

specific uníversals, Hume could do without much of the recurrence he
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is not sufficientJ-y careful Lo exorcise. However, it is not at. all

obvious that Hume succeeds in doing away with repetitíon altogether.

The ability to recognize what we conceive is fundamental to aII

thought, and recognition is of what t""r,t"r 1t9 what happens

again. we cannot express our thougrhts without using general terms,

and our t,houghts are meaningful to us and to others only insofar as

lùe are capable of recognizing instances of those terms. Such

recognition may rest upon a more fundamental sort, so that, for

instance, our concept of "dog" may ultimately be anaÌyzed in terms of

patterns of sensations each of which falls under a specific

universal. However, recurrence has not been shown to be analyzed

away. Humets own rejection of recurrence follows from his imagist

theory of thinking, which he believes is entailed by his empiricism"

Why this should be sor however, is not clear" !,fhy must we suppose,

even qiven that we experience nothing and can conceive nothing

qualitatively or guantitatively different in kind from

perceptionsrr that the concepts by means of which we conceive

them may not be different in kind from them, in at least t.he one

respect of being quantitatively indeterminate? Furthermore' Hume's

distinctions of reason will not help, because the doctrine of

distinctions of reason is a doctrine purporting to account for

similarity between objects " The question here is not one of

similaríty. If we wish to say that we cannot remember the same object

!Íe encountered because IiIe cannot entertain the same idea twice, but

one precisely similar, then it must be asked why we must suppose them
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different if they are so precise in their similarity. If we wish to

say that rire can entertain not the same idea twice, nor two ideas

precisely similar, but two ideas similar enough for the purposes of

thought and speech, we must be able Lo specify the ways in which the

second idea differs from the first. If we are not able to do this, it

would appear that the only reason for saying that the two ideas are

different is that it is required to save the theory of generality at

issue. If lùe can do this, then it would seem possible to entertain

the same idea on two occasions, as it would be only by this means

that we could judge of the differences between the first ídea and the

second., similar to the fitst.120

(LXXXII Recurrence and the example of Heraclitus and Cratylus)

The problem with the denial of recurrence in Hume is a special

case of the gieneral problem posed by those who would deny recurrence

in general, and Heraclitus and Cratylus come immediately to mínd. If

we cannot step into the same river once, as cratylus claimed, because

by virtue of every change which takes place within what we wrongly

take to be the same river it is not what it was before that change,

\¡¡e cannot know anything. our speech is firled with implícit lies

about recurrence and identity through change. The same debilitating

scepticism follows if we cannot identify any real repetition in our

experience because we accept Hume's imagj-st theory of thinking as it

is presented, for instance, in his discussion "Of Abstract fdeas. "

Let us say that we beLieve ourselves to remember a certain shade of

blue encountered in the past or ímagined on the basis of prior
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familiarity wíth darker or lighter shades. If it is not the same

shade that hre entertain at present, we have no way of telling apart

from memory. we could justify the claim that it is not only by means

of the very capacity which would afford us the ability to recognj-ze

that it is Insofar as we deny our capacity for recognj-zing the

recurring shade and distinguishing it from other shades, we cannot

díscuss it intelligibly because we have no means to distinguish true

from false claims about it.

(LXXXIII Abstraction cannot be replaced entirely by association/

nor repetition by resemblance)

Abstraction, in the sense of a capacity for entertaining ideas

different in kind from the objects of perception, cannot be entirely

replaced by association, curtailed or otherwise. Similarly,

repetition cannot be replaced by resemblance as Hume expJ-icates

resemblance in his account of distinctions of reason. Furthermore,

Hume's central claims about the l-imits of knowledge and the nature

and justification of belíef do not depend upon the disallowal of aIl-

abstraction and all repetition" This is evident from what fol-Iows.

(LXXXIV Abstraction cannot be replaced by "curtailed.

association" )

Hume's attempt to replace abstraction with curtailed association

in an account of our capacities for thought goes awry first because

his imagist theory of thinking leads him to categorícally reject the

potentiality/actuality distinction. An association which is not

curtailed will not do because it is impossible for the mind
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simultaneously to entertain ideas of all the items which might

potentially faII under a term every time the term is used. Indeed, it

is to deal with this probLem that a theory of generality is designed

to address in the first place.

(LXXXV Hume's "relations" are repeated. qualities)

Hume's o!ùn attempt to account for the way in which the

association of ideas is guided by relations testifies to his

inability to explain our powers of conception and thought without

recourse to repetition of the sort excluded by his imagist theory of

thought. Relations, according to Hume, are qualíties from which the

associations of ideas making for general ideas arise and which guide

the mind in subsequent employment of corresponding gieneral terms.

Hume's usage of the word "qualities" here implies that he means by it

kind or class of gualities¡ âsr of course, there are many ways in

which things may resemble each other, for instance. Hume lists three

of these: resemblance, contiguity and cause and effect.l21 H,r*"

distinguishes between two subtlpes of relation in this sense, on the

basis of a distinction between two functions, eiLher one or both of

which a relation may tuttlt.L22 A natural relation is "that

quality, by which two ideas are connected together in the

imagination, lsuch that] the one naturally introduces the other." A

philosophical relation is "that particular cÍrcumstance, in which,

even upon the arbitrary union of two ídeas in the fancy, I¡re may think

proper Èo compare them."123

(LXXXVI Relations of contiguity and cause and effect cannot
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account for association of ideas without supposing resembling causes

and resembling effects)

Leaving aside resemblances themselves, whÍch might fulfil either

of these two functions, for a moment, it would seem that the

relations of contÍguity and cause and effect can fulfil this function

only in ways

and effect ís'

that depend upon prior relations of resemblance. Cause

it does not

on Hume's view, a relation of "constant conjunctíon"

matter for our present purposes what the terms so

conjoined

recognize

the same

are to be. To recognize any conjunction, we must be able to

ther terms, whether as the same terms or as instances of

sorÈs of terms with which we are famíliar. Recognition j-s

thus dependenÈ upon experienced similariÈy or resemblance. All

relations¡ then, are not on equal footing. Resemblance is the sine

qua non not of all associatj-on of ideas whatever, it is true, "for

nothing is more free than tthe imaginationTt'I2( but of all

association whj-ch is to be justified in terms of experienced

conjunction. Hume has noÈ replaced an account of the reJ-ationship

between concepts and the things (in the broadest possible sense) they

represent in thought in terms of the ancient debate over universals

by his theory of the association of ideas. His theory of the

association of ideas rests upon some position on one side or another

of this multi-faceted discussion. Hume cannot just talk about

quantítatively and qualitatively distinct particuJ-ars in "reaì-i-ty"

and "thought.' At the very least he must speak of the mind's capacity

for an avJareness of similarities. If it Ís answered that similarities
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are not things, it can be replied that this is what a realist who

wishes to talk of abstraction, universals and repetition would wanL

to say. In the absence of a cogent defense on Hume's part of some

alternative, says the realist, vthy not read his account of

associative refations of ideas as requiring the existence of repeated

gualities which, with our capacity to recognize them, are presupposed

in all association of ideas guided by experienced conjunction? Appeal

to Hume's doctrine of distinctions of reason will- not provide an easy

way out of admitting that $¡e are sometimes able to distinguish in

thought what cannot exist apart "in realityr" i.e. in perceptions,

namely, characteristics and theír gualitatively and quantitatively

determinate instances. As Kemp Smith argues, if Hume's doctrine is an

admission that the mind can separate in thought a guality from a

perception, or a perception, which is not separable from it

in reality, an interpretation Kemp Smith himself believes correct, he

admits all a defender of a theory which accounts for generality in

terms of abstraction and. repetition require". t'5 1f the doctrine

is that resemblance involves only similarity and not repetiiion, then

Hume ís not relieved of responsj-bility for accounting, for what

"similarity" can be except an abstraction the content of which is

repeated in its instances in the way t.hat he maintains is
726impossible. - Furthermore, ít is difficult to make any sense out

of the notion that a simple rnight admit of various modes of

resemblance considered qua simple. Aquinas is in a position to allow

that something which is simple considered as a biological organism of
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a certain type, for example, may nevertheless be considered as a

composite of interrelated biological subsystems because of his

doctrine of substantial identity, as was discussed. above. Hume is not

in a position to allow this' for the same reasons discussed above.

Hence, there is good reason to believe that Hume does not succeed in

doing avray with repetition altogether either in his account of

relations, or of resemblances.

(LXXXVII A charitable readingl of Hume on Universals, a la Price)

$lhile Hume explicitly dismisses all universals as inconsistent

with empiricism, he is unsuccessful- in his attempt to frame an

adequate account of generality without recourse to repetition. It is

not obvious, however, that only a radical- nominalism is consistent

with empiricism, so long as the purportedly repeated characteristics

are possible objects of experience, and knowledge of them is gained

through experienc".L2' rndeed, Hume's central claim about our

knowledge of the objects of perception, that they are known only qua

sensible, is compatible with modification of his views about the

nature of t.hought to allow for certain sorts of repeated specific

universals, indicated in his account of the nature of experience.

H.H. Price states this Humean limitation on uni.versals of which we

can have knowledge succinctly as follows. "Every universal which we

are as¡are of has either been directJ-y abstracted from sense-given or

introspectively given instances, or can be wholly defined in terms of

universals thus abstracted.'128 Hume's most important

epistemological and ethical claims could still be maintained if he
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al-Iowed abstraction in either of the two senses Aaron dístinguished,

and not simply the first, which Aaron finds uncongeniaf. These slight

modífications certainly do not take Hume out of the British

empiricist tradition they are easily read as a strengthening of

his or¡rn central epistemological claims by means of a return to "a

Berkeleyan realism about universals expressing characteristics held

in common by comparable imag"".'129

(LXXXVIII Hume's Theory of Generalíty: Summary of his views,

with a charitable amendment to his rejection of all universals)

Hume's theory of generalÍty, then, is best read as an attempt to

defend the restriction of knowtedge to the objects of perceptions

considered qua sensible" He himself believed that the defense of this

thesis requires an imagist theory of thinking and a radical

nominalism. We have argued both that the inagist theory of thinking

fail-s because of the impossibility of association between what does

and what does not exist, and that Hume did not establish that it is

possible to make sense of generality given radical nominal-ism. The

emendation sug'gested to make Hume's epistemologíca1 position as a

whole defensible u¡as to allow specific universafs which exist in one

mode in the mind, and are repeated in another mode in things¡ so long

as they are directly abstracted from the deliverances of the senses,

or can be defined in terms of universal-s abstracted in that, way"

Abstract universals, on the other hand, could be accounted for in

much the $ray Hume wished to account for all universals. Impressions

of a kind constituted by or definable in terms of the specific
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universals Hume allolvs on this emendation appear in recurrent

patterns, by reason of which recurrence the impressions are given a

co¡nmon namer and by reason of which patterns instances are recognized

as falling under that name. In this way, abstract general terms would

be accounted for ín a way different from but dependent upon the

particular sorts of specific universals the emended Hume would al-l-ow.

(LXXXIX Some untenable Aristotelian claims and distj-nctions

which show that Aquinas is commítted to an untenabl-e -- because

non-empirical -- theory of universals: introduction)

ft is no accident that the section "Of Abstract ldeas" is placed.

very near the beginning of the Treatise . Hume's account of

generality suppries premises for many of his most important

criticisms of claims and distinction which form integral parts of

Aguinas' account of the way in which experience provid.es us with

knowledge of the objects of perc.eption. Two such premises are

particularly important. First, there is the strong a priori / a

posteriori distinction which makes conventions of all definitions,

and the consequent argument form that a cl-aim could be known in

neither way, and is therefore worthless. Secondly, there is the

insístence that rational inguiry terminates in the sensible qua

sensíble, which is justified by the arguments supporting the

nonexistence of all- abstract universals and allowing only certain

sorts of specific universals, and the consequent severe restrictions
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on the abstractive powers of mind. When Hume advances this sort of

argument, he is attempting to show both that the cLaim or distinction

in question is impossible, and that one who would make such a claim

could not consistently claim to be an empiricist " Any theory of

thínking which would permit the claims or distinctions in question as

possible would be inconsistent with empiricism.

(XC Untenable Àristotelían claíms and distinctions: there being

no intell-ect, and no abstract ideas, no knowledge of "essencesr" and

therefore none of "substances" either)

The single most important doctrine in Aquinas' account of the

objects of perception is that of substance , and Hume discusses the

notion of substance in the Treatise before even he discusses abstract

ideas. In order to understand the first point which Hume pi-cks out

for special attention in his discussion of "substance" in the

Treatise , however, it is necessary to understand the distÍnction

made with respect to the objects of perception on Aristotefian

accounts between what is perceived pgg gg , and what is perceived

per accidens "

(XCI Outtine of Aguinas' doctrine of substance)

Substances are individual physical obi""t".130 rn the

Aristotelian tradition Aquinas receives and interprets, to say that a

substance remains self-identical over time is to say that the matter

of which it is composed exemplifies a certain structure or mode of

integrity peculÍar to things of its kind over a certain length of

time " There is thus no single sort of criteria of identity applicable
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to al-I sorts of physical objects. An individual substance's mode of

integrity considered insofar as it resembfes that of things of like

kind is its generic essence. An individual's g'eneric essence is the

way of being by reason of which a substance may rightly be said to be

the same being over time in spite of those changes in its

characteristic which do not imply change in the kind of thing ít is.

The generic essence of a thing is specified by a definatory formula

covering' all instances of that kind. However, the sense organs which

provide us with information about. such entities do not provide a

constant, unchang:ing set of impressions corresponding to each. We

recognize this butterfly as being the same creature in spite of the

very different sensible appearance it presents before as opposed to

after metamorphosis. On this account, essences cannot be defined in

terms of specific sorts of tastes, touches, smells and the other

universals of sense. we must distínguish between these accidental-

gualities¡ the objects of the senses g sensible, and the substances

of which they are the sensible qualities. Substances are the objects

of sense perception considered qua intelligible, i.e. as possibJ-e

subjects of discourse and thought. glhen it is said that substances

are never perceived g se , then, it is meant that we know about

medium of what are not themselvessubstances only through the

substances, but the sensible
131per accr-d.ens "

(XCII Hume's critique of substance)

Hume as we have interpreted and amended him bel-ieves that the

and accidental qualities of substances
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objects of

universals,

then, he

make the dj-stinction between the intelliqible ob jects of perception

and the sensible characteristics Lhrough which they are known. 1o

perception are all aLike instances of specific sensible

or associated collections of these. Not surprisingJ-y,

attacks the doctrine of substance by arguing that we cannot

defenders of

question, with

showing that

wishes to know

the doctrine of substance, Hume directs the following

his attempt to ansvler it on their behalf, aimed at

substances are not possible objects of experíence. He

.. "whether the idea of substance be deriv'd from the
impressions of sensation or reflexion? If ít be convey'd to
us by our senses, f ask, which of them; and after what
manner? If it be perceiv'd by the eyes, it must be a
colour, if by the ears, a soundi Íf by the palate, a tastei
and so of the other senses. But I believe none will assert,
that substance is either a colour, or a sound, or a t.aste.
The ídea of substance must therefore be deriv'd from an
impression of reflexion, lf it really exist. But the
impressions of reflexion resolve themselves into our
passions and emotions,' none of which can possibly represent
a substance. we have therefore no idea of substance,
distinct from that of a collection of particular qualities,
nor have we anyr2ther meaning when we either talk or reason
concernr-ng ].t. . "

Not only does Hume beLieve it impossible for substances to be the

objects of perception, but he wishes to say that objects which we

classify using generic Aeneral terms are not recognized in the same

$¡ay instances of universals of sense are recognized, but in a quite

different v¡ay. The sense in which substances are individuals or

coherent wholes is guite different than the sense in which a

particular determination of a sense orgian is an individuaf. The
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former is "feigned" to facilitate the purposes of conversation and

thought, a product of associative habits rather than of any capacity

on the part of the mind for entertaining ideas "abstract in our

conception of them.rr ttwe have no impressÍon [and therefore no idea]

of self or substance, as something simple and índividual."133 The

integrity of an impression or perceptionrr of a particular

instance of a universafs of sense, is the only sort of integríty Hume

allows is real. Whenever we call something "one" or apply the same

name to iÈ over time, or appJ-y the same name to it and things like

it, we submit to a useful self-decepti.on. So, Hume turns immediately

after the first quotation to the problem of explaining how vre are

fooled into believing that there are real- individuals within the

range of possible experience which are not instances of universals of

sense or constructions out of such universals, i.e. which are

individual-s having a mode of integrity not specifiable in terms of

universals of sense.

The idea of substance [i.e. physicaJ- object or thing]...is
nothing but a collection of simple j-deas [i.e. instances of
universals of sensel, that are united by the imagination,
and have a parÈicular name assigned them, by which $re are
able to çqçallr either to oursel-ves or others, that
corl-ecE l-on.

If they rdere anything else, they could only be an unknown,

non-sensible something in which sensible qualities inhere, which is

hardly a useful suggestiorr.l35 Alternatively, Hume accounts for

them by saying that each idea of a substance begins as a group of
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qualities "closely and J-nseparably connected by the relations of

contiguity and causation" to which new ones are added over

ti*".136 The ("feigned") unity of the concept througrh such

changes by addition Hume attributes to an associative "principle of

union" between the sensible qualities together constituting the idea

of a physical object.

The principle of union being regarded as the chief part. of
the complex idea, gives entrance to whatever quality
afterwards occurs, and is equally comprehende$aþV itr as
are the others, which first presented themselves"--

The principle of union mentioned here is the particular associative

habit brought into play by the occurrence of a general term, which,

together with an image or set of images, constitutes a general idea

according to Hume's theory of gienerality. The doctrine is appealed to

here to provide an alternative to a realist account of general terms,

on which substances could be possibte objects of experience. Hume is

attempting to shovr that everything the realist means by the word

"substance" is accounted for on his theory, in which they become

complex linguistíc conventions naming patterns of sense impressions,

or "simple ideas. "

(XCIII Hume and Aquinas on a "principle of union" among ideas)

The notion of a "principle of union" is of particular importance

here. When vre recognize an instance of a generic universal, Hume

wants to say that the "principle of union and cohesion" among the

"ideas" presented by the senses is an associative habit. On Aquinas'
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Vle\^It

mind.

it is not habit, and not anything that is merely true of the

is the object's peculiar mode of integrity, its wayRather, it.

of being, as named

individual- substance

said to share with

and recognized by the percipient " Insofar as an

resembles all other things of l-ike kind it is

them an easence. In this sense, an essence is a

repeated character or universal common t.o a kind of materiaf object.

Such a universal may exist in different modes in the mind, as a

concept, and in things, as a mode of being true of a certain body of

matter. Hence it is by reason of the same repeated charact.er existing

in both modes that we recognize a substance as an individual of this

or that particular kind, and that the individual remains essentiatly

the same indívidual in spite of many accidental or non-essential

differences between what it is on one occasion when we recognize it.

and another. This beíng said, !úe need not be able adequately to

express the repeated character propositionally to be able to

recognize it and to discuss and think about it. We know a horse when

ete see one and we are able to think and speak about horses when we do

not see one long before we could give any cogent account of what a

horse ís Similarly, we are able to recognize this horse on varíous

occasions without being able to express propositionally what we may

call- its "specific essencerr or substance: that character, a fuller

and more concrete version of the generic essence, which persists as

the principle of integríty of a materíal object throughout its

history and which accounLs for its being calLed by the same name over

t.ime. It is at the end of a process of inquiry that we are able to
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express the (generic or specific) essence of a thing propositionally

in a defining formrl..138

(XCMurvey of Hume's objections to substance)

It is an important denial with respect to the subject of our

discussion, then, when Hume dismisses "substancesr" using the word in

the sense of "essencesr " as unintel-Iigible and so incapable of

forming the principle of union between the sensible qualities in our

idea of things (perceptionsr) or of kindd of things.l39 ,h"

accusation has severaf roots, most of which we have encountered.

First, the doctrine of substances requires universals of a kind Hume

believes ere cannot entertain and about which we coufd gain no

knowJ-edge by means of the senses. Hence, talk about such universals

or supposed instances of them can only be unintetligible. We cannot.

think what we cannot encounter in experience. As Hume succinctly puts

it, trWe have no perfect idea of any thing but of a perception. A

substance is entirely different from a perception. We have,

thereforer ûo idea of a substan"""'140 Secondly, there is a

cogent and consistently empirícist alternative to theoríes of

perception and. of mind which postulate substances, Hume's or.ún theory,

unlike them, does away with all entities which could not be objects

of experience per se by replacing abstractive powers of mínd wít.h

associative por{¡ers of imaginatiorr"l4l Thirdly, the notion of a

sinqle object having a number of different constituents is

impossible, if understood literally. Every exemplified quality or

"perceptionr" is distinct and separate from all othersr Hume
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I42argues. Every possible object of experience, including our o!.rn

physical and emotional states, is ej-ther such an exemplified quality

or a pattern or colLection of such qual-ities: perceptionsr. The

only possible sorts of connection between objects of perception on

either level are not intrinsic, but extrinsic,143 """ociation, in

the mind, and constant conjunction, in experience. It may be useful-

to speak of a thing as an individual, but it cannot be true, strictly

speaking. Things are collections or patterns of sensible qualities,

in the final analysis, the analysis we use when v¡e are speaking

strictly. For these reasons, fourthly, Hume finds the definition of

substance as "something which may exist by itself"

ind.efensibt".144 For Hume, we can conceive of nothing which could

exist in a mode different from that in which it exists when it is

present to the mindr e.g. with the exception of universals of sense

ule have made on Hume's behalf, hre can conceive nothing different in

kind from impressions. Therefore, anything'vre can conceive must, in

principte, be capable of existing.145 Every simple impression is

separable from every other in thought, and hence also in reality

insofar as we are capabLe of knowíng it. Hence all perceptions,

are substances on the proposed definition, given Hume, s

. L46premises.--- Fifthly, ít cannot ever be the end of disciplined

enquiry to fínd out what a thing is. Vilere there something more to

understanding a term than having the ability to employ it

consistently, radj-ca1 scepticism about our abilíty to communicate

would foIlow, if the argument to this effect discussed earlier is
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sound.

(XCV Hume's expJ-anation of vJhy the doctrine of substance was

propounded and believed)

Finding the notion of substance so incredible and unintelligible

as to make it remarkable that anyone should be so gullible as to

believe it, Hume provides an interesting account of why some do.

Through the frequent use of terms "wholly insignificant, and

unintel-ligib1e, " incapable of expressing any idea we are capable of

entertaining, philosophers come to be deceived into believing that

the terms "have a secret meaning which [might be discovered] by

reflectior, . " 
147

By this means these philosophers set themselves at ease,
and arrive at last, by an illusion, at the same
indifference, which the people attain by their stupidity,
and true philosophers by their moderate scepticism. They
need only sây, that any phaenomenon, which puzzles them,
arises from a faculty or an occult quality, anfnlhere is an
end of all dispute and enquiry upon the matter.'

Not only, then, might we expect Hume to argue that St. Thomas is

wrongi, but that he ís at best intellectually lazy with respect to

this central concept of his metaphysics, and at rdorst dishonest.

(XCVI Some unÈenable Àristotelian claims and distinctions:

teleology and Aristotelian causes)

In the concluding sentences of the section "Of the antíent

philosophyr " Hume ridicufes the Peripatetics for a purported

inclination to project upon creatures and things other than human

beings qualities which can apply only to human b"ing".149
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Psychologically speaking, no doubt the strong wording of the assault

is in part a consequence of popular discussions of Aristotelian

science with their virulent ex pes! facto vindications of a lesson

taught physics by Newton, namely' the advantages to be gained by

excluding teleological explanation and searching for mathematically

expressed principles. Epistemologically speaking' Hume's denial- of

teleology has its roots in the rejection of substances as the objects

of perception and the primary objects of thought. lf, strictly

speaking, we have no knowledge of anything but instances falling

under specific universals, our conunon modes of speech misl-ead us if

they lead us to believe that there can be any basis in the objects of

experience themselves for teleological explanation of their actions.

Teleological explanations seem to postulate a connection between one

state of, a teleological process and another differing in kind from

simple conjunction. Insofar as this is true such explanations cannot

be had, because the only sort of connection between anything Hume

beLieves ere can entertain in either thought or experience is that of

conjunctÍon. OÈher sorts of connection can, on hj-s premises, neither

be postulated on the basis of experíence nor even conceived.

(XCVII Some untenable Aristotelian claims and distinctions:

discovery of causal powers by the mind)

The objection against teleological or formal causes extends to

al-L the four types of causatíon dÍstinguished by Aristotle and taken

up by Aquínas, because for both of them the terms in causal

relationships are the substances the existence of which Hume denies "
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For Aquinas, when we give explanations, we trace the way in which

substances are dependent upon each other for their existence and

rhu.ru.t"..150 The four causes are, then, four different generar

categories for classifying instances of dependence. Though each

relation of dependence is purportedly of one of the four g'eneral

kinds, the ways in which subsLancea may depend upon each other are

more varied than substances, as each substance may st.and in many

dj-fferent relationshíps of dependence without in any way threateníng

its integrity. One cannotr on this account, completely understand a

causal relationship without understanding the substances which form

its terms. It may be useful to ignore this astounding diversity of

modes of dependence in giving a causaL account of something, and even

to ig.nore the substantiaL character of the t.erms, and so to speak of

them as composites of physical or chemical constituents, for

instance. However, while this sort of procedure may for many purposes

be practical, it always involves what can only be called a useful

abstraction.

(XCVIII Hume's rejection of metaphysical non-reductionism)

Hume's metaphysics disallows this radical non-reductj-onism by

two crucial reductions. The first restricts the content exemplified

in all instances falling under a real universaL, i. e .

perceptionsrr to the content of that universal. There can thus be

no índividuals, in the strict sense of the word, which fal-l- under

more than one universal, and so no "substances' or constituents of

substances differing intrinsically from things of their kind but not
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ceasing to be things of that kind. ltlhile there can be individuals,

there cannot be unique indívíduat".151 The second is the

reduction of aLl relations between such instances to conjunctive

rel-ationships, whether of presentation to the senses or associatíon

in the *ird..152 on the first reduction, the character of the

terms standing in causal relationships cannot be important to

understanding the relationships. Hume is ol-d-fashioned enough to

speak of objects as the terms of relationshíps, but his interpreters

have been quite right to argue that there is little reason in his

thought why objects could not be entirely replaced with events as the

terms of causal relationships " The character of objects is not such

in Hume's thought as to suggest any relevant difference between

objects and events such that the latter could not be the terms in

causal relationships. In either instance, we do not understand the

causal relation. There is no intelligible principle connecting ideas

in any r{ay, whether in such a vray as to facilitate our use of general

termsr or to connect instances falling under these terms. In both

cases, the "connecting principle remains unintelligible, since it

operates 'naturally' only to produce the custom of associating the

ideas, rather than to reveal- dependencies in being."153

(IC Hume's argument that, if experience could reveal

"dependencies in beingr " one view of a thing would suffice for

knowledge of its causal properties)

Hume implies at one point in the Enquíry that one who bel-ieved

experience could reveal "dependencies Ín being" would have to beLieve
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that from one view of a thing could be gained knowledg'e of its causa.l-

properties.

When Ìve look about us towards external objects, and
consider the operations of causes, we are never able, in a
síngle instance, to discover any power or necessary
connexion; any quality, which binds the effect to the

lllåT:15And 
renders the one an infallibl-e consequence of the

The reason Hume characteri-zes Èhe dilemma of his cri-tics of this

matter as an inability to specify the quality which, when present,

indicates causal dependency, is to be found in his doctrine of

experience. Because our experience in the last anal-ysis consists of

nothing more than presented instances of qualites, when we are not

deceivíng ourselves for entirely respectable practical reasons, we

must admit that the objects of knowled.ge are field.s of presented

appearancea. fnsofar as these fields can be represented as

systematically relatabler w€ can have knowledge of them. Insofar as

they cannot be represented in this wây¡ hre must remain v¡ithout

knowledge of them. From this perspective, then, it is natural that

Hume represent alternative accounts of causal- dependence and of the

way in which r¡re gain knowledge of it as postulating some quality

which, when presented to üsr ind.icates the presence of a power

connecting the terms of the causaL relatíon. It is also natural" that

he shouLd then challenge his critics to give evid.ence that there is

any such guality, arguing that if there vrere, it would enable us to

foresee the effect given the cause without recourse to experience of
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t.heir con junction.

(C Some untenabl-e Aristotelian claims and. distinctions:

actuality and potentiality)

On much the same grounds that lead Hume to disall-ow that we

might gain knowledge of causal dependence (in any non-conjunctive

sense) through experiencer he disallows the distinction between

actualj-ty and potentiality. The only sort of connnection that hre can

know is conjunction, whether among impressions or ideas. Alluding to

the new physics of his time, Hume íllustrates this point against a

possible objecÈion.

Äs objects must either be conjoined or not, and as the mind
must either be determined or not to pass from one object to
another, it is impossible to admit of any medium betwixt
chance and an absolute necessity. In weakening: this
conjunction and determination you do not change the nature
of the necessityi since even in the operation of bodies
these have different degrees of constancy and force,
wi-thout
relation ,Ugroducinø a different species of that

The "necegsity" of which Hume speaks is causal rather than formal-. He

wishes to disallow a medium between chance and neceesity because he

believes there is only one mode of causal relation. The deg:ree of

consistency with which ideas are conjoined in the mind or impressions

conjoined in experÍence can have no bearing on the sort of relation

existing between the items conjoined. Now either two ideas are

conjoined or they are not, in any given case. There is then no

distinction to be made "betwixt power and the exercise of it."l-56

Where objects falJ-ing under a general term do not behave in the same
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v¡ay under apparentl-y simifar circumstances we are not to conclude

that they have potential- for doing morej than one sort of thing under

those circumstances, but search for a more thoroug'h analysis of the

circumstances which wilL locate relevant differences between them"

But philosophers, observing' that almost in every part of
nature, there is contained a vast variety of springs and
principles, which are hid, by reason of their minuteness or
remoteness, find, that it is at least possíble the
contrariety of events may not proceed from any contingency
in the cause, but from the secret operation of contrary
causes. This possibility is converted into certainty by
farther observation, when they remark that, upon an exact
scrutiny, a contrariety of effects always betrays a
contrarietyfS?f causes, and proceeds from their mutual-
opposat,ron.

Hume goes so far as to claim that the "received philosophy" fails in

that. it cannot deal with this problem of instances where different

effects follow from causes "to appearance exactly similar."158

(CI An aside on the significance of the potentialíty/actuality

distinction)

It is perhaps worthwhile to make a brief aside t,o note why the

rejectíon of the potentiality/actuality distinction is of importance

for understanding Hume as a critic of Aquinas' empiricism. Aquinas'

account of perception is causal , and this distinction is central-.to

the Aristotelian account of causality to which he falls heir.

Aristotle writes in the Metaphysics ,

[E]verythÍng that comes to be moves towards a principle,
i.e. an end. For that for the sake of whÍch a thing is, is
its principle, and the becoming is for the sake of the end,'
and the actuality is the end¿ and it is for the sake of
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this that the potentiality is acquired. For animals do not
see in order that they may have sight, but they have síght
that they may see. ts$_ -"initgttt men have the art of
buildíng that they may buiId...'

Change is thus represented as the movement of substances from a state

of deficiency with respect to the goods appropriate to theír nature

(potentiality) to a state of fulfilment with respect to those goods

(actuality) under circumstances which may help or hinder this process

at various times and in various respects. The reLationship between a

substance and that to which it stands in a reLationship of

potentiality need not be merely external, however. An acorn, for

instance, stands in a refation of potentiality to a great many

different oak trees¡ one of which it may become, according' to the

circumstances under which it grows. ft has, however, no potential-ity

with respect to becoming a rabbit. In some vray, the capacity for

becoming an oak tree is implicit in the structure exemplified by the

acorn even before first it begins to sprout. Another way of saying

the same thing is that the oak tree exists potentíally but not

actually in the acorn. When Aquinas discusses knowledge as the

movement of a human intellect from potentiality to actuality with

respect to knowledge of some empirical phenomena (always in response

to and dependence upon experience of it), he is propounding a causal

account of the relation between what is known and the concept by

meana of which it is represented in thought. Hence it is worthy of

especial note that if the Newtonian model of causal explanatíon which

Hume accepts and develops is exclusive of the potentiality/actuality
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distinction, Aquinas' account the rel-ationship between concepts and

that which they represent is undermined. Here, as elsewhere, the

force of Hume's epistemology is to extend the overthrow of

Aristotelian physics accomplished by Newton to metaphysics.

(CII Some untenable AristoteLian claims and distinctions:

volitional vs. instinctive actions, customary vs. reasoned thoughts)

Hume denies, furthermore, that it is possible to draw a

distinction in kind between impulsive and volitional- actions. Once

having granted that all events are "entirely loose or separater "

sometimes conjoíned but never connected.,160 .rd that the "events"

which are the primary objects of perception in that we can perceive

nothing' in kind from them are particular impressions of sensible

gualities, there can be no grood grounds for supposing the connection

between physical states and physical states different in kind from

Lhe connection between our motives in acting and the actions they

*otí.r"te.161 Moreover, observation of instances of eíther of

these two species of events connected in this way produces in the

mind the same sort of associative connection in each case"

The same experienced union has the same effect on the mind,
whether the united objects be mot,ives, volition, and
actionsi or fi-gure and motion. !{e may change the name of
things [e.9. by distinguishing "impulsive" from
"volitional" actionsl; but their tg!"r" and their operation
on the understanding: never changre.

Aquinas maintains that, under certain condítionsr men are capabl-e not

only of choosing their actions, but of choosing actions whích in turn
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form their character in such a way that, by reason of it, they become

progressively more autonomous with respect to stimulí, motives and

reasons which woul-d move men of fesser character to action or prevent

them from acting. This autonomy with respect to the ends our actions

are intended to serve, which is central to Aquinas' understanding of

human freedom, is denied by Hume. On Hume's account of it. experience

could not possibly provide us with evidence to suggest that an action

r¡ras free in the requisite senser163 ,rot could j-t provide us with

reason to distinguish the exercise of this sort of freedom from mere

arbitrariness, in which there is no intelligible connection to be

found between actions and their causes.164 
"ib"rty 

he defines as

"a power of acting or not actingr according to the determinations of

the will.'165 Th" determinations of the will are as much products

of causal series the members of which are Iinked merely conjunctively

as are the movements of balls on a billiard table. The question of

freedom in human beings as Hume understands it might be thought of on

the analogy of the "freedom" of a ball to move in a given direction

without impediment.

(CIII Some Untenable

distinctÍon between instinct

Aristotelian claims and distinctions: the

With a similar argument,

reason)

Hume denies yet another distinction in

kínd AquÍnas wishes to draw between instinct and reason , and between

instinctual and rational actions.

[Those parts of animals' knowledge derived not from
observation, experíence or practice, but from "the original

and
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hand of nature, " exceeding their ordinary capacitiesl we
denominate instincts , and are so apt to admire as
something very extraordinary, and inexplicable by all the
disquísitions of human understanding. But our wonder wi1l,
perhaps, cease or diminish, when we consider, t.hat the
experimental reasoning itself, which we possess in common
with beasts, and on which the whole conduct of life
depends, is nothing but a species of instinct or mechanical
power, that acts in us unknown to ourselves; and in its
chief operations, is not directed by any such relations or
comparisons of ideasr., 

^¿s 
are the proper objects of our

intellectual facul-Èies. ---

The intellectr âs a pov¡er facilitating the perception of object.s

different in kind from impressions, and of relations between the

objects of perception different in kind from mere conjunction, "has

no objectr " given Hume's account of experience. If we allow an

inteLrect capable of entertaining generic universals, reason ís a

matter of entertaining universals¡ and developing our conception by

testing claims about their instances using methods appropriate to

claims of that particular sort. Apart from the small concessíon we

have argued Hume must and implicitry does make to repeated

universals, Hume argues that there are no universals entertained in

the mind repeated in their instances, but only particular ideas

associated in various ways" Thus, when he denies a difference ín kind

between instinct and reason, he is denying that we can know anything

of principles which would explain how ideas are associated of a kind

di-fferent from the associated ideas themseLves " Insofar as the

principles accounting for our ability to entertain and associate

ideas cannot be represented as images and conjunctive associations of

imag'es, he would argue, r¡re can have no knowledge of them.
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Metaphysics and the Analogy of Newtonian Gravity

(CMummary of Hume's Epistemological Doctrines Relevant to our

Discussion)

At the root, then, of all the epistemological sorts of

criticisms Hume makes of claims Aquinas wishes to defend is a model

of what it means to be an empiricist. the most important facet of

this model is the conviction that empiricism entails that, in the

last analysis, the objects of perception are the objects of the

senses, whether external or internal, Ë. sensible. By this means any

sort of representationalism is excluded, understoood as any theory of

perception claiming that the senses represent or provide knowfedge of

entities different in kind from the deliverances of the senses. Hume

also believes that empiricism commits one to an imagist theory of

thought, according to which the rnind can entertain nothing differing

in kind from impressions , the particular deliverances of the senses

This leads to a radical nominalism. As al-l impressions are

particular, and all entities entertained by the mínd of l-ike kind' so

there can be no universals entertained by the mind: entities existing

ín the mind in a peculiarly mental mode of exístence, repeatable in a

different mode in the particular objects of perception. We have

argued that Hume must make some small concessions to the logical
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realists in t.he form of an allowance of a particul-ar sort of specific

universals, universals of sense. Hence, on our view, Hume's model of

empiricism is to be read as consisting chiefly in the claim that the

objects of perception and the objects of thought are the deliverances

of the senses g sensible. What is not sensible per E can neither

be experienced nor known.

(Cv fntroduction: Hume's "Science of Human Nature" and the

Analogy of Newton's Gravity)

v'le have discussed specific objections of a polemical sort which

Hume gave and might give ag:ainst alÈernative accounts of the nature

of knowledge and the objects of knowledge. There is, however, an

important supporting theme in Hume's epistemological works intended

to strj-ke responsive chords in the minds of his educated

contemporaries, familiar with the work of Isaac Newton either

directly or through popular presentations. Significantly, Hume

nowhere attempts to make a case for pursuing mathematical "firsL

principles" for his "Science of Human Nature" analogous to those of

Newt.on's physics. This is true in spite of the fact that many

paraIle1s between the tvro involve importing into philosophical

psychoÌogy principles which had their raison d'etre as part of

Newton's physics in facilitating the mathematization of the subject.

These facts suggest that, while Hume has been recognized by

phíIosophically inclined social scientists as an j-mportant figure in

that history which has culminated in this century with an explicit

search for a mathematical scÍence of man as such, his own concern
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v¡ith Newton vtas as a tutor of empiricism: the rejection of knowledge

apart from experience, and the recog'nition of limitations to

knowledge.

(CVI Two Dimensions of the Analogy)

In particular, Hume draws on aspects of Newton's account of

gravitation as an analogue for two aspects of his own account of

knowledge. The first is the restriction of knowledge of objects to

knowledge of things insofar as they appear, and knowledge of

principles to knowledge of extrinsic relationships between things

insofar as they appear. The second, which follows from the first, is

the elimination of teleol-ogy from explanation. Teleology, as it turns

out, is something true of the world only insofar as we regard it as

frustratj-ng or as providing the means for the ful-filment of our

desires' and is not true that there are non-human teJ-eologÍcal

phenomena. We can know somethj-ng about what is the case, and what

will happen given a set of principles which tell us what to expect

given that these conditions obtain, and what effect the expected.

conaequence may have on our purposes and desires. Our knowledge of

appearances, however, can provide us with no knowledge of

teleological processes outside ourselves, and, perhaps, were Hume to

be completely consistent, no knowledge even of allegedly teleological

capacities on our oh¡n part. By these doctrines Hume disposes of

metaphysics in general, and, for our purposes, Aquinas' metaphysical

account of the objects of perception in particular.

(CVII The Fírst Ðimension of the Analogy)
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Firstr there is t.he restriction of knowledge to appearance. We

have already devoted considerable attention to the restriction in

kind on the objects of knowledge, and to the dependence of the mind

upon experience for gaining knowledge of the relationship between

perceptions. in the formation of concepts of things, and betweenI

perceptions, in knowledge of causal- relationships between things.

So long as experience does not lead the mind astray in causing it to

form associative habits which do not enable us to get through the

routines of ordinary thought and action' we need no further knowledge

of the objects we conceive. ".Just as Newton was able to calculate the

effects of gravity, v¡ithout ever perceiving its essence, so Hume ís

content to chart the course and conseçluence of the associative force,

without inguiring into its ultimate foundation."167 This is a

happy circumstance, since no further knowledge of the objects of

perception is possible for the same reason that Newton could only

tentatively give some explanation of gravity beyond a description of

its effects, mathematically expressed: experience provided no clue,

even under experimental conditions. The rel-evant difference, of

course, is that while Newton hesitantly speculated about the

168matterr -'- and did not rule out that, with further investigation,

experience would provide rel-evant evidencerl69 H,lrn"'s limitations

on our knowledge of the pÈinciples binding together the "bundles of

qualities" which populate his world of perception and the principles

bindíng together the ideas which populate the mind are limitations in

prínciple, susceptible to revision under no conceivable
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circumstances. The force of the analogy lies in the fact that, in

both cases, it appears possible to say something of great importance

about the realm of experience while claiming no knowledge of the

sorta of things to which explanations of the same sort of phenomena

appealed j-n previous times.

(CVIII Second Dimension of the analogy)

Roughly speaking, for both Aristotle and Aquinas, the most

fundamental sort of explanation to be given of the actions of things

in the material world are in terms of essences. Particular actions of

an object ott more especially, a living being, are to be accounted

for as particular attempts to realize some good or natural state

appropriate to things of that kind, given l-imitations of a given set

in causalof circumstances, and in the presence of or following

cause. " A forma.l- cause issuccession upon some "efficient the nature

or essence of a thing, so that. an understanding of the good or

natural state in terms of which a thing or animal's action is to be

explaíned requires at least a partial knowledge of the telos of

things of that kind. Hence teleology is fundamental to much

explanation on Aquinas' view. Now Newton's physics, by its insistence

on dealing only with quantifiable variables, and explanation in terms

of mathematically expressed laws stating functional relationships

between such variables, conclusively discredited Aristotel-ian physics

in both the scientific and the popular mind. Newton's account of

gravity lvas interpreted and popularized as an example of how

explanation of a rigorous and mathematical sorL could be given
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without recourse to metaphysical notions, and particularly without

recourse to teleological phenomena like essences, natures and teloi

The analogy between the relationship between Aristotle's physics and

Newton's gravity, on the one hand, and Aristotles's metaphysics and

psychology and Hume's account of our mental capacities, on the other,

is an attempt to draw on the psycholog:ical force of Newton's critique

of Aristotle¡ âs symbolized by his doctrine of gravitation. Just as

Newton's restrictions on the possible objects and principles of

physics ended the reign of Aristotle in that science, Hume's implicit

critique of teleological explanation, if sustained, is fatal to

Aquinas' metaphysics and so his model of explanation.

(CIX Examples of Hume's use of the enalogy)

Examples of the implicit reliance on this analogy abound. There

is the rejection of those "most obscure metaphysical notionsr " rt

power , force r energy It and " necessarv connection tt L70

reminiscent of Newton's unwillingness to go beyond a mathematically

expressed description of the effects of gravitation in his account of

ít. Similarly, Hume tefls us that he wishes to account for the

association of ideas central to all thought by means of the notion of

custom fn doing so, he explains in the Enquiry , he does not tell

us the ultimate reason our ability to associate ídeas, but only draws

attention to "a principle of human nature, which is universally

acknowled.ged, and. which is well- known by its effects ."'J'1L rn the

Treatise , Hume goes so far as to make an illustration of how we

ought to restrain ourselves from speculation in the absence of
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evidence out of his treatment of "the principles of union or cohesj-on

among our simple ideas" which "supply the place of that inseparable

connexion, by which they are united in our memory.'L72 He writes,

Nothing is more requisite for a true philosopher, than to
restrain the intemperate desire of searching into causes,
and having establish'd any doctrine upon a sufficient
number of experiments, rest contented with that, when he
sees a farther examination would lead him into obscure and
uncertain speculations. In that case his enguiry wou'd be
much better employ'd ija examininø the effects than the
causes of his principle. -'-

Both the "ultimate reasons" for all the associative processes which

operate in our thoughtlT4 urrd al-I the processes which might stand

behind the ordered succession of exemplified gualities in the realm

of "*p"ri"rra"175 are and must remain unknown. "These ul-timate

springs and principles are totally shut up from human curiosity and

inquiry ."1'16

(CX Conclusion: Hume's Critique of Metaphysics and the

Gravitation Ànalogy)

In advancing an epistemological critíque of Aquinas'

metaphysics, then, v¡e might expect Hume to draw on this anaLogy to

lend credence to his argument that the principles which are to

account for our capacities for thought and serve to organize the

delj-verances of the senses do not and cannot require that we suppose

the objects of perception different in kind from the defiverances of
777the senses. - .Iust as Nerùton refused to go beyond the evidence

and commit himself to a theory of gravity, Hume would argue, Aquinas
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goes

of

awry either in trying to judge of matters to which no evidence

the senses could possibly be relevant, or in using his terms

equivocally, so that they could not be tested. 178

The Science of Man and the Influence of Newton

(CXI The Science of Man and the Influence of Newton:

Introduction Hume is a philosophical anthropologist, not a

psychologist)

It is arguable that Hume, largely by reason of the influence of

Newton, contributed to the history of experimenLal psychology in a

number of rtrays. In particular, Hume's scepticism about metaphysics,

the severe restrictions he placed on the sorts of properties which

might justifiably be attributed to human beings, following the

example of Newton's restrictions on empirical physical properties of

objects, his determinism, and his tendency Lo regard human bej-ngs in

both physical and mental aspects as mechanisms , served to help

remove the gulf between physical and mental phenomena which plagued

the speculations of scientj-sts in an era of increasing physiological

and physical knowledge. Neverthelese, Hume himself did not practice

experimental psychology. His anthropology is phiÌosophical, not in

the pejorative sense in whj-ch to say this woul-d be to imply that it

is uncritical, but in that it predates the widespread acceptance of

the conviction that the investigative and explanatory methods of the

natural sciences can and oughÈ to be employed in the sÈudy of man,
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r^¡ith as few modifications as possible. Because his account predates

that wid.e acceptan'ce, Hume does not assume but rather gives arguments

for the claim that the objects of study in physics and in what rve now

term psychology are sufficienÈly similar to make this conviction

plausible. Hume's refl-ections on the "Science of Human Nature" show

him to be a philosophical anthropologist rather than a psychologist,

in spite of any historical connections with modern psychology.

(CXII The Science of Man and the Influence of Newton: Newton's

Rules of Reasoning)

Hume does not

NeverÈheless, it is

advocate a mathematical science of human nature.

worth noting that for each of Newton's rules of

in the Mathematical Principles of Naturalreasoning

Philosophy

as listed

an equivaJ-ent or

in his study

cLose analogue may be found governing

of human nature.179 N"*ton's first.Hume's procedure

rule reads,

9te are to
than such

admit no more
as are both

causes of
true and

explain t,heir
simnlícitg and
causes "

appearances ..
affects not

natural thingrs
sufficient to

for Nature is pleased with
the pomp of superfluous

Accordingly, Hume makes much of the importance of restricting terms

occurringr in explanations to Èhose indicating: appearances, as we have

seen, and in doing so remarks often on the uselessness of appeal to

entities, povrers r or hypotheses he terms "occul-t " or

"abstract. "l-81- similarly, earlier we quoted a passage in the

Treatise which reads much like Newtont s second rule, " to the same
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natural- effects we must r so far as possibfe , assiqn the

same causea ."I82 Hume's critigue of abstraction as an attempt

can be known on the basis of experience finds an

thírd rule, in which he attempts to check the

to go beyond what

analogue in Newton's

The qualities
intensification

of bodies , which admit
nor remt-sston

temptation to "relinquish the evidence of experiments for the sake of

dreams and vain fictions of our oq¡n devisj-ng" by replacing

explanation in terms of "qualities of bodies...known to us by

experiments" with the explanations in terms of abstract properties,

claims about which cannot be subject to experimental test."183

are found
of our
universal

to belonq
experiments

of degrees ,
bodies within

neither
and which
the reach

the
to all
, -359 to
all bodies

be esteEgrEd
$rhateverqualities of

Hume differs from Newton in that he wants to make a firm di-stinctíon

between those "abstract" properties, gome of which are true of "a11

bodies whatever, " which he characterizes as trivial conventions known

a priori , and those properties of bodies which can be known only a

oôsteriori " This is not Newton's distinction between qualities which

can, given the present state of knowledge, appear as variables in

formulae used in physical explanation, and qualities which cannot

because they cannot be varied under observable conditions. The revoLt

against abstraction j-s coÍìmon, and perhaps Hume thought of himsel-f as

providing philosophícal- underpinnings for thís rule by corelatj-ng the

distinction it makes with his a priori / a posteriori

distinctiorr.lS5 vühile Newton wants to say that we cannot explain
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in terms of a certain set of gualities not subject to experimenta-l-

investigatj-on, Hume formulates an epistemological dictum about the

status of all properties our knowledge of which is independent of

experience.

(CXIII Newton's fourth rule and Hume's restriction of knowledge

to the realm of empirical hlpotheses)

F5-nally, Hume advocates agnosticism with respect to any

hypothesis which cannot be established on the basis of experienòe as

he understands it, and the acceptance as true of that hlpothesis with

respect to any given subject for which we have the most evidence of

this kind. Likewise, Newton's fourth rule lays it down that in

experimental philosophy,

... we
g'eneral

are to
induction

other phenomena
made more accurate

look upon Propositions inferred þI
from phenomena as

, notwithstanding
accurately or
any
such

contrary
may
occur

be imagined rit time
verv nearly
hypotheses that

true

ry which
l-iable to

they may
exceptions

either--Íft'_-
as
be

or

(CXI he Science of Man and the fnfluence of Newton: The

similarities between the "natural" and the "moral" scíences justífy

t,he use of the same methods of investigation and the application of

the same rules of reasoning in each)

fn the introduction to the Treatise , Hume draws out what he

believes to be the similarities between the "natural" and "mora.l-"

sciences, such that Newton's method in general and his rules of

reasoning in particular may be employed in the investigation of
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"moral" phenomena as well as "natural." Hume defends this extension

in application of the "experimental philosophy" in the introduction

to the Treatise .l-87

...to me it seems evident, that the essence of the mind
being equally unknown to us with that of external bodies,
it must be equally inpossible to form any notion of its
powers and qualities otherwise than from careful and exact
experiments, and the observation of those particular

lifiliï:""*Ïügh 
result from its different circumstances and

It is noteworthy that Hume links the limits of what lde can know and

the conseç[uent rejection of knowledge of "essences" htith the claim

that the "natural" and "moral" phenomena are similar i.n a way which

justifies the use of common methods of investigation and explanation.

In effect, by not requirj-ng that the "powers and gualit,ies" which can

be the subject of "careful and exact experiments" be guantifiabl-e and

capable of isolation under experimental conditj-ons, Hume extends the

range of application of Newton's method as Hume evidently beLieves

that method is crystallized in his rules of reasoning" The

commonality between the two classes of "powers and qualities" lies,

in Humet s view, in that we have only one sort of experience on which

to base all our cl-aims to knowledge. Experience is fundamentally of

qualities, not of things different in kind from sensible qualites.

Things are constructs out of and not differing' in kind from sensibfe

qualities. ExpJ.anation, then, will be in terms of qualites, not

"natures" or "essences." The end of investigatíon will be the pursuit

of general principles invoked in explanations expressing functional
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relationships between

end of investigation,

what can be known on the

qualities.18g Insofar as this Ís not the

the investj-gator is attempting to go beyond

basis of experience.

And tho' we must endeavor to render aII our principles as
universal as possible, by tracing up our experiments to the
utmost, and explaining all effects from the simplest and
fewest causes, 'tis still certain we cannot go beyond
experience,' and any hypothesis, that pretends to discover
the ultimate original qualíties of human nature' ggght at
first to be rejected as presumptuous and chimericaf.-""

(CXV The constancy of human nature and Hume's rejection of

methodological pluralism)

Hume, then, hopes to show human action to be a function of

princíples no less universal than that of Newtonian gravity. To that

end, he insists that it is a matter of obvious common sense that the

principle of tike causes having like effects is as applicable to

"moral" phenomena as "natural. " If !ùe shoul-d desire to study the

Greeks or Romans, r¡¡e need only study the French or the English, he

*rit"u.191 The same motives wil] prod.uce the same actions,

whatever the age in question. Hence, while the qualíties covered by

the general principles of a "science of human nature" will differ

from those of physics, say, procedure and explanation are in each

case much the same. Humer much Like Newton, is to

...draw his evidence from experience and observation,
refer all his propositions to their sensory origin' be
parsimonious in his causal explanations' and proceed
SraduallV ,!g a few general principles governingr aI1 mental
phenomena.
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The methodological pluralism of Aristotle and Aquinas, then, would

fall- under Humet s criticism as an attempt unnecessarily to complicate

matters ín the name of an indefensible and. non-empirical account of

experience and of the objects of perception. Having postulat,ed

objects different in kind from the deliverances of the senses which'

Èor that reason, cannot be known on the evidence of the senses' given

Hume's imagist theory of thought, they insist that there are

distinctj-ons between these objects such that they cannot be

investigated in the same wâyr using the same model-s of inquiry and

explanation. The dilemmar Hume would argue' is a faLse one. A fal-se

account of experíence has led them to misconstrue the objects of

perception as thíngs which cannot be known. Arguments about why these

unknowable objects cannot be investigated and explained in the same

$ray are absurd: they cannot be ínvestigated and explained at all-. The

senses can provide evidence concerning onJ-y entities noL differing in

kind from the deliverances of the senses.

THE ONTOLOGTCAL PROBLEM

(CXVI The OntologÍcal Question)

Simply atated, the ontological question regarding the nature of

experj-ence and the objects of perception is as follows. Blhat are the

objects of perception in common thought and speech¿ and how are they
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r_ 93related to thought about or involving them? The question is

not a psychologrical question about how our ideas of the common sense

objects of perception are formed, but. one about a logiical-

relationship between things and the concepts which name and describe

them. It is a question concerning the meaning and reference of such

terms. Because Hume's primary objects of perception,

perceptionsrr are not the thinqs of conunon speech and thouqht, he

must give an account of the latter and gualities attributed to the

latter which are not straightforwardly "sensibler" e.g. "the justice

true of Èhis judger " in terms of the former, and defend the rejection

of accounts which do not aÈtempt to do this entailed by his

epistemologíca1 suppositions .

(CXVII Two sides to the Ontologicaf problem)

The epistemological dimension of Hume's discussion of the nature

of experience and the objects of perception contains both a critical

and a constructive side. The critical side consists in his arguments

for a certain measure of the limits of knowledge. The constructive

side consists in an attempt to show how one might account for our

ordinary thought and speech in terms consistent with the critical

findings. Considering Hume as a potential critic of Aquinas, Hume's

critÍgue may thus be considered first as an attack on the possibility

of justifying claims and making distinctions Aquinas wishes to make,

and, secondly, as providing an alternative' purportedly more adeguate

account of each of the problems about which the claims were made or

for the solution of which the distinctions were to be drawn. fn the
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same wây, the ontological dimension of Hume's discussion of the

nature of experience and the objects of perception is, for our

purposes, profitably viewed aa having two sides. The first is the

critique of the notion of things existing continuously in

inter-perceptual intervals and in independence of our perception of

them. The second is an analysis of what those ordinary claims which

seem to require the existence of such objects for their sense, do, in

factr require, attempting to explain them in a manner consistent with

his epistemological position.

(CXVIII Hume's Critigue of the notÍon of objects existing

continuously in inter-perceptual- ínterval-s and of objects exísting in

independence of our perception of them: A. Not denying common sense

"body" )

fn criticizing our notions of objects existing continuously and

Ín independence of our perception of them, Hume does not deny that we

commonly speak of bodies as if they had t.hese characteristics, nor

does he maintain that we oughÈ to abandon these ways of speaking" He

does not even suçtgest that we could" Vfith his customary obeisance to

coÍlmon sense' Hume telLs us at the outset of his discussíon that it

is "vain" to ask whether there is "body. " The only reasonable

question on the subject is the question why vre believe in the

existence of Uoay.194 His discussion ind.icates Èhat he does not

understand by this the psychological question "what causes us to

believe that there is such a thing?" but rather, as H.H. Price puts

characteristicsit, " g'iven v¡hat
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r_ 95assert material-ob'ject propositions ?' UndersÈanding the

question in this way, Hume's answer is intelligible, whether true or

not. üle are toLd that the qualities of constancy and coherence, when

true of our perceptionsrr account for our belief.196 Ho*. i"

attempting to account for a certain central aspect of our capacity

for thought and speech, the means whereby vre make sense of our

experience " In this he resembles Aquinas. hlhere he differs from

Aquinas is in his account of the nature of experience, and hence his

task is to reconcile our cornmon talk of "bodiesr" the objects we

suppose exist continuously and in independence of our perception of

them, with a correct account of the nature of experience.

(CXIX B. Three sorts of answers to question)

For Hume, there can be only three sorts of answers to the

question, how our belief that the interruptions true of the

perceptions. by means of which !{e come to know material objects
I

are not true of the objects themsel-ves " These answers are correl-ated

with the faculties of sense, reason and imagination, respectively,

because one such faculty at least must provide t,he means to knowledge

of the gualities whereby we come to that belief.

(CXX C. The senses cannot provide us with the notion of

mind-independ,ent and continuously existing material objects)

Answers to the question stated above which suppose that we

apprehend the qualities which lead us to attribute continued and

independent existence to material things through the senses must

necessarily fail. We have no knowledge of material objects as
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something

incapable of

different in kind from percepÈions because we are
l_

entertaining universal-s other than those under which

Therefore¡ orr Hume's viehr, we can have no knowledge of

and nature of our own minds except as "a heap or

these fall.

the existence

collection of different perceptions, united together by certain

relations and suppos'd, tho' falsely, to be endo!'r'd with a perfect

simplicity and identity. "l-97 The senses, then, can provide us

with no means to distinguish between ourselves and our perceptions,

because all the ideas and impressions of which we are aware are

mind,-d.epe.rd"nt.198 To suggest that the senses could provide us

with evidence for the existence of objects existingr continuously and

in independence of mind would require that it be possible "to sense

an object when we were not sensing it.'199

(CXXI D. Reason cannot, provide us with notion of

mind-independent and continuously existing material object)

Hume assures us that "our reason neither does, nor is it

possible it ever should, upon any supposition, g'ive us an assurance

of the continued and distinct exístence of body."200 R.."on

terminates in memory or sense, that is, in the mind-dependent

deliverances of the senses g sensible. For that reason it can never

give us knowledge of anything insofar as it is mind-independent. The

unreasonabl-e contrary "sentiment" is entertaíned by "the vulgiar"

because they "confound perceptions and objects, and attribute a

distinct continued existence to the very things they feel or

".".'201 
rgnoring the interruptedness and mind.-d.ependency of
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perceptionsl and perceptions2, vre pretend that these objects

of experience are also objects of knowledge which do not share these

quarities. The distinction is either impossibre, if it implies a

difference in kind' or illegitimate, as requiring' an extension of

thought about what does appear to the senses to what doe" rrot.202

(CXXII E. fmagination can provide us with fictitious notion of

mind-independent and continuouly existing materia] object adequate to

our intents, purposes)

The senses and reason being rejected¡ Hume gives an account of

material object language in terms of imaginatiorr.203 The

constancy and coherence of certain of our perceptions permit us to

interpret them as objects existing continuously and. in independ.ence

of our perception of them.204 rn. imagination faciritates this

supposition in order that sre may be abl-e to connect the "past and.

present appearances" of what we imagine to be continuously existing

materiar obie"t"r205 making our experience more coherent then it

would be without thís supposition.206 ,h. continuity that we

attribute to t.he "object" on the basis of a patently nonexistent

"equality" or changelessness is fíctitious, whether affirmed.

implicítly, as an assumption in thought and speech, or explicitly,

predicated of the impressions we interpret as different appearances

of it " We are the victims of countless happy confusions every time we

speak of material objects of any kind. The confusion is happy,

because it is objects of this kind ¡.¡hich are basic to our common

modes of speech and. thought, the objects of belief and reason.2jl
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It $rould

anything

"mode of

believing

be impossible to regard the objects of experience as

N. V{hítehead' sbut sheerly immedíate presentations, in

presentational immediacy, " were it not for

falsehoods of this kind.

A

our capacity for

(CXXIII Four aspects of Hume's account of material- object

language)

Hume's positive account of material objects is discussed under

four headings: first, a principle of identity or índÍviduation (

principium individuationis l, secondly, "a reason vrhy the

resemblance of our broken and interrupted perceptions induces us to

attribute an identity to them", thirdly, an "account of that

propensity, which this illusíon gives, to unite these broken

appearances by a continutd existence"¡ and, finally, an explanation

of "that force and vivacity of conception which arises from the

propensity.'208

(CXXIV Hume's principium individuationis for material objects)

Hume proposes as the principle of individuation for material

objects that fictional invariablenesa and uninterruptedness of an

object through time such that "the mind can trace ít in the different

periods of its existence, wíthout any break of the view, and without

being oblig'd to form the idea of multiplicity or number.'209 Th"

mind individuates objects in the field of experience in accordance

with essentially pragmatic considerations, whether these are made

explicit or whether they remain implicit' as in common speech and

thought. So long as it remains useful to individuate objects in the
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field of experience in this way rather than in that , and does not

lead to significant errors in expectations, nothing more is required

for criteria of individuation than appropriate established habits of

association.

(CXXV Two relations which guide the mind in distinguishing

objects and kinds of objects)

Irte attribute identity to interrupted perceptions partly as a

result of two relations of resemblance. The first, resemblance

between perceptions, forms the basis of the second, "the resemblance,

which the act of the mind in surveying a succession of resembling

objects bears to that ín surveying an id.entical object.,,210 The

ease with which the mind moves from an impression or idea to one

resembling it makes it easy to ignore minor differences between

resembling' interrupted imagres, and the símilarity of thís procedure

to entertaining identical ímages lends believability t.o the resulting

fabrications by adding "force and vivacity" to them"

(CXXVI Individuation a means to resofve a peculiar sort of

"perplexity" )

It is not easy to díscover how Hume's third aspect of his

positive account differs from the second, insofar as the stated

problem is concerned. In the third, he gives an alternative or

perhaps complementary account of the same phenomena addressed in the

second" Here, our propensity to uníte interrupted perceptÍons in the

fiction of a continuing and independently existing material object is

represented as the product of a pecu1iar sort of "perplexity." Thj-s
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"perplexity" has its origin in the manifest contradiction between the

interruptedness of our perceptions and the identity we commonly

ascríbe to the material objects we cLaim to perceive arising from

"the smooth passage of our úfrought along our resembling,

perception"."211 Uneased, we resol-ve the tension either by

denying an identity of object for the varíous perceptions where there

is insufficient resemblance, or by affirming it, where this is

sufficient resemblance. fn the second instance, we fil-l

inter-perceptuaÌ intervaLs artÍficially and preserve the identity of

the "perceptions" which are the objects of the senses "

Irlhen the exact resemblance of our percepÈions makes us
ascribe to them an identity, r{e may remove the seeming
interruption by feigning a continu'd being, which may fill
those intervals, uåfZpr"serve a perfect and entire identity
to our perceptions.

(CXXVII Hume's account of the strength of our bel-ief in

continuously existing, mind independent objects)

Finally, Hume endeavors to explain the strength of our belief in

these fictionaL, continuously existing, mind-independent entities. In

a series of sufficiently resembling impressions or ideas, he

maintains, the "mind falls so easily from the one perception to the

other, that it scarce perceives the change, but retains in the second

a considerable share in the vivacity of the first ."21'3 Moreover,

once we have gained the habit of associating ideas in such resembling

series together in the manner required for thinking about a few

material objects, when new objects are presented to us, we recognize
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their similarity to other

attribute that status to them

"constant and coherent objects, " and

2]-4

(CXXVIII Rejection of Substantial Identity)

Hume must account for material objects in Lhe sense of

continuously existing and mind-independent objects differing in kind

from perceptions, as fictions for several reasons. The first,

with which we have dealt at some length, is that he maintains that we

can have no knowJ-ed.ge through the senses of anything different in

kind from the deliverances of the senses. The second, also discussed

above, is the rejection of any potentialíty / actuality distinction.

Hume attempts at one point in the Treatise_ to argue that we must

suppose that our perceptions exist unperceiv"d.215 However, if

this distinction cannot be made, material objects cannot even be

regarded as constructions out of "actual or possible" deliverances of

the senses, in the sense that they exist as potential patterns of

sensation when they are not actually being perceived. Much less can

they be interpreted as actually existing substances which, duríng the

course of their existence, are potentially objects of sensation. OnIy

where "possibility" is interpreted entirely in counterfactual Èerms,

as implicit claíms about what would be perceived under circumstances

different from the ones which actually obtain, could material objects

be regarded as constructions of the first kind, given Hume's

insistence that vle know nothing that is not qualitatively and

quantitatively determinate. And this suggestion goes no distance at

all toward making the second cogent. Strictly speaking, what we
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observe through the senses is mind-dependent and does not exist when

it is not perceived. Speaking as we commonly and, Hume bel-ieves,

inevitably, do, we observe objects which are public Ín that their

existence is not dependent upon the minds of those who perceive them,

and in that they exist continuously in intervals where they are

perceived by no one. we can neither avoid speaking in a way that

implies a fal-sehood nor deny consequences validly drawn from

inescapable premises.

(CXXIX Hume on identity and material objects)

À third reason why Hume must account for material objects as

fictions has to do with his doctrine of identit . According to Hume,

for something to remain identical is for it to remain "constant and

unchangeable" through ti*".216 Anything which can be

distinguished from anything efse either in number or in kind cannot

strictlv speaking truthfully be said to be identical with it,

although gualities or objects closely resembling each other or

causally related may often be identified for the purposes of ordinary

thought and speech.217 F,rrthermore, the only sort of identity of

which hre can have knowledge is perceived identity in the sense of

s_e4s¿Þle identity, "derived from the whole united appearance and the

comparison of particular object". "218 No*, in fact and. strictly

speaking', r^re never perceive any obiect which remains self-identical

over any appreciable length of time according to these austere

standards. Every time vre blink, for instance, we have perceptions

numerically distinct from the first when we open our eyes. Each
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219perceptionl is a distinct object, and perceptions,

al-one are self-identical strictly speaking' The self-identity of

the continuously existing and mind-independent objects under

discussion is "equivalent to the occurrence of a series of

numerically different particulars, whether gualitatively simílar to

each other or gualitatively dissimila t."220 were such objects

l-iterally self-identical, their ídentity would consist ín some

consciously, i.e. actualJ-yr entertained impressionr remaining

invariant throughout a lifetirne.221 that they plainly are not

literally self-identical, Hume maintains' is unimportant so long as

they are united by a principle of union allowing them to be regarded

as ídentical for the purposes of common thought and speech. Hence, in

suÍrmary, the "constancy and coherence" of the impressions which lead

the imaginatj-on to form notions of Hume's material objects or

perceptions, is not the "constancy and coherence" either of

objects different in kind from perceptions' of potential perceptions,

or of perceptions which are identical- "strictly speakj-ng."

CXXX the nature of the constancy which must be true of our

perceptions if we are to assert material object propositions)

The "constancy" of which Hume speaks cannot be defined in terms

of exactry resembling impressior'".22t while the idea or set of

ideas associated with a term must remain constant if a g'eneral term

is to retain the same meaning, the same constancy could not be

reguired of perceptiorr" O.rr".red to be of objects fatling under that

term. We never have exactly the same impression of any material thing
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twice, even if it is true, as we have argrued Hume must admit, that we

might have an experience of precisely the same exemplified quaJ-ity

twice. The sense in which impressions of material objects must be

"constant" is that they either closely resemble each other, or match

patterns of ideas associated by the mind, so as to trigger

associative habits which permít their consideration under a generic

term or a proper name.

(CXXXI A Humean Critique of Aquinas: Perceptions and Objects)

fn some sense, Aquinas too gives an account of the self-identity

through time of material objects in terms of "constancy and

coherence." By reading him in that way, at least, a comparison may be

brought about instructive for an understanding of the critique r{e

might expect Hume to make of Aquinas' account of what we have cal-ted

the ontological question regarding the nature of experience and the

objects of perception. For Aquinas, the measure of the coherence of

information provided by the senses is simply our ability to make

sense of it in thought and speech" This is true whether the thought

and speech in question is based on those common habits of speech and

action to which our ability to speak in unspecialized and common

sense terms bear witness, or whether it is based on those specialized

habits which are the fruit of immersion and participation in

traditions of disciplined inquiry. fn either case, our habits of

thought and traditÍons of inquiry, which allow us to recognize and to

discover the coherence of the deliverances of the senses, are

dependent upon and shaped. by a prior "constancy" of nature or essence
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true of the continuously existing, mind-independent objects with

which we are brought in to a relation of knowledge by means of the

senses. On Aguinast view, thenr insofar as we wish to understand "the

passing show" presented by the senses, hte must seek explanations in

terms of relations between intrinsically teleological systems and

org:anisms, different in kind from the deliverances of the senses. The

mathematically expressed laws of Newton with which Hume and his

contemporaries vrere so justly impressed may be both useful and true,

Aquinas might all-ow. A similar claim might, though this is less

probable, be made for the principles of Hume's "Science of Human

Nature." But the material objects to which the laws apply are

instances of a character that is potentially repeatable, a universal-

incarnate in matter, providing the matter informed by it with a

lelgq appropriate to things of its kind.

(CXXXII A Humean reason for rejecting' the notion that the

association of Ídeas in a concept of a material object or class of

material objects might be explained by means of appeal to anything

true of objects existing independently of mind)

Hume, of courser does not directly address Aquinas' position" He

does, however, criticize as 'rmonstrous offspring of contrary

principte s"223 those philosophical systems which he represents as

attempting' to resolve the tension between our practice in speaking of

material objects and the knowledge that they are irnpossible by

attríbuting continuous existence to objects in inter-perceptual

intervals. There is first the argument from conunon sense' discussed
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earl-y in this chapter, to the effect that the distinction between

objects and perceptions is "not comprehended by the generality of

mankind, who, as they perceive only one beingr can never assent to

the opinion of a double existence and representation.'224 ?]rrr.

argument.r âs we have seen, rests on an equivocation. It is not clear

at all that, íf "perceptions" are understood as presented instances

of sensible gualities "the generality of mankind" do not or at least

coufd not¡ were it pointed out to them, distinguj-sh between these and

"objects" understood as "what any conìmon man means by a hat, or shoe,

or stone.'225

(CXXXIII A second argument from the nature of experience)

More interesting and more representative of Hume's philosophical

position is his argument from the nature of experience. The only

objects sre can know to exíst with certainty are rtimmediately present

perceptionsr" he argues. We are able to reason concerning objects

which are not immediately present only on the basis of past

experíence of conjunction between "percepLions" which were

immediately present. We have never experíenced conjunctionr let alone

connection, between objects ín the sense of things differing in kind

from perceptions, and perceptions in either the first or second

sense. Experience provides us, therefore, with no justification for

inferring anything from experienced conjunctions of perceptions

concerning such obje"t".226 ,a i", therefore, inconsistent on the

part of Èhose who deny that "perceptions" exist unperceived to

believe that the objects of perception may exist continuously in
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inter-perceptual interval-s .

(CXXXIV Concluding Summary)

Several aspects of this critique are particularly worthy of

note. The first is that 
,it 

presupposes the account of the nature of

experience and the capacities of mind discussed in the

epistemological section, including the limitations on the sorts of

universals the mind can entertain and the atomistic model of

experj-ence. The second is that. it is his concern to deal with

scepticism that leads Hume to represent one who wishes to make a

distinction between the things of common speech on the one hand and

the deliverances of the senses on the other as caught ín the dilemma

of affirming both that the objects of perception are and are not

impressions by postulating contínuously existing and mind-independent.

material objects. Though they differ widely in their accounts of

them, both Hume and Ðescartes are very much concerned to do away with

debilitating scepticism by founding knowledge on basic certainties.

Hume, believing rationalism untenabl-e and having learned from

Berkeley the sceptical consequences of representationalism, sees

anyone who wishes to make such a distinction as either a raÈionalist

or a representationalist, oxt which j-s worse than either alone, both

at once. If they are not to faII victim of Hume's arguments against

both these positions, they must accept his description of their

dilemma as accurate. A third aspect is that Hume reads traditional

accounts of material objects in terms of "substance" as making: a

truly bizarre set of claíms. Corresponding to any thing that might be
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designated in common speech there is an unchanging, simple substratum

to which all the sensible qualities true of it over the course of its

exj-stence are attached. The simplicity of this object is not the

simplicity of a perceptionrr because it is not sensible per sê r

so it cannoÈ be comprehended. Hence the nature of the substance in

which the gualities j-nhere and the manner in which they inhere in the

substance cannot even be conceived, given the imagist theory of

thinking we have outlined, even with the modifications we have mad.e

on Hume's behalf. Why someone would wísh seríously to argue anything

so indefensible as the claim that there are unknowable somethings

which support in an intrinsically unintelligible fashion the

deliverances of the senses is comprehensible only as the product of

psychological processes. Hence Hume's speculations that such a person

must at some point have been led astray by inferring too much from

the ease with which the mind considers various perceptions under the
227

same terms.
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and to resolve the many particular effects into a few
general causes, by means of reasonings from analogy,
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general causes, we should in vain attempt their díscovery,'
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particular explicatíon of them. These ultj-mate springs and
principles are totally shut up from the human curiosity and
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of human capacity, such as those concerning the origin of
worlds, or the economy of the intellectual system or region
of spirits, they may long beat the air in their fruitless
contests, and never arrive at any determinate conclusion.
But if the question reg'ard any subject of common life and
experience, nothing, one would think, could preserve the
dispute so long undecided but some ambiguous expressions,
and hinder them from grappling with each other."

The philosophically important consequences we have argued Hume
rightly or wrongly draws from Newton's account of gravitation, and
employs in the course of setting forth hís account of causality,
ought not to hide from us the fact that Hume's theory of causality is
in at least one respect inconsistent vrith Newtonian physics. Hume
makes spatio-temporal contiguity a condition of causal relation. This
is a question on which Newton himself officially refused to judge.
Nevertheless, his interpreters, unsatísfied with the prospect of
treating Newton's account as a set of useful fictions important
chiefly for the mathematical precision they l-ent to attempts t.o
predict and control physical phenomena, very often took this claim to
be inconsistent with Newton's account. Hume himself telfs us that he
regards his arguments for this condition as merely probable, and that
of greater importance are his arguments for constant conjunction as
constitutive of causal relatedness, though I do not know and will not
hazard a guess whether he had Newton and his interpreters Ín mind
when he said this. The difficulty presented by the fact that Hume
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accepts spatial and temporal contiguity as a condition of causaf
reLatedness for the view that Hume draws heavily on the infl-uence of
Newton's implicit and explicit critique of Aristotelian physics does
not seem insuperable, however. It could conceivably be explained in a
number of unremarkable ways. I am indebted to Prof. Brenton Stearns
for sugrgesting that the question be at least raised.
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Capaldi, David Hume: The Newtonian Phil r (Boston: Tv¡ayne
Publíshers' l-975)r p. 58.1 Capaldi is right Èo draw attention to the
importance of Newton's criticism of Aristotelian physics for Hume's
understandíng of his philosophical task. However, the contrast he
sets up is not obviously cogent. Why should we not suppose that.
Hume's analysis of causation and explanation is the product of an
attempt to províde philosophical underpinning,s for the startling,
anti-Aristotelian claims of Newton's physics by replacing
Aristotelian metaphysj-cs wíth his theory of perception as the source
of philosophical "first prínciples" in terms of which our éxperience
is to be interpreted?

186. Newton, Philosophy of Nature r p. 5. This rule appears to
have at least tÌ.to possible targets. On the one hand, it addresses
Descartes' claj-m that we ought not to believe a hypothesis the
contrary of which is conceivabl,e by making the test of all theories a
matter of their ability to withstand empirical test, rather than a
test of conceivability. On the other, it presses home an important
distinctive feature of the place of mathematics in explanation in
Newton's physics. Phenomena are not merely to be described in terms
of quantifiable properties. Hlpotheses are to explain in ways that
make them open to testing, so that they may be rejected, should the
evidence warrant it. Acceptable hlpotheses describe phenomena in such
a way that they permit predictíon and in some instances control.
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and nature of things existing in independence of mind is and must
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CHAPTER II

AQUINAS

(f fntroduction -- no theory of knowledge in modern sense in St.

Thomas)

It is a commonplace that St. Thomas does not have a theory of

knowledge in the modern sense of that term. He is not concerned wj-th

scepticism in the way that philosophy has been in recent centuries,

and particularJ-y since Descartes " So, for example, he is not

concerned to give a logically tight argument from intuited basic

certainties to the existence of the "actual" objects of knowledge, on

some accont of them remarkable chiefly for the genius and complexity

of the arguments which support ít and the bewilderment of common

sense to which it leads. Aquinas is a pre-Kantian philosopher in very

1many ways.

(II Role of Conunon Sense in St. Thomas)

How deeply Hume misunderstands the philosophical intentions of

the Medieval Aristotelians he criticizes is manifest in the fact that
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he repeatedly represents them

bewilder coÍìmon sense in

counter-intuitive metaphysical

V{ilIiam .James' characterization

as having attempted to undermine or

the interest of bizarre and

monstrosities. There is much truth in

of Scholasticism as

rendered pedanticr " thougrh whether or not one accepts

connotations of the claim will depend largely upon the

philosophical task one accepts. Aquinas is concerned to

"Common sense

the pejorative

vision of the

refine common

sense, to render it more precise, but not at all to undermine or
)

replace it.- Nevertheless, he does not use coÍìmon sense in the

way that Hume does. Hume, as l{as noted in the first chapter, uses

coÍunon sense to bolster a version of empiricism commitment to the

principle tenets of which is, in an important way' prior to the

commitment to common sense. For example, as vte have seenr his

attempts to support his víews by appeals to cormon sense are largely

unsuccessful, but this has little effect on his most import.ant

arg:uments for his positions. Hume's central arguments assume

empiricism" He attempts first to show indirectly that this assumption

is justified by showing how it may be reconciled with cornmon sense,

and second to draw consequences directly by arguments from premises

he beLieves are constitutive of empiricism. Followj-ng Descartes, Hume

identifies basic certainties, simple ideas and impressions, in answer

to scepticism. He proceeds in a quite different wâYr however,

attempting to establish limits to justifiable belief, and arguing

both that within these limits Iie aII our most important claims to

knowledge, and that none of these claims admit of the certainty
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demanded by the sceptic. Subsequently, he praises the lack of concern

for this shortcoming evident in common thought and speech. Aquinas,

on the other hand, often argues from the fact that a certain

philosophical claim would lead to concfusions contrary to common

sense, e"g. a counterintuitive scepticism, that it is false. The move

is not merely naive. As we shall see in this chapter' the giving of

such a role to common sense is a naturaf consequence of the way in

which St. Thomas sa\r the tasks of philosophy: analysis and

clarification of what ís known only implicitly or in an unclear way,

and Èhe pursuit of precision of statement and rj-gour of argumentation

wit.h respect to it.

(III Why metaphysics occupies most of Aquinas' attention rather

t,han epistemology)

To claim that

fundamental to the

than it is for Hume

common sense is in an important i{ay more

philosophical enterprise as Aguinas envisions it

is not to say Èhat Aquinas' philosophical views

part, more nearly common-sensical. This must be

attentj.on to the fact that Aquinas does not

of cfaims about what he believes to be

are, in whole

argued. It does

begin from a

epistemologically

trained in one

inquiry to

justification

with qreater

díscipline.

be

or l.n

draw

set

basic. Rather, he takes common sense and sense

or other of the various traditions of disciplined
_3evident or noncontroversial, - in need of

only when they cannot be reconciled with what is known

certainty, according to the norms of the appropriate

The problems before him are metaphysical, concerning the
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nature of our capacities for knowledge and the nature of the worl-d

such that the exercise of those capacities mayr at least on occasion,

lead to knowled.ge. Hume, in contrast to this, on the basis of an

account of what he believes to be epistemological-Iy basic, attempts

to . establish a single model of investigation as applicable ín fie.l-ds

where it was not previously applied.

(Iv ,Justification of the reversal of the order in which the t.wo

major sections occur in this chapter)

The difference in the order in which Aquinas and Hume treat

epistemological and metaphysical problems is reflected in the

different order in which the sections corresponding to each of these

types of problems occur in chapter one and chapter two. In thisr the

second chapter, lve wil-l discuss Aquinas' ansr¡rer to the ontological

problem posed in the fírst chapter straightaway. In addition to bej-ng

in accordance with Aquinas' practice and conviction with respect to

the nature of philosophical inquiry, this order has the advantage of

permitting us to introduce a number of terms that will recur

throughout the remainder of this work, and to set the stage for an

examination of Hume considered as a critic of St. Thomas.

THE ONTOLOGTCAL PROBLEM

(V The Ontological- Question - Again)

The same question that was asked of Hume must now be asked of

Aquinas. What are the objects of perception in common thought and
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speech, and how are they related to thought about or involving them?

The short ansvrer to the first part of this guestion is "substancesr"

and to the second, "by means of an intentional identity with respect

to form between concepts and that which they represent in thought. "

We will discuss each in turn.

(VI The doctrine of substance as the objects of perception: a

response to the transitoriness of our experience)

In order properly to grasp the significance of the notion of

substance it is necessary to recognize the oríginal problem to which

it is addressed: how knowledge ís possible, given that, the senses

present us with constant change. Pl-ato had addressed this problem by

refusing to al-low that the objects of knowledge are identical with

the objects of sense perception' proceeding to deal with problems

invol,ved in that opinion. Aristotle, wishing to identify the objects

of knowledge with the objects of percepion, could not avoid this

problem. Hence, he sought objects which a) could be known by means of

the senses, and yet which b) endured through changes evidenced by the

4senses.

(VII Endurance and the Problem of Reliable Subjects of

Predication)

Arj-stotLe requires objects of perception that can endure through

change because the objects of perception must be "rel-iable subjects

of predication."5 What this means may be illust,rated by CratyJ-us'

river, which cannot be entered once. It is not a reliable subject of

predication in that it is a new thing every time a change occurs/
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whether or not any conscious being takes note of the change. we

cannot gain in our knowledge of "the river, " discovering previously

unknown qualities, relations and relational properties true of it,

and predícating them of it, because there 
, 
is no real subject of

predication, no sinql-e object of which various sorts of predicables

many be true on various occasions. There are either many "riversr"

each with a determinate set of applicable predicates, existing .i-n

rapid temporal succession, or there are no rivers at allr but only

collections of constitutive gualities, relations and relational

properties designated by a single term.

(VIII Hume compared with Aristotle and Aquinas on change in our

common sense objects of perception and knowledge)

Hume, of courser rejects the existence of any but certain

specific universals, and so allows only a "feigned" unity among

predicables, and not a real subject of predication (as defined above)

in his analysis of material object terms. Talk of enduring objects

is, on this view, a sloppy but convenienL way of taLking about

recurring universals of sense, strictly and inconveniently speaking.

Aristotle and Aquinas, on the other hand' maintain that we can have

knowledge of "the river" because it remains the same river, in the

sense of sameness that is required if there is to be knowledge of it'

so long as it remaíns an instance of the single generic universal

',river, " whatever other sorts of universals it may instantiate at

various times in its history as predicables true of it at those

times.
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(IX Formal unity as an ansvrer to Heraclitus and Cratylus)

Aristotle, and so also A,quinas' following him, maintains that

the epistemologically basic objects of knowledge are reliabl-e

subjects of predication because they instantiate a single "form." It

is sufficient here to define it as that about any object by virtue of

which it is a thing of a particular kind, and by virtue of which it

is recognized as an instance of that kind in perception. Objects

which exemplify a form may also exemplify many other universals, but

only universals in other categ:ories.7 Granting Heraclitus and

Cratylus' point that the river is constantly changing, the conclusion

that it cannot, for that reason, be known, is avoided. So long as it

does not changre in respect of being a river, we can have knowledge of

it, though some of this knowledge wil-l be of matters true of it at a

certain time or at varíous times in its history. Qualitatj-ve and

quantitative change and diversity are not, merely as such,

incompatible with endurancer but only when they obtain with respect

to the formal unit.y or "substantial identity" of the enduring' object "

(X Substance)

According to Aquinas, the basie objects of knowledge and

perception are substances. These are not, however, defined simply as

instances falling under concepts which express forms, for the

doctrine of substance is not simply a doctrine about how we

conceptualize what we encounter in experience, but also a doctrine

about what sort of place the world is, independent of our perceptions

of and reflection upon it, and a doctrine that provides the rationale
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for his logic of predÍcation. Hence, Aquinas defines substance as

that which exists in itself.S *hi" is to be und.erstood by way of

contrast with things which do not exist Ín themselves¡ but only as

aspects of things other than themselves as, for example, the redness

of yonder crabapple. Not every guality, relation or relational

property ís an aspect directly of a substance. For example, redness

may be true in a given instance of a mants nose, and although the man

is certainly a substance, the nose is not, so that redness is only

indirectly predicable of the man. Nevertheless, the contrast remains

that, while substances are not the substances of anyÈhing else, all

other objects of knowledge and perception are, directly or

indírect1y, dependent upon substance for their existence.

(XI The Primacy of Substance)

!{hile substance are not the only objects of knowledge and

perception, then, they are nevertheless the primary objects in

several respects. First, unlike other objects of knowledge and

perception which do not exist in themselves but onÌy "in another, "

substances may endure through chang'e, it being understood that the

disappearance of a guality is normally to be followed by the

appearance of another in the same category.9 Secondly, although

it may often be possible to gain knowledge of things which exist onJ-y

"in another" abstracted. from knowledge of the substances upon which

they are dependent for their existence and in which they inhere as

properties or aspects¡ in the Aristotelian tradition, such knowledge

is always l-ess important than knowledge of them considered as
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features of those substances. This is the case because the primary

sort of knowledge is, on this account, knowledge of what a thing is'

10 r.e. ats torrn' that about it which makes it a thing of this or

that kind, accounting for its self-identity through change. Thirdly,

substances are primary in that, although there are many senses in

which a thing may be said to exist, i.e. many modes or r4lays of being.

atl, other modes are dependent upon the substantial mode. They are,

directly or indirectly, of substances, and cannot exist without them.

$Ihile it is true that no material substance can exist without

diverse, exemplified properties, most of these could be replaced by

other in their same respective categories without affecting the

identity of the substance.

(XII Accidents)

The secondary "objects" of perception and knowledge are called

"accidents." Anthony Kenny quotes two of Aquinas' definitions: 1.

accidentis esse est inesse , "for an accident t.o be is to be of, "

and 2. accidens non est ens sed entis , "an accidenÈ is not what

is Ii.e. that

of substancel

the substances

t,hat accidents

all- dependent

characterization

"inherenc ".u72
crabapple and

which exists in the primary mode of existence

but is of what is."11 They are said to "inhere

of which they are aspects. It is important

form a class only by virtue of the fact that

modes of being, not by virtue of any

of some single sort of relation

The sense in which redness is an aspect of

so is said to inhere in it is much different

-- that

intt

to note

they are

posítíve

call-ed

the

that the
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relationship between the integrity of character and judgment true of

a just judge. The metaphysical distínction between accid.ent and.

substance in no way anawers properly scj-entific guestions about the

structure and composition of crabappJ-es and their colour, in the

first example, or biographical and ethical questions about the nature

and development of the judge's character, in the second. The

distinction simpry points to a general feature of the world., the

recognition of which is implied by the d.istinction vre d.raw in

ordinary speech between objects and matÈers true of them.

(XIII What substances are not)

A number of misunderstandings of st" Thomas'doctrine of

substance and of his distinction between substances and accidents

must be avoided if he is not to be misrepresented. First, when it is

claimed that accidents are dependent and substances ind.epend.ent mod.es

of being' dependence and independence are Lo be und.erstood. solely in

terms of the relation between object.s and their properties. This

doctrine does not at all suggest, that substances are in no way

dependent upon anything else for their existence" All material_

substances are dependent upon other material substances for their

existence and character at any given time, and all finite subst.ances

whatever, material or immaterial, are together sustained. in being by

the creative Act of God, according to Aquinas " They are always

dependent upon him directly for their existence, and sometimes

directlyr_ though more often indirectly, for their character.

secondly, substance is not a sort of pincushion into which aspects
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are stuck and unstuck without providing' any clue to the nature of the

pincushion, and. without modifying the pincushion in any ""y.13 o

substance is a determinate and therefore particular instance of an

indeterminate and therefore universal and abstract form. hle may learn

of the nature of a substance by investígating the way in which its

accidents are related in a single, integraJ- whole. For instance¡ we

might investigate the greenness and yellowness which at different

tj-mes characterize a plant. We are not hindered by the fact that we

observe only "accidents" of the plant in investigating the nature of

the plant insofar as we need to understand it to explain the

phenomenon in question. Furthermore, the plant does change when it

turns yellow, for example, but it does not cease to be a plant, and

to be the same p1ant. The plant is not some unchanging substratum" It

chang,es, but not in such a way as to make it into a different sort of

thing. Hence, thirdly, substances are not inert, as such, but are

capable of qualitatíve and quantitative change, change in

non-substantival c.tegori"s.14 They are unchanging only with

respect to their form, and independent only with respect to their

accidents.

(XIV Real and rationate being)

Aquinas distinguished between real beíng ( ens naturae ) and

rationate being ( ens rationís ) : existence in the real-m of nature,

and existence in t,he realm of reason.15 R".1 being is d.istinct

from rationate being in that what is

independence of our thought concerning it.

"real" could exist in
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real being, not in that they actually exist, but in that they are the

sort of thing thaÈ, if they did exist' could exist in independence of

thought in this ".y.17 Ratj-onate beings, on the other hand., are

produced by the mind in attempting to conceptualize the world, and

can have no existence apart from thought. The mind cannot entertain

the objects it understands as they exist in the order of nature -- as

material and determinate. It must entertain them by means of

*entities'18 having an existence independ.ent of that which they

represent in thoughtr but to which, in spíte of thís índependence,

they are related in such a way that they do not misLead the mind by

misrepresentíng it. The problem of Èhe relationship between what is

known and what is perceived is' for Aquj-nas, the problem of the

existence and character of relationships between these two realms.

(XV Immateriality and rationate being)

It is easy fallaciously to read into Aquinas' distinction

between reaL and rationate'being a variant of the Cartesian dual-ism

of extended and thinking substance. This impression may be

strengthened by Aquinas' talk of immaÈerial forms, essences, natures,

intellects and the like. This impression is inaccurate insofar as it

attributes to Aquinas either the view that there is some mysterious

mental stuff, analogous to more familiar matter' but dÍstinct from it

in kind, out of which all "immaterial-" entities are made' or that to

each material substance corresponds an immaterial substance to which

it is attached in some way. Rather' material beings, insofar as they

are actual-, are quantitatively and qualitatively determinate and
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hence individuaÌ. By reason of its composition and structure a

material- being is a thing of a particular kind' has properties which

may also be properties of other beings, and, if it happens to be

human, may have the ability both to recognize, name and think about

indivídual material objects in terms of their kind and their

properties. Those aspects of a thing which it shares with others'

considered as common, are not quantitatively determinate, at least,

and hence cannot be material. However, this is not an exciting

superscientifíc tidbit about a realm beyond belief, beyond

imagination, but about the reafm of material objects insofar as they

are not simply inchoate clumps of unintelligible stuff' but material-

things of this or that kind having these properties. The

material-/immateriaJ- distinction Aquinas wishes to draw here is not a

distinction between ordinary physical objects and extraordinary

spiritual objects linked in some mysterious vray with them' but

between the stuff which, when ordered appropriately' becomes a thing

of this or that kínd' and the order by virtue of which it is an

indivídual of this or that kind. A scientific account of the

composition and structure of objects like in kind or property may be

both possible and desirable in any given instance" However' it in no

r^ray supplants the metaphysical claim, nor could such an account

demonstrate that there is nothing "immaterialr " in the sense in which

Aquinas is using the term when he speaks of the immateriality of

forms and properties, apart from philosophical arguments establishing

the truth of some form of nominalism.
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(XVI ImmaterialiÈy of the human intellectr the AngeJ-s' and God)

Is that about a human being which makes him capable of

recognizing, Iabelling, and thinking about things which recur sua

recurrentr oD Aquinast view, "immaterial" in a sense of the word that

expresses an unjustifiable dualism? This is less cJ-ear' but I do not

think so. The j.mmateriality of the intellect consists chiefly in its

ability to receive what is not gualitatively and quantitativeJ-y

determinate concepts or ideas. However, concepts or ideas are not

in the mind as separate and independent substancesr but as

determínations or modifications of the substance in whose mind they

are present" The relationship of meaning between concepts and the

aspects of real being they represent in thought need not be

jeopardized even if it, vtere supposed that to each some

neurophysiological correlate could be found' for instance. This is

true as long as it is not supposed that the meaning expressed by the

concept could be analyzed in terms simply of neurophysiological

universals, a philosophical and not a scientific contention that is

not obviously entaj-led by the denj-al of Cartesian non-materia.l- stuff

out of which entíties distinct from their material counterparts are

constructed. More difficult is Àquinas' use of the notion of

"immateriality" when he refers to immaterial substances " The soul

after death, the Ange1s, and God, are all ínstances of substances

existíng immaterially, accorrling to Aquinas " While it is true that he

insists that the proper state of the soul is to be incarnate in

matter, to a1low that the soul might exist disincarnate appears to
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imply that that about a thing which makes it a thing of this or that

kind may exisÈ apart from that which is structured. The Angels and

God can only be immaterial in a guite different or a more developed

sense of the word. the question whether .A,quinas' use of the term in

this sense is objectionable is a moot point, but cannot here be

addressed.

(XVII Aquinas"'Intentio" and Intentionality)

In modern philosophícal parlance, "intentionality" indicates the

relation of the knower to the krrorr.19 The meaning is not

unrelated to that of Aquinas' "intention, " or concept, as h¡e miq'ht

say. In Aquinas¡ tt intentio " indicates the way in which some object

(in the widest possible sense of the term) is present to the

intellect by virtue of the int,ellect's capacity for receiving'

L:-.20 Having only rationate being, an intention can be present to

t,he intellectr yetr by reason of a relatíon of l-ikeness to something

existing in the order of nature, an intention may represent it in

thought. As substance is the primary mode of being in the order of

nature, and, as such, is the prj-mary object of knowledge and

perception, Aquinas' position is best and most easily understood by

beginníng with intentions as they relate to substance. The rel-ation

of likeness constitutive of Aquinas' account of the relationship

between concepts and things is not to be understood on analogy with

t.he likeness of a picture to the scene it presents, but rather in
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terms of systematic causal relatedness (of an unmistakeably

Aristotelian sort), such that an explication of the meaning of a

concept will describe that which the objects having real being which

the concept represents in thought' well or badly' depending upon the

adequacy of the concept. So, for instance, having developed the

capacity to recognize a certain sort of animal' lve may develop the

capacity to name, describe and define it and explain its actions in

dependence upon the senses, the deliverances of which are causaf

contacts with it. Such contacts are necessary but not sufficient to

the acquisition or the development of a concept. I¡lhat is also

necessary is the action of the mind in forming a concept. Our concept

"horse" is not at aII Like Northern Ðancer or even l-ess distinguished

beasts in kind. But an account of the meaning' of the term will

partially describe or define any given instance of "horseness. " This

is a causal consequence of the intellect's reliance upon experÍence

in the formation of the concept. Hence, on this accountr so long as

the mind is guided in its conceptual-izatíon of the objects of

knowledge by experience, concepts need not be like the deliverances

of the senses in kind to be empirical.2l ,ni" constitutes the

most important single difference between Hume and Aquinas with

respect to this subject.

(xvrrr " In!en.!þ " and " -gpecies" Lg!e.!!!g!ÞilÞ " t " species

impressa " and " species expresga ")

St. Thomas treats learning as a species of change taking place

in the one who learns. As such, it is analyzed in terms of actuality
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and potentiality. The one who learns stands in a relation of potency

with respect to all possible objects of knowledge. The senses are

crucial to the actualization of any such potentiality' ín that it. is

only be means of the senses that the movement of intellect toward

knowledge of a thing is initiated and guided. However, knowledge

consists in the reception of the form of the thing known, which

exists there as "that which makes [the material object] a unity, or a

aa
thing', "oo in a mode of existence Proper to the receptive

intel-Iect, i.e. apart from the matter of the thing' abstractly.

"Sensib1e knowledge unfolds in response to a physical alteration in

the sense org.an, but the process is fundamenÈally a movement of the

form which exists in different modes in mind and. in thing.'23 w"

do not¡ however, receive the form all at oncer "clearly and

distinctly." Our knowledge of a thing may be so vague as to prevent

us from distinguishing it from things of its kind' or it may be

merely clear enough that we can recognize it and use both a name for

it and a term for things of its kind consistently, but without being

able to give a definition or account of them' or ít may be clearly

defined. In the last case, we may be able to give a detailed analysis

of what the thíng is and what distinguishes it from other things of

its kind. Even when we have grasped the denotation of a singuJ-ar or

general term, Iùe may be very far from having grasped significantly

its connotation. Hence there is a gap between the form of a thing

insofar as it has potential for being grasped and so affording

knowledge of a thing, and the form of a thing insofar as it is
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grasped at any given tíme. The former Aquinas calls the "intelligible

species " ( spec j-es intelliqibilis ) or "expressed species" (

species expressa l, "species" indicatíng form, that about things

which makes them things of this or that kind, and so classifiable by

"species" in our more narrovr, modern sense of the word. The latter he

calls the concept ( conceptio l, impressed species ( species

impressa ), or intention ( f¡!ç¡!iq ) . We know an object insofar as

hre receive its form or inteLligible species, but the form which is

essential to the objects which exists in order of nature is

represented in thought by a concept or intention which is an accident

of the knower.

(XIX Activity and passivity in concept formation)

From one point of view, v¡e are 
.passive 

in the process of

learning. The intell-ect is informed in the course of learning to

recognize¡ speak, think about and investigate a subject. It receives

a form it does not create. Nevertheless, from another point of view,

vre are active in learning. Í'lhen vre conceptualize a subject, the

intellect creates a concept or intentional likeness of the thing

which will represent it in thought. The ways in which we test our

concepts in order to discover whether or not they are misleading us

concerning the aspects of objects existing in the order of nature

they represent are as varied as the sorts of possible objects of

knowledge" In each case, the ideal- to which our activity is intended

to take us is provided by that which is known, and the means to

knowledge of it are our own.
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(XX First and Second Intentions - Introduction)

Aquinas distinguishes between first and second intention"r'n

according: to their relationship to objects having real being'.25

First intentions are rationate likenesses of things which have real-

being. Hence they are said to have an immedíate foundation in what is

real. Second intenions are ratÍonate likenesses of first intentions.

Being once removed from the real, they are said to have a remote

foundation in the t"^I.26 St. Thomas, own favored. exampte of

gienus, species and difference with respect to the categorization of

substance will serve to illustrate the d.istinction atthough, of

course, not all intentions represent substances or classes of

substances in thought.

(XXI First Intentions)

First intentions always represent individuals having real being.

To use an example of the sort sug,gested above, we might have a first

intention representing in thought a particular material object. For

the purposes of thought, the intention is identified with that which

it represents. Nevertheless, it is not the intention which is known,

for the intention may be developed in response to perceived

representationsal deficiency.2T As a representation of an

individual' the fírst intention may include in its meaning aspects of

a thing which distinguish it from other things of its kind.

Nevertheless, the first intention is potentially a universal, i.e.,

it could represent more than one substance, providing that t.hese vrere

identical- with respect to all those aspects of the first object
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recoginized by the intell-ect in forming the intention in question. So,

for example, if f form a concept of a particular cat, "Georger" the

adequacy of the concept may be more or less adequate to the living

and breathing feline. If it is less adequate, I am liab1e to mistake

other cats for George the concept represents very few of those

features which would serve to distinguish Georgie from other cats. If

it is more adequate' I am less likety to mistake other cats for

George. Nevertheless, it is a concePt I entertain when I think of

George, and not a material cat. Hence, if there were another cat

identical to George in all those respects by means of which I

conscíousIy or unconsciously distinguish George from other

indíviduals of his kind, the concept "George" would include thj-s cat

also in its connotation. The intention, then, j-s neither universal-

nor particular per E , for it is the same whether there happen to

be one or more things having real being which it might represent in

uhought . 
2 I

(XXII Second Intentions - A: Both terms of the rel-ation

constitutíve of second intentions have only rationate being)

Second intentions differ from first chiefly in that, while first

j-ntentions consist in a relation' one term of which has only

rat,ionate being (the inÈention) r29 and the other having real

being:, both terms in the relation constitutíve of second intentions

are mental constructs, having only rationate being. Concepts of

species (e.g. "humanity") and genus (e.g. "animals") are of this

kind, as Aguinas maintains in a somewhat opague passage
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Being' and Essence

...it cannot be said that ratio [i.e. that which is
undersÈood about something, expressed in a definitionl of
genus or species belongs to human nature according to the
existence which it has in individuals according: to its
unity so that it is a one appropriate to all, which the
ratio of Èhe universal demands. If follows, therefore, that
the ratio of species applies to human nature according to
that exiqlence ( esse ) which it has in the
intellect . 

ru

That, is, when we say that both Plato and Socrates are men,

predicating "humanity" of both, we do not mean by this that Plato and

Socrates are Èhe same being, under different names, but that Socrates

is one determinate Ínstance of the determinable concept "humanity, "

and Plato another. They are identícal considered only insofar as they

are both human, but different insofar as they are considered as

determinate instances of humanity. Our first order concept "Socrates"

is distinct from second order concepts such as "humanit,y" or

"animal, " which aLso signify Socrates "in the mode of a whole, "

indicating "implicitly and indistinctly all- that is in the
11

índividual."-' ft does not indicate a character that is "one

appropriate to alL" substances of its kind. However, if we consider

Socrates merely insofar as he is human, he does not differ from any

other hr*arr.32 our second order concept, "humanity, " thus

consists in a refation of identity between all possible inferiors

(concepÈs falling under it) with respect to a deÈerminable character,

those first order concepts fallingr under it being l-ikenesses of

particular and determinate instances. This character is expressed by
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a single abstract term (e.9. 'humanity") ¡ the connotation of which we

attempt to explicate in a definition of the term.

(XXIII Second Intentions - B: The intention of universality)

Aquinas often calls the second intention the intention of

universalíty. By this he indicates that by means of second order

concepts such as "humanity" and "animal" a number of things in the

order of nature may be present to the mÍnd at once as one concept,

because second intentions are indifferent with respect to the aspects

in which those things differ. The single concept "humanityr" for

instance, has many inferiors, and many different relat.ions with its

inferiors, but only one relation with respect to the nature in

question, namely, that of identíty.33 The intention of

universality, "thoug:h terminating in many, is nevertheless a single

intention because it is the relation of one nature according to one

manner of existing in the intellect."34 On Aquinas, view,

"animal" remains the same int,ention wit.hout regard to the int.ellect

in which it occurs or to the inferior of which it is predicable,

whether substantíaI (e.9. ".Ioe"), a species (e"9" homo qêgiens ) r or

accidental quality true of

indicated by species (e.9.

a subclass distinguished in terms of some

"Caucasianstt).

(XXIV Summary of Aquj"nas' ansrirer to the Ontotrogical question,

insofar as we have examined it)

We ought now to be in a position to fÍII with some content our

short answers to the question "According to Aquinas, whaÈ are the

its members in addition to the character
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objects of perception in common thought and sPeech' and how are they

related to thought about or involving them?" On Aquinas' view' there

are many different sorts of subjects of knowledge' but aII such

subjects are ultimately dependent for their existence upon the

primary objects of knowledge and perception' namely' substances.

Substances need not be material, but they are modelled on mid-sized

animate material objects like cats and trees. They are defined in

terms of theír independent mode of existence wíth respect to

accidents, which cannot exist except as aspects or propertíes of

substances. When Aquinas discusses their reLationship to thought,

knowledge of substances being archetlpical of knowledge gained

through experience, he sets forth his account in terms of ontological

categories like the distinction betvreen actuality and potentiality'

substance and accident, material and immaterial being' real and

rationate being, and so on. Human knowledge is portrayed, insofar as

Aquinas believes this possible, as a special case of processes of a

kind occurring throughout the natural worLd. So, for exampler the

relaÈionship between concept and thing conceptualized is causal,

although the understanding of causality is Aristotelian. ft is a

reception on the part of the knower of the form of the thing known,

i"e. that about it which makes it a thing of such and such a kind,

and which is specified where a definition is given j-n answer to

question "What is it?" Howeverr the knower does not, in receiving the

form, become the same sort of thing as the thing known, so that

Àquinas assures us that the form of that which is known is received
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as an accident of the knower" Insofar as it is received' iÈ is said

to bring about a perfection of the intellect, i.e. to make actual the

exercise of the mind's potential for knowledge with respect to that

form. Our knowlege being imperfect, and it being the case that we can

speak of classes of things and individuals belonging to those classes

without a present example, Aquinas introduces the notion of intention

or concept, which represents a thing insofar as we understand ít or a

class of things insofar as we have understood their shared character

in thought, in the absence of the individual or an example of the

cLass. First intentions are causal likenesses of índividuals,

evidenced by the capacity to recognize and think concerning that

which they represent. They may include properties not predicated of

the form of that individual in their definition, as they represent

the object not merely insofar as it is an instance of a determinable

form, but insofar as it is a determinate and individual object "

Second intentions are likenesses of first intentions' but only

insofar as the first intentions represent their objects according to

the form they share with oÈhers of their kind.

(XXV Humean objections against this view -- Introduction)

What would Hume reply to Aquinas' answer to the ontological

question, as we have sketched it? At almost every turn Aquinas makes

cLaims Hume believes unjustifiable, postulates objects he believes

inconceivable, and passes without comment over problems he thinks

crucial. And this is not to menti-on the fact that the account is

couched in puzzling terminology far removed from the conventions of
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ordinary speech and thought, of precisely the sort Hume condemns as

designed to obfuscate matters by avoiding the conseçluences of clear

thinking. In the first place' Hume night complain, it is a clear

consequence of empiricísm that the objects of perceptíon must be the

qualitatively and quantitatively determinate deliverances of the

senses, and if the objects of knowledge and belief are not these (as

most of Hume's modern interpreters insist must be the case) r then

they cannot be anything fundamentally different in kind from them.

Secondly, Aquinas' failure to respect the limits on knowledge

entailed by empirícism leads him to postulate powers of mínd to

account for our ability to know Èhings different in kind from the

deliverances of the senses. Insofar as this is the case, it

constitutes an abandonment of empiricism in favour of some brand or

other of rationalism. Third1y, the failure to take seriously

empirical limits to knowledge evidences naivete with respect to the

challengê to knowledge posed by scepticism" No sceptic worthy of the

name will tolerate the supposition that the real objects of

knowledge, while never the objects of experience per E , are

nevertheLess known by means of mysterious facuLtíes postulated

especially to account for our knowledge of them" The distinction

between objects and percepts and the distínction between substances

and accidents both evidence this naivete, in that both postul-ate

objects which are never the objects of the senses per se . Fourthly'

the notion of substance rests on a faulty account of identíty. And,

finally, the notion that there is an unchanging, simple substratum
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corresponding to each of the objects of conìmon thought and speech is

inconceivable, both in the literal sense, in which this is to say

that it would have to be something different in kind from the sorts

of things about which we are capable of thinking, and in the

figurative sense, in which it is to say that it is preposterous. Even

if there lr¡ere such objects, it would be impossible to account for

their relationship to the properties exemplified within our

experience ascribed to them.

(XXVI Humean objections against Aquinas' ans!ùer -- A. Empiricism

entaj-ls that the objects of perception must be the deliverances of

the, senses as such. Deníal leads to representationalism)

Hume, as noted, takes as direct consequences of the doctrine

that all our knowledge is gained by means of experience that the

primary objects of perception are the quantitatively and

qualitatively determinate del-iverances of the senses, and that all

other, secondary objects are like them in kind" The point is

fundamental to Hume's position, and just how fundamental- it is is

indicated by the fact that he nowhere argues directly for it' but

only indirectly, by drawing out the consequences which he believes

foll-ow on its denial. When he sets forward his distinctions between

sj-mple and complex impressions and ideas in the opening pages of the

Treatise , he takes the implication as obvious. In other places he

makes it plain that its denial is objectionable because it woul-d

require that I{¡e suppose the function of the senses to be the

representation to us of somethinq that could not be experienced. lVe
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might expect Hume to folfow Berkeley in presenting Aquinas with the

option of believing that the senses represent to us "a something, f

know not whatr" or somet.hing known in independence of the senses¡ our

prior knowledge of which is either merely triggered by the senses or

related to the senses. Ín no important vray. In either case, the

objects of experience or perceptíon could not be identifíed with the

objects of knowledger âs Aquinas claims. This charge of a seriously

flawed representationalism to Aquinas' account wil-I be taken up in

Èhe second section of this chapter.

(XXVII Humean objections against Aquinas' answer -- B. Aquinas'

intellectus represents a power for gaining knowledge in independence

of the senses)

Hume afso takes as a direct consequence of empirÍcism an imagist

theory of thought, according to which our thought can consist only in

the comparison and arrangement in associative patterns of ideas alike

in kind to impressions. This, as we have notedr presents Hume with an

unacknowl-edged difficulty with respect to formal concepts, a point

which, $re concluded, could not profitably be pressed by an advocate

of St.. Thomas in the absence of a preferable account. We will return

to this. We have argued that Hume must at least allow, in the

instance of universals of sense, corresponding entities in the mind

different in kind from the quantitatively and qualitatj-vely

determj-nate deliverances of the senses. I¡Ihether Aquinas is right in

advocating the víew that the mind possesses much wider powers for

entertaining a much wider range of entities of this kind will- be
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another matter to be discussed. Finally, it will have to be asked

wither Aquinas might justifiably be accused of rationalism.

(XXVIII Humean objections against Aquinas' answer -- C. Aquinas

does not adequately reckon with scepticism)

It must be admitted that Aquinas was not a sceptic about common

sense claims to knowledge or claims to knowledge made on the basis of

disciplined inguiry legitimated according to the canons of the

tradition of inguiry in question. He is not concerned with

demostrating the existence of the things of which we believe our

senses inform ìrsr or with arguments to show that esse est percipii

is not true of the objects of perception acceptable to a Berkeleyan

or Humean. In fact, as has been mentioned, he ofÈen argues from the

fact that a claim would l-ead to scepticism that it cannot be

tolerated. This subject wilL be raised briefly in the second part of

the chapter. To discuss it in detail would take us very far afield.

(XXIX Humean objections against Aquinas' ansvter D.

Nominalj-sm, the imagist theory of thinking, and Hume's criteria of

identíty)

From the imagist theory of thinking foll-ows the radical

nominalism advocated by Hume in the section of the T¡gg!¡Sg discussed

at some length in chapter one' "Of Abstract fdeas.' ft is from this

source that Hume has his theory of identity, strictly speaking,

according to which supposedly different items are identical if and

only if there exist no different.ia' whether qualitative or

quantitative, by means of which they could be dístinguished. So, for
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instance, if the red ball gains a scratch' disfiguring the surface,

it cannot¡ so long as we are speaking strictly, be said to be the

same ball before and after the scratching. We ignore this in common

speech simply out of conveníence" On the modification of Hume's

nominalism to allow universaLs of sense, Hume must allow that, in

their case, there can be conditions which serve to distinguish

occurrences of the universal quantitatively, but not gualitatívely.

we might reformul-ate a Humean principle of identity along the

following l-ines. "Supposedly different items are identical if and

only if there exj-st no qualitative differentia specifiable in terms

of aense which would serve to distínguish them." And perhaps we ought

also to include relative differentia, such as might be specified by

spatio-temporal terms. Professor Brenton Stearns has suggested to me

that Hume would not alLow that a series of qualitatively

indistinguishable sense data formed a numericalJ-y identical object,

and this seems probable. with or without the additional condition,

substances fail Hume's test for identity both because their principle

of identity, their

cannot be defined

form, is abstract and indeterminate, and therefore

in terms of sense, and because the substances,

rather asconsidered not merely as exemplifying

determinat,e, exemplify different sensible

times. Each such difference would serve as

identity on Hume's account of identity. Whether Hume's criteria are

overly strict will need to be discussed.

(XXX Humean Objections against Aquinas' answer - E. Substance)

a form but

gualities at different

a differentia precluding
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The previous four Humean objections against Aquinas' answer to

the ontological question are epistemoJ-ogicaL in character. The fifth

objection is against the notion of substance itself, an ontological

objection. There are at least two proposed definitions of substance

given by Hume to which he objects. One is the defínítion mentioned

above, according to which the term designates an "unchanging simple

substratum" corresponding to the cornmon objects of thought and

speech. Another is the definition, also mentioned. earlier, according

to which substance is "something which may exist by itself. "

Considered as characterizations of Aquinas' doctrine, both

definitions miss their mark. Aquinas would find them as inadequate as

does Hume, and for at least some of the same reasons. The first

definitÍon seems to express the "pincushion" view, according to which

attributes are pins stuck ín a cushion of which they tell no tale.

This is not .A,quinas' view, as explained. Simílar1y' the second

definition does not express anything }ike Aquinas' doctrine. Aquinas

does not say that substances in general may exist without accidents,

nor that substances are generally dependent on nothing outside

themselves for their existence and character. The independence

ascribed to substance is símply with respect to accidentsr and this

would need to be expressed by any definition cl-aiming to explain his

view. Of course, Hume was not addressing Aquinas in particular, but

surely, had he been famíIiar with a more adequate doctríne of

substance in the "antient" philosophy that the one he attributes to

them generaÌly, he would more adeguately have represented it.
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(XXXI the most important ontological difference betvteen Hume and

Aquinas lies in Hume's disallowance and Aquinas' allowance of a

varj-ety of modes of being)

The really important difference with respect to ontofogry between

Hume and Aquinas is that Hume wíshes to permit only one real as

opposed to "feigned" mode of existence to all things: that common to

impressions and ideas. This is the mode of existence of a

quantitatively and qualitatively determinate deliverance of sense, an

"internal and perishing existence."35 Because this mode of

existence is supposed to be common to the objects we perceive and

conceive and. the images and thoughts by means of which we consider

them, Hume disaLlows that something which in reality may be

inseparable (e.g. this apple and the redness true of it) may in

thought be distinguished and considered separately. Aquinas' on t.he

other hand, holds "existence" to be a predicate, though applied in

different senses, related. to each other analogically.36 
". ".r,

hold this view because he believes that what is inseparable in

reality may yet be separable in thought" Hence, even "beingr" which

notion enters (on this view) implicitly or explicitly into our every

thought, may be considered in abstraction from things said to exist.

It i-s granted that it is a peculiar sort of predicate, suffering from

the fact that, as Peter Coffey puts it, being of al-I notions "widest

in extensíon" it is "poorest in intension."37

(XXXII Reasons for turning to epistemoJ-ogical matters)

Hume's arguments against the notion of various modes of being
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are epistemological. He does have such arguments' though he never

addresses the question by name. Rather, he attempts to establish for

simple ídeas and impressions a primacy which would preclude any such

distinction. However, sle have argued that he must allow one such

distinction, so that, on the revised interpretation of Hume !'¡e have

g'iven, the status of percePtions, does not preclude all, but only

most, of the distinctions Aquinas wishes Lo make" As Aquinas' answer

to the ontological question cannot be tenabl-e without this sort of

dístinction, !ùe will have to return to epistemological questions

properly to evaluat.e it in the tight of Hume's philosophy. 9Íe will

then be in a better position to discuss the relative merits of Hume's

own answer, g'iven the status he attributes to perceptionsr"

EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

Experience: The Nature of Sensation and Perception

(XXXIII Introduction: Aquinas on Sensation and Perception)

Austín Farrert in Faith and Speculation gives the following

formulation of the empiricist principle, the

it is to be an empiricist. "We can think

knowledge ofl no reality about which we

thínk."38 vüe must be able to be acted upon

objects of knowledge t ox to understand them

sine qua non of what

about [and so can have

can do nothing but

or to act upon the

on analogy with things
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upon which r,¡e can actT âsr for instance, $then we understand the

motion of the planets in terms of laws we believe account for the

movement of familiar objects around ,r".39 This view is very close

in spirit to Aquinas' dictum. What ís worthy of note in comparj-ng

such a formulation to Hume's version of empiricism is that ít places

epistemological priority upon objects and their acts rather than upon

sensations or ideas. On Aquinas' view, our knowledge begins not with

sensations, from which objects different in kind from them are

(invalidly) inferred, but from the ability to recognize an object (in

a sense wider than "substancer " but of which "substance" is

archetypical) or kind of action. we begin to have conceptual,

reflexive knowledge when vre can name what we recognize, and use the

name consistently in speech. Were it possible to analyze a term in

terms of universals of sense, it coul-d only follov¡ on prior knowledge

of this sortr on Aquinast view.

...the human intellect does not immediately, in first
apprehending a thing, have complete knowledge; rather, it
first apprehends only one aspect of the thing - namely its
whatness [Footnote: What the thing is, its essence, whether
generic or specific...7, which is the primary and proper
object of the inteLl-ect - and only then can it understand
the properties, ac¡fidents and relationships incidental- to
the thing's essence.

On thís view, knowledge is fj"rst a relatíonship between objects

considered as wholes. OnIy secondarily is it a relationship between

constituent parts of the knower and the known, or between their

respective actions. That which is produced in the knower in response
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to what is known, i"e. the deliverances of the senses and concepts or

intentions, is of tertiary importance at best.

(XXXIV Phantasms and Aquinas' litany of sensory powers)

Aquinast closest equivalent to Hume's "perception" is

"phantasm." "Phantasm" indicates both sense percepts and "picturesr"

to use a visual metaphor, produced in the percipient by the

imagination, l-ike the del-iverances of the senses in kind, but

generally unlike them in intensity.4l our capacities for

entertaining phantasms are sensationr orl the one hand, and

imagination, on the other. fmagination ( phantasia or imaginatio ) is

distinct from sensaÈion in that in the exercise of the imagination we

are able to take active part Ín the formation of sensory images and

of associative relationships between them' and we are abfe Èo

conserve what is presented. to the senses for later referencen' on

the prompting of memory. Aguinas categorizes imagination as one of

four "interior" senses. In addition to imagination, there is t.he

common sense ( sensus co¡Ilqlq4¿s ) , that "enduring and pervasíve

centre of "".r"nJ.* 
*.' a* special senses are derived and to

which they refe.."43 Because of their reference to this centre of

ar¡rareness, according to Aquinasr we are able to distinguish and sort

through the d.eliverances of the external ""rr"""nn and. to

recognize the conìmon sensibles, those qualities which are not the

proper object of any one sense organ' but of more than one, l-ike

shape, number, size, and. movement, for instarraa.n5 Thirdly, there

is our ability to apprehend what cannot properly be said to be the
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objects of the senses as such, âs¡ for instance' the utÍIity of a

thing. Fourthly, memory conserves our experience in such a way that

we may prof it f rom it in the f,rtl-,te. 45

(XXXV Our faculties are distinguished by their objects and their

activities )

It ís commonplace quickly to reply to a list such as Aquinas'

list of interior senses that iÈ belong's to a discredited faculty

psychology, rejected on much the same sorts of grounds that have led

psychologists to be suspicj.ous of explanations in terms of

"instincts" or "natures." !ùhenever. an interesting human capacity or

activity in which intelligence is manifest is discussed, it is

"explained" by postulating a corresponding "facultyr" just as, so the

argument runs, puzzling behaviour is easily "explained" by

postulating a corresponding "instinctr" or chalking it up to human

"nature." The ans$rer to this accusation is that it rests on a

misunderstanding of Aquinast intent. For better or'for vrorse, Aquinas

is not addressing a question of modern psychology. He is simply

listing the various sorts of capacities we evidently have, given the

various sorts of thing we evidently know, an unabashedly colnmon sense

(in our modern sense of the term) sort of procedure. He is explaining

in the sense that he is making distinctions intended to enable us to

direct our attention to aspects which we might otherwise neglect, and

to think more precisely than would be possible without the

distinctions. He is not replacing the investig:ation of all that might

be found were the phenomena considered abstractly as exemplifying the
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concepts of this or that traditj-on of disciplined inguiry.

(XXXVI Sensation and Abstraction Contrasted)

Whatever may be said about Aquinas' philosophical psychology, it

is the relationship between sensation and conception that is of

interest here, and we need not, decide finally on the former t,o

investigate the latter. The two most important elements in this

rel-ation are our capacities for sensation and abstraction.46 ,h"

former includes all our abilities for receiving, organizing and

recalling the objects of knowledge and perception as they are present

to us _9. sensible, and the latter all our abilities for receiving

and forming concepts of the objects of knowledge and perception, and

organizing and recalling them as they are present to us qua

conceivable or knowable.

(XXXVII Phantasms and Intentions Contrasted)

Aquinas contrasts the objects of knowledge as they are expressed

in the proper objects of the sense organs (phantasms) and as they are

expressed in the concepts which 'approximate the form which is the

proper object of the intellect47 in a number of ways. Phantasms

are spatially and temporally determinate individualsr 43 *h"r.."

concepts may abstract from determining conditions, whether spatial,

temporal, qualitative or quantitative, and represent the object in a

mode of being appropriate to universals, i.e. immaterial in the

restricted sense discussed ".tIi"t.49 vìlhereas phantasms are

signs, representing to us contact with a possible object of knowledge

that is subjective in that this particular contact is true only of
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50
US¡ the same is true, on this account, of concepts of either

order. Intentional existence is mind-dependent, but its dependence is

not defined with respect to any mind in particular.5l t.rdi,riduals

may form intentions in response to the deliverances of the objects of

knowledge as such, but essences or forms of the objects of knowledge

insofar as the subjective contacts of one or many people'with those

objects resulted in the formation of concepts expressing their

respective forms or essences " ltlhile intentions are not public in the

sense that they are potential objects of experience for many

perceiving subjects, they are public in that when they are expressed

in aural, vísual or tactile symbols, they are coÍìmunicabLe. Moreover,

phantasms¡ being material, are not knowable as such" Only the

universals of which they are the bearers are knowabl-e" In all these

respects¡ then, phantasms differ from concepts, and not merely with

respect to "force and vivacity, " as in Humet s account of the

relationship between "impressions" and "j-deas. "

(XXXVIII For Aquinas, the epistemologically crucial relation of

identity between phantasms and concepts is identity with respect to

the qualitative and generic universals entertained in the senses and

the intellect in modes of being appropriate to each, and not merely

the specífic universals)

Aquinast allowance for differences in kind between phantasms and

concepts, and between both and the objects known by means of t.hem,

does not l-ead him to countenance scepticism. He is not concerned with

identity between what is known and what is conceived expressed in
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universals of sense, as woul-d be the case if the relationship were

stricty analogous to the relationship between an image and. the

concept imaged. Rather, the epistemologically important sort of

identíty between them is identity with respect to that about an

object which makes it a thing of a particular sort, including both

gualitative and generic universals, as well as the specific

universal-s l{e have argued Hume must allow. So long as there is

identity with respect to the universal in question, there need not be

identity with respect to the mode of beíng in whích it exists or is

entertai-ned.

...when it is said that that understanding is false which
understands a thing other than as it is, the statement is
true if 'other Èhan' refers to the thing understood. For
the understanding is fal-se whenever one understands a thing
to be other than it isi hence the understanding would be
false if one should so abstract the species of stone from
matter that he would understand it to exist apart from
matter, as Plato held.

The proposition, however, would not be Lrue if 'other
than' were taken as referrj-ng to the one understandj-ng. For
there is no falsity if the mode of understanding in the one
who understands is different from the mode of existing in
the thing - a thing understood is in the one who
understands in an
a material reality. Uimmaterial way, according to the mode of

In perception, then, form or some other universal exists first in the

particular object as that about it which makes it an thing of this or

that kind (the biological structure by virtue of which the frog is a

frog, the various properties of the leaf such that it is a yellow

leaf, and so on). ft then exists in the senses or Èhe imagination

stimulated by memory in an inchoate manner as determinative of their
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particular del-iverances. Thirdly, it exists in the intellect insofar

as ít is adeguately represented by the intention formed by the

intellect in dependence upon the senses. Fourthly, it may be viewed

as existing in the percipient as such, in which case it is said to

inform the percipient accidentalJ-y, as was discussed earlier.54

(XXXIX Aquinas' critique ot representationalism and his

arguments for the claim that sensations and concepts are primarily

means and only secondarily objects of knowledge)

Aquinas is aware of the objection against this account that,

because the objects of knowledge must be what is immediately present

to the mind, al.L other supposed "objects" of knowledg:e must be known

by means of inferences which prove inval"id because they move to

objects different in kind from the objects of perception, properly so

called. This is, in essence, Berkeley's objection against Locke.

Aquínas, however, would argue that locke's error consisted not in

takíng the senses to be means through which lve are presented with

objects different in kind from sensations, but in allowing the

premise that the objects of knowledge must be what is immediateJ-y

present to the mind. On Aquinas' view, both phantasms and concepts

represent to us what is different in kind from either, but the way to

avoid scepticism is not to deny the existence of what is presented,

but to deny that the proper objects of knowled.ge are what is

immediately present to conscious awareness in the form of sensations,

concepts, or thougrhts. He justifies the claim that sensations and

concepts are merely the medía of knowledge and only secondarily
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objects of knowledge by means of arguments derived from Aristotl-e's

Metaph vsacs , the first appealing to conìmon senser the second

complainíng that the denial of the claim subverts reason.

Some have held that our coginitive faculties know only what
is experienced within them, for instance' that the senses
perceive only the impressions made on the organs"..The
opinion, however, is obvíously false for two reasons.
First, because the things understood are the same as the
objects of science [i.e. knowledge or understanding].
Therefore, if the things we understand were only species
existing in the soul, it would follow that none of the
sciences woul-d
the soul...

be concerned with things existj-ng outside

Second,
the ancient

because a conseç[uence would be the error of
philosophers who said that all appearances

are true , implying that contradictory opinions could at
the same time be true. [He gives the example of a healthy
ma¡1 who tastes honey and finds it sweet, 

"¿nd 
a sick man

who, trying the same honey, finds it bitter.l"

(XL Aquinas' first argument and the validity of the appeal to

Common Sense)

It is worthy of noÈe that Hume's argument for the status of

"perceptions" as the objects of perception and knowledge rested first

upon an appeal to conì:mon senser just as does Aquinas' argument for

the quíte different status he wishes to attribute to phantasms and

intentions. Perhaps the fact that such an appeal is made rather than

providing a demonstration of the claim in accordance with previously

established principles ought to be taken as indicative of how

fundamental to their respective account of knowledge is the status of

the deliverances of the senses. The sceptic may press either by

casting doubt upon the status attributed' but Hume, his appeal to
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common sense failing' would problably reply simply by insisting that

the point is obvious to any who consider it carefully. Aquinas, in

characteristic fashion, would probably quote Aristotle to the effect

that it is not possible to know anything if there is nothing about

which we can suspend doubt, and that the unrelenting sceptic seeks

reasons where there is none to be fo,-,rrd.56 Here, at least,

Aquinas and Aristotle are closer to Newton than is Hume. For both,

the critical mind is the one disciplined in the investigative and

evaluative practices of traditions of inquiry, so that

epistemologically important scepticism is scepticism which is

justified according to the standards appropríate for justified belief

in that instance. For Hume, the critical mind is the one which

operates in the recognition of the limitations on what can be known

and the means to knowledge implicit ín his epistemological scheme.

(XLI Aquinas' second argument and the truth and fafsity of

propositions )

Aquinas' second argument is both intriguing and difficul-t. His

example assumes the existence of entities existing in independence of

the knowing subject as a common referent for the "honey" to which the

heal-thy man refers when he predicates sweetness of it (hereinafter

"honeyr") r and the honey to which the sick man referst

predicating bitterness of it (hereinafter "honeyr") . Only if

"honey. " and "honey^" are the same is it the case that both-r -z

sweetness and its contrary are "at the same time and in the same

respect" predícated of it, yíelding a contradiction. Yet this
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identity is precisely what one who believes that "the senses perceive

only the impressions made on the organs" will- deny. On t.hís

supposition, "honey" in each case refers to a complex of sensations

true of the man in question, and. the relation between "honeyr"

and "honeyr" is left without answer and. without the possibitity

of being anshrered. Taken at face value, thenr Aquinas' argument fails

on account of assuming that the objects of perception are not the

deliverances of the senses, the point at issue.

(XLII Aquinas' second argument -- Reference and the truth and

falsity of propositions about matters of fact)

There would seem, however, to be an issue of legitimate concern

behind Aguinas' argument concerning the reference of Lhe terms of

which lve make use in propositions about matters of f act. As the

discussion above indicated, it is only when the terms of the

propositions we utter have the same referent, not defined in terms of

what is true only of one or the other of us, that the question of

truth and falsity may arise.57 oah.rwise, when we make claims on

which sre both agree we can have .no idea whether we are talkingr about

t,he same thing, whether our agreement is significant or not. As

Aguinas rnight put it, if the objects of knowLedge and perception are

not public, remaining the same objects without regard to the

percipient in question, the terms of our language cannot be public in

the sense that they are I'conìÍlunicable, " because they do not have the

same reference. Hence, Aquínas might continue, the decision to take

an ontolog'ical category, substancer âs of primary epistemological
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import, and to regard phantasms and intentions merely as means to

knowledge of them is at least parti-al-ly vindicated. Substances are

public, so that it is at least possible that there be intersubjective

standards of truth and falsity concerning them, as are their various

states, relations, propertiesr characters, actions, tendencies, and

so on, about which propositions may be affirmed and denied as well.

(XLIII The sceptic's reply to the objection against the claim

that "the senses perceive only the impressions mad.e on the organs"

that it undermines rationality by denying the conìmon referenÈs for

the terms of propositions)

How might a thoroughgoing sceptic reply to the arguments we have

advanced on Aquinas' behaLf? A sceptic might grant that the

consequences St. Thomas draws from the claim that our cognitive

faculties known only what is experienced within them do in fact

follow, but simply accept the consequences and add the argument to

the arsenal of arguments of similar conclusion. The pith of the

argument used as an objection to the claim at issue is still an

appeal to conmon sense against scepticism. The second argument is

really an appeal of the same kind as the first, urging us to accepts

aubstances as the objects of knowledge and perception ín order to

escape counterintuitive conclusions. The sceptic, not having vested

interests in the conceptual q!ê!uq .W. , will be willing simply to

dismiss the intuitions of connon sense as false or at Least incapable

of justification. Furthermore, the sceptic might add' if one were noL

to be a sceptic, one need noL take substances as t.he basic
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ontol-ogical category, as defining the basic sort of public entity.

For instance, it has been argued that "one cannot actually teII

whether this substance is the same as some previously seen substance

unless one can identify it by reference to properties it has. "58

Properties, events, or some other sort of thing might be taken as the

primary "objects" of perception and knowledge.

(XLIV A Humean reply to the objection against the claim that

"the senses perceive only the impressions made on the organs" that it

undermines rationality by denying cornmon referents for the terms of

propositions )

the sceptic has not exhausted the possible replies. One might,

as does Hume, give up the supposition that the entities which are

primary in the order of perception or experience are primary in the

order of knowfedge and belief. So Hume makes perceptions, primary

Ín the former, and allows itrut ttt" objects of belief and knowled.ge

are the hats and dogs of ordinary speech and thought. But how,

Aquinas might answer, will this enable Hume to gain public objects,

such that the dilemma is overcome? Consistent with his usual

practice, r¡re might expect Hume to reply somewhat as follows. Vrle

cannot seriously be sceptical about matters of common experi.ence and

to which or common speech attests. Just as it is sensel-ess to ask

"whether .there be bodyr " and only sensible to ask concerningr the

conditions under whích lde speak of body, !ìte cannot avoid the

supposition that there are other beings much like us of which we are

al¡are through our sensesr their action and speech being so closely
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analogous to our ovln in so many ways. So long as their speech and

actions continue to be ín accordance with the supposition that their

world of perception i-s systematicalLy related to ours, the sceptical

question is without point. 9¡e cannot sustaÍn the doubt it would

suggest. For all the purposes of common thought and speech, our world

is pubtic. What is important, however, is that our perceptions and

conventions for organizing our experience be systematical-ly related'

so that we can detect illusion when we or others are deceived by

their senses. Moreover, the philosopher need not show exactly in what

their being systematically related consists in order to make the

claim with justicer but may grant that it is a matter of "original

causesr" of which Humer for one, does not pretend to speak. All that

need be done is point to the fact that we ordinarily have no reason

for supposing the contrary from the actions and speech of our

fellows, and that, when v¡e do have some reason for supposing the

contrary in some particular case, there is ususally explanation to be

found to account for the abnormality, J-ending further support to the

supposition of systematic interrelatedness.

(XLv A possible Thomist reply to Hume's account of the "public"

character of the objects of perceptÍon and knowledge such that

significant díscourse is possible)

What might a Thomist reply to the sceptic

sceptic, perhaps only an elaboration of what

It is unreasonable to ask a question native to

and simuLtaneously to call into question the

and the Humean? To the

has already been said.

a tradition of inquiry

legitimacy of all the
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tradítion's means for its answering. A1I of our various traditions of

inguiry in both coInmon Life and the special disciplines assume the

existence of public objects of inquiry. If it is replied that

philosophy is a distinct discipline, with its own questions and

traditions of inquíry' this is easily granted. But, a Thomist woul-d

add, philosophy does not rest on a distinct sorÈ of experience, but

reflects upon traditions of inquiry and their assumptions and

conclusions which are at leasÈ potentially common or public, if they

are not actually so. To the Humean, the guestion might be addressed,

if we cannot get on without thinking and acting as if our terms

referred to public objects' events, properties and the like, in what

lies the justification for taking the deliverances of the senses to

be the objects rather than the means of knowLedge and perception?

Hume does not argue for this cl.i*r 59 it is not at all

self-evident, and leads to a wide variety of counterintuitive

consequences. Hume himself grants thaÈ reasoning' concerning matter of

fact is dependent upon belief in a causal order of objects. Moreover,

Hume's insistence that to suppose ttte objects of knowledge and.

perception different in kind from the deliverances of the senses wil]

terminate in sceptícism is problematic. In the first place, as we

have seen, Hume must himself allow a distinction in kind bet.ween

perceptions and concepts, at least in the instance of universals of

senae" Furthermore, as Hume himself grants, he has no compelling

answer a: scepticism in the form of an argument that conclusively

refutes all forms of it, but only the sure conviction that the fir-mly
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est.ablished habits of nature wiLl not be overcome by the "scholastic

guibbles" of the sceptics. ScepLicism need follow from distinctions

in kind between objects, sensations and concepts only where it is

granted that the latter tv¡o are primarily objects and not means to

knowledge, and, the premise not being obviously true and having

objectionable conseç[uencesr it requires independent support that is

not forthcoming to be cogent.

(XLVI A problem with Hume's account of the common' public

subjects of predication)

The Humean suggestion that systematic relatedness among our

perceptions may account for the "sameness" true of objects as they

are perceived by different percipients' such that reason is not

undermined, without appealing to anything different in kind from the

deliverances of the senses, resembles scepticism in one respectr at

least. It is not a suggestj-on that can be finally refuted. If the

suggestion has bizarre consequences, they are not demonstrably false,

except on the supposition of common aense premises the Humean woul-d

deny. However, as vre have shown, Aquinas' position, that phantasms

and intentions are meana and not primarily objects of perception, has

not the same counterintuitive conseqlrences "

(XLVII Hume does not succed in providing criteria for

distinguíshing between psychological and physical phenomena

consistent with his epistemologicaf scheme)

There remains a further reason for befíeving Aquinas closer Lo

the truth on this matter than Hume in that Hume does not successfully
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account for the "sameness" true of public objects. In an important

wây, for Hume aII our "sense impressions" are on a level. All of them

being "distinct and separate existences, " they tell no tale as to

their refationship to any other things. fn particular, we cannot know

external physical objects by means of them, insofar as these differ

in kind from them. Rather, the constancy and coherence of certain

"internal and perishing existences, " the perceptions which alone are

present to the *irdr 60 determines the mind, activating

"principles of the imagination which make us suppose that some

objects exist unperceived.'61 It is thus the "patterns or

seç[uences" in which pereptions occur which is to account for our

ability to distinguish "external" from "internal" perceptions, and

reality from illusion.62 "External" perceptions occur in

conjunctive series, the members of which either sufficiently resemble

each other or change in an ordered and identifiable fashion so that

they may be considered toÇether whenever such a series occurs,

whereas "internal" perceptions, ex hvpothesi must be "wild" orI

unpredictabte . 
63 Yet, as lrlilliam Haymond argues, this is

inconsistent with Hume's general position. Hume does not wish t.o say

that "Ì{ild" perceptions are uncaused, a posiÈion that is j-ndefensibl-e

' 64in any case.' We do, in fact, distinguish between realíty and

illusion, though perhaps too seldom, and when we do, we do not say

that our illusion was without cause, but that the cause was the errong

one. How, then, is Hume to account for constancy and coherence among

our "internal" impressions? In doing so, he must not undermine his
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own Science of Human Nature, the essence of which is to analyze

psychological phenomena in terms of certain mechanisms, which, as aff

causaf principles must be, on Humet s view, can only be laws of

associatj-on coveríng certain sorts of experienced "constant
âÉ

conjunctions."o" Yet he must not make us completely incapable of

distinguishing between il-lusion and real-ity in allowing that

"internal" impressions cannot be defined in terms of a l-ack of causal

regularity, i.e. constant conjunction. He does, in fact, make such an

allowance concerningr our "passionsr" but he immediately adds that the

connections between our passions are not of a sort to lead us to

suppose that they are external. This begs the question in what the

difference bet!ùeen external and internal impressions, physical and

psychological phenomena .orrsi"ts. 66

(XLVIII There is reason to believe Aquinas' view that phantasms

are the means rather than the objects of knowledge and perception is

closer to the truth than Hume's view that they are, in an important

wây, the objects of perception)

Hume, then, does not successfully account for the distinction

betvreen psychologj-cal and physi-cat phenomena.6T a" a consequence,

he is unable to account for our ability to distinguish between

reality and illusion, and so falls prey to Äquinas' objection against

supposing phantasms or intentnions to be t.he objects of perception

that, having rejected objects which are public and so different in

kind from the deliverances of the senses as the primary or

archetypical objects of knowledge and perception, it will always be
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impossible to make this distinction

(IL fdentity -- fntroduction)

The question must be asked. whether Aquinas' account of that

"sameness" or identity which he argues is a necessary condition of

the exercise of reason is in any litay preferable to that given by

Hume, which we have argued is severel'y problematic in important ways.

fn order properly to ansv¡er this question' it will- be necessary

briefly to discuss the notion of judgrment as it pertains to. the

affirmation and denial of propositionsr the notion of reciprociLy,

and the notions of connotation and denotation"

(L .Iudgrments and Propositions)

Aquinas restricts "judgment" to the affirmation and denial- of

propositions. The terms of propositions being intentíons of either

the first or second order, the reJ.ationship that is affirmed or

denied in judgment is rationate and not real. In this way, two

problems which plague accounts of judgrment are circumvented" The

first is that of whether perception' as such, involves judgment. To

this, Aquinas would ansr^Ier "no " " hle generally do not f orm

propositions expressing the Çontent of our experience, and only when

there is particular occasion for doing so consider the objects of

perceptj-on in sufficient abstraction to do so. On the other hand'

when we learn to distínguish a certain object in or repeated feature

of our environment, our learning inevitably involves the ability to

consider that object or feature intentionally, i.e. as represented in

thought by a conceptr and it is but a short step to judgrment and
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propositional thought concerning it. Hence Aquinas need not suppose

us constantly to be judging. A second problem is that posed by

neg:ative propositions. Because propositions'express rationate and not,

real relations, it need not be thought that propositions like "The

dog is not white" predicate peculiar negative properties, in this

case "not-whiteness, " of quite unremarkable objects of perception and

knowledge, here the canine in question.

(LI Two major differences between Hume and Aquinas on Identity)

The ratíonate relation between the subject and predicate terms

in all propositions is a refation of identity or non-identity,

accordingr to Aquinas. By virtue of t,his claim, Aquinas' account of

identity may be distinguished from that of Hume in two fundamental

ways. As !ùe have read Hume, he does not do away entirely with the

notion of identity, but restricts it to identity with respect to

universals of sense, all other forms being "feigned" and "identica.l-"

only for certain practical purposes. Furt,hermore, as we have read

him, he does not categorically deny that identity with respect Lo

content is compatible with difference in mode of being', for he must

allow that a particular shade of green (the content) may exist either

in the mind as a concept or as an instance of that shade in

particular delíverances of the senses (the modes of being). However,

Aquinas allows a larger class of universals with respect to which

such identity is possible, and a much greater variety of modes of

being in which they may exist. A second major difference between Hume

and Aquinas on identity is that Aquinas allows relations of identity
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whj"ch are not reciprocal, as weII as those which arer whereas Hume

does not. This will require some explanation.

(LII Reciprocity)

Reciprocity is a relationship of equivalence in meaning between

concepts. So, for instance, Plato and Socrates considered as

individuals, are different, and the concepts which express our

understanding of them differ in meaning. Plato and Socrates

considered merely insofar as they are human are t,he same, and the

terms which express our understanding of them so understood are

equivalent in meaning. For Hume, as noted, identity in the strict

sense can only be identity with respecu Èo universals of sense. Hume

also insists that what can be distinguished in thought can also,

'lwithout any absurdíty or contradiction, " exist aparÈ in reality. The

clear implication, although one that Hume himself does not draw, not

having l-ooked at the problem in this way, is that a single simple

ímpressíon or idea cannot be an ínstance of more than one universal-s

of sense. ff an impression was an example of more than one universal,

it would be possible to distinguish in thought what was not in

reality distinguishable. This would' ín turn, undermíne Hume's

imagist account of thought, and much of the reasoning behind his most

scathing remarks on the "unintelligible cavils" of the Scholastics,

as vre have seen. Aquinas, on the other hand, distinguishing between

real and rationate existence, allows that what is not distinct really

may be distinguished rationately. The objects of perception and

knowledge as they are conceived likewise include more than the
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varíous class concepts under which they may be placed' and in

particular, the concepts of genus and species in the case of material

substances. Such objects may be considered together as a class under

a second order concept, and hence as identical with respect to the

second order concept in guestion, but not elith respect to first order

concepts as such or with respect to the real being of the objects

represented in thought by either sort of .orr""pt " 
68

(LIII Connotation and Denotation)

"Connotation" indicates that character or those properties in

terms of which the meaning of a concept is specified.69

"Denotation" indicates that object or class of objects to which a

concept refers. The distinction is important, because it is a

consequence of Hume's restriction on the sorts of objects we can

perceive and the universals vre can entertain that the meaning or

connotaÈion of a concept can be distinguished from its denotation

only in the caae of universals of sense, which, as vras discussed

earlier, undermines the entire fabric of Aquinast account of the end

of disciplined inquiry, i.e. knowledge of essences. On Aquinas'

account, the connotation of a concept may change through changes in

science, for example, while its denotation remains constant. This is

true because the form of a thing remains constant, so that the

concept does not change with respect to the form it represents in

thought, but only with respect to our understanding of it. Identity

with respect to the connotation of a term cannot be distinguished in

t,his way by Hume because of Hume's imagist theory of thinking. The
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relationship between objects and concept being, on this view, closely

analogous to the reÌationship between scene and image, to change a

concept, either by altering an image or the habits of association by

means of which other instances of the same sort of thing are

recognized, is to change the sort of objects which might be

represented by means of it. To change the connotation, ultimately

analyzable in terms only of sense' is thus to change the denotation,

at least potentially. The self-identity of a concept, except for

certaín practical purposes, is incompatible with any chang:e whatever

in respect either to denotation or connotation.

(LIv Identity and the public character of the objects of

perception and knowledge in Aquinas)

The most ímportant form of identity in Aquinas' metaphysics is

unity in substance, either in the primary sense of that srord, in

which it indicates "a subsistent individual or supposit, " or in the

secondary sense in which it indicates form or "whatn"""."70 Th"

most important t11pe of identity in Aquinas' epistemological scheme is

unity in form, the content of which is imperfectly expressed in the

defínition of the corresponding "on."pt.71 The two sorts of

entities are never perfectty identifiabL"rT2 for a number of

reasons. However adequately a concept may express the form of a thing

insofar as it can be understood, or its character. consid.ered as an

individual, the concept differs from the thing in not sharing with it

it,s matter, in the case of material substance' or its actuality' in

the case of material and immaterial substances alike. Moreover, the
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concept differs from the form of the thing and from its individuaL

character insofar as it can be understood in that Ít constantly falls

short of providing a fully adequate comprehension. As we have seen,

class concepts which "r1 not reciprocal with respect to their

inferiors are not perfectly identifiable with them, but only for the

purposes of representation in thought.T3 y"t this is sufficient

for the public, communicable nature of knowledge and the public

character of the objects of knowledge as possible objects present to

many in their subjective experience. Just as a singJ-e substance or a

kind of substance may have a varíet.y of accídental properties and

partsr so in thought our individual concepts may define and. describe

them in terms of many property-concepts. What is one, from one point

of vj-ew, may from another point of view be diverse. So long as we are

capable of consistently correlating the subjects of predicat.ion with

substances, objects, events, and so onr havj-ng properties,

intersubjective standards of truth and falsíty concerning claims

about them is at least possíble. This may be true even where we do

not have such standards at a given time or have not formulated them

where we do have them.74

(LV Objections against the Logic of Identíty)

IrIe have noted that Hume's ob ject j-ons against any sort of

ídentity which is supposed to be compatible with diversity, other

than that diversity in kind between universals of sense and the

impressions and ideas which fall under them which we have argued he

must allow, stems from his imagist theory of Èhought. fdentity with
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respect to concepts other than universals of sense undermj-nes the

entire sense of Humet s cfaim that we cannot think what we have not

felt or cannot feel. The objection against the view that a judgrment

may express "a duality of connotation in its subject and predicate

terms and a unity of denotation in its copul ar"75 that identity

is incompatible with diversity is often made by philosophers who do

not share many of Hume's fundamental philosophical convictions, among

them many of the great nineteenth century idealists. We may hope,

therefore, to profit from W.P. Montague's lucid discussion of the

chief idealist objection against Aristotelian accounts of identity.

He writes

The objections of the idealists hinge apparently on the
fact that a judgment, S is P, asserts an identity while
implying diversity. If P is not different from S, then S is
P means only S is S. If P is different from S, then S is P

means S is not S. Now if S and P are identicaJ- in the same
sense j-n which they are different, then...we have on our
hands a serious indictment of-the Aristotelian judgrment and
a crying need to replace it...'þ

To this objection Montague replies that the diversity of the subject

and predicate terms of a proposition affirmed or denied in judgrment

is connotatíve, whereas their unity is denotative. TT 
Each

affirmative judgrment claims that in some subject or set of subjects

may be found this property or set of properties, not as distinct

parts, but as aspects of a single whole. Montague, believing that the

principle of indíviduation for such individuafs is spatio-temporal

location, gives the example of the "soÌid singleness" of a point

p.r, the co-ordinates of which are "the eternally diverse lines
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X and
n

somewhat

Y-.'78 The analogy is useful, even given Aquinas'
n

different accounÈ of indivduation of material substances.

What is important here is not the question of what fixes the

denotation of this or that substantivaL concept otr considered

abstractly, all such concepts generally, but rather the truth of the

claim that singularity of denotation is compatible with diversity of

connotation.

(LVI Humet s "perceptionstr must "really" be one while

"rationately" diverse)

The Humean will be tempted to reply that it has been merely

asserted and not shorùn that identity and diversity are not contraríes

per

must

Ho$rever, Hume's epistemologically basic sj-mple impressions

themselves be "substantial" unities, the.various properties of

which hre distinguish in thought. This was t,ouched upon when it was

noted that for Hume the relationship between a universal and its

inferiors could only be reciprocal' given that what can be

distinguished in thought must be capable of existing apart in

reality. It is plainr however, that our "simpIe" impression of a

green rectangular expanse occupying a certain position in the

perceptual fietd of a certain percipient at a certain place and time

has a very great number of relational properties true of it as wel-I

as at least two straigrhtforwardly sensíble properties which may not

exíst "by themselves": a certain shade of greenness and a certain

rectangular shape. If we say that the universal includes both the

greenness and the rectangularity which we artificially distinguish,
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râre do not solve the difficulty how the distinctíon is possible.

Moreover, even if we grant that aII the relational properties true of

a simple impression may be defined in terms of universals of sense

(whích is doubtful) , íf there are to be universals, there must be

abstraction from those circumstances indicated by such properties at

some point or the universaL will have only one instance. This would

be to reintroduce the thoroughgoing nominalism which we have argued

cannot be sustained. There is, then, some justification for the

neo-Scholastic complaint against Hume that, "so far from denying the

existence of entities that exist in themselves' he seems to have

multiplied these beyond the wildest dreams of all previous

philosophers" by making substances of what are accídents produced in

the percip-ient by the objects of knowledge' according to Aquínas'

scheme. These are purported to be the objects of perception and from

which the objects of knowledge and belief do not differ j-n

?o
kind" '"

(LVII Hume as a critic of Aguinas' account of perception and his

imagist theory of thought)

The mosE important difference between Hume and Aquj-nas'

respective accounts of the nature of the relation between sensation

and perception stem from the fact that Hume accepts and Aquinas does

not accept the claim that if knowledge is dependent upon the senses'

the objects of knowledge and perception, our concepts of them, and
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the deliverances of the senses must be alike in kind. Hume, j-nsisting

that the relationship between concept and object is closely analogous

to the relationship between a scene and an image of it, would point

by point deny the fundamental tenets of Aquinas' philosophy on this

premise. From it follows the supposition that simple id.eas form, in

an important sense, the objects of knowledge, requiring a subsequent

account of the public character of the corunon objects of perception

and knowledge and. our concepts of them in terms of systematic

relatedness of the sense impressions of various percipients, rather

than in terms of ontological categories" From it, too, follows the

claim that vre cannot experience anything different in kind from the

deliverances of the aenses (in the broad sense in which this includes

the passions and the shades of feeling introduced by habitual

practice of certain routines), with the result that Aquinas'

distinction between different modes of being appropriate to object,

phantasm, and concept would be disallowed with only a smal-L set of

exceptions " The distinction between real and rationate existence must

similarly be rejected, there being no substantial self in terms of

independence and dependence upon which these modes of existence may

be defined. Indeed, from this premise follows the rejection of aII

that cannot be imagined, that is' all that is not qualitatively and

guantitatively determinate, as inconceivable and unintelJ-igib1e,

íncluding most of the centraf concepts and distinctions of

Aristotelian metaphysics. The only intelligib1e form of identity

to universal-s of sense, the notion ofbeing identity wíth respect
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substantíal identity and the corresponding 1o9ic of predicat,ion must

be rejected. The connotation of substantival general terms must be

explicated in terms of universaLs of sense, so that it cannot be the

end of disciplined inquiry to gain a more adequate grasp of a thing's

nature. Aquinas' account of judgment as an operation different in

kÍnd from conception must be rejected. It requires forms of identity

between subject and predicate (s) , and between the corresponding

objects and properties, which Hume believes impossible. With respect

to the first, Hume would object that, it involves identity with

respect to generic and qualitative universals. With respect to the

second, he would object that this account rests on the supposition

that what can be distinguished in thought may not always exíst apart

in reality"

(LVIII Problems for Hume's view)

While it must be granted that all these difficul-ties follow for

Aquinast account of the refation between sensation and conception

once the central tenets of Hume's imagist theory of thought are

granted, there are seríous problems with these tenets. fn the first

place, the premise that perceptions are not primarily means to

knowledge of things different in kind from them is defended only by

an appeal to common sense. However, this claim has counterintuitive

consequences which do not follow from Aquinas' claim that phantasms

(and intentions) are primarily means to knowledge of thing which

differ in kind from them' so that, if common sense is the judge, Hume

is worsted. Secondly, Hume must and, tacitly, does allow that the
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mind can entertain entities different in kind from the deliverances

of the sense, undermining his critique of abstraction on the grounds

that any such distinction is impossible because it is unimaginable.

Thirdly, his account of the public character of our concepts and the

objects of belief they define and describe is unsatisfactory, not

adequately accounting for the d.istinct,ion between psychological and.

physical processes, and between reality and illusion. Fourth1y, Hume

is faced with a very great dífficulty indeed to account for formal

relationshj-ps between concepts in terms only of association of ideas

and comparison of sensible images. These problems together cast doubt

upon Humet s claim that from an account of our sensory capacites the

empiricist may define the li¡nits of possible knowledge. If the limits

of the sorts of things r¡re can experience are not fixed at universals

covering the deliverances of the senses, a priori l-imits on what can

form possible objects of knowledge will be difficul-t to set or

discover'. In the remainder of this chapter, lve will be chiefly

concerned with Aquinast account of formal relations between concepts,

knowledge of "objects" falling under qualitative universals, and the

question of empirical method.

The Nature of Reason and of Universals

(LIX Aquinas' account of reason crucially depends upon his

account of abstraction. Our discussion of reason will thus begin with

a discusion of Humean objections to Aquinas' doctrine of abstraction)
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According to Aquinas, intentions are abstract thought-objects,

different in kind both from the objects of perception and knowledge

they represent in thought and the del-iverances of the senses in

dependence upon which they are formed. Propositions affirm or deny

relations of identity, cal-fed nexus The terms of propositions are

intentions, so that nexus resemble intentions in respect of being

abstract and immateriaL. ,Judgments are expressed in propositions,

often affirming or denying something on the basis of certain

evidence. To be reasonable in making a judgment is to apply evidence

relevant to the nexus expressed by the proposition in which it

issues. This is true of both a priori and a posteríori reasonJ-ng:,

although the type of evidence is different in each case. Hence

Aquinas' account of reason depends crucially upon the existence of

abstract and immaterial entities " Given that Hume disal-lows such

entities with the exception onÌy in the case of universals of sense,

it is appropriate to begin our discussion of Aquinas' account of

reason with a discussion of Hume's cri-ticism of abstraction"

(LX Kemp Smith and Aaron maintain that Hume's imagist theory of

thinkíng is not crucial to his fundamental position, which is the

limitatíon of the knowledge to the realm of appearance)

As noted in chapter one, both Norman Kemp Smith and R.f. Aaron

agree that Hume nowhere demonstrates that aIl abstract or general

ideas must be images, or that the mind cannot entertain what cannot

be represented by means of images. Aaron and Kemp Smith each go on to

maintain that t,he imagist theory of thinking is not crucial- to most
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of Hume's central epistemological claims. Kemp Smíth includes Hume's

nominalistic account of generality, with its substitution of

similarities for universals and custom for abstraction, among

consequences of Humet s imagist theory not crucial- to Hume's general

position. It must be asked, however, in what does Hume's general

position consist if not in the development of an imagist theory of

mind and the working out of its consequences? Kemp Smith suggests

that Hume's most important epistemological claim consists in the

limitation of the realm of knowledge and perception to the real-m of

appearances, i.e. to the realm of the deliverances of the senses qua

sensible. An examination of each of Hume's arguments for such a

limitation will show, however, that each rests on the imagist theory

of thinking all are agreed is inadequate.

(LxI Limitatíons Hume places on knowledge are, we shal-l attempt

to show, consequent on his account of entities the mind can

entertain)

why must we limit the reafm of knowledge to the realm of

appearances, according to Hume? Chiefly because we cannot entertain

concepts different in kind from the delíverances of the senses' so

that there can be no intelligible relationship between experience and

the object supposedly experienced insofar as the the object is

supposed to be different in kind from perceptionsr. In Hume's

critique of abstraction he provides the arguments he befieves fatal

to all accounts of the pov¡ers of mind which alLow that we might

conceive such objects, forming ideas "abstract in our conception of
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them. t'

(I,XII Sununary of ttume's critique of abstraction)

As noted earÌier, Hume argues that we cannot entertain abstract

ídeas corresponding to quatitative terms because this woufd require

that there be some conìmon determinate quality exemplified in every

instance fallíng under the term. Hume believes this not only to be

false, but impossible" Each instance of the determinate quality could

be distinguished from the corresponding instance' categorized by the

qualitative term, leaving their rel,ationship unaccounted for. Against

ideas "abstract in our conception of them" corresponding to generic

terms, Hume objects that such ideas would have to image alf or none

of the members of the class denoted by the term, which is impossibl-e.

In particular, Hume objects to the notíon of "essence" as indicating

that which is cornmon to a class of things alike in kind in the same

vray he comes to reject qualitative universals ' What can be

distinguished in thought can be distinguished in reality' he says'

and if "essence" could be distinguished from the objects exemplifying

it, the two could exist apart, having no relationship but that of

conjunction" Moreover, if it is supposed that our idea of this or

that essence indicates a mode of being that is indeterminate with

respect to the deliverances of the senses, bY means of which

instances are known, Hume would reply that, the basic units of

experience being determinate and individuaf ideas cannot rightly be

said to originate in experience unl-ess they are fikewise determinate

and individual" Hence vre could have no idea in terms of which the
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self-identiÈy of al-I the members of a class could be defined that was

not itsel-f self-identÍcal and t,he same in kind with the del-iverances

of the senses.

(LXIII Each argument rests on the assumption that we cannot

think what we cannot imagine)

In each of the above arguments, the assumption is made that we

cannot think what we cannot imagine. Without this assumption, each

argument loses its force. If our generic or gualitative concept is

not an image, the consequences Hume draws from the supposition that

r,re may entertain it do not follow. If it is true that if the

relationship of image to scene imaged is not paradigmatic of the

relationship between concept and that which is conceptualized' and if

empiricism is true, so that concepts are formed in causal dependence

upon experiencer con.lrê Hume there are causal relationshíps between

perceptions and what are different in kind from them" But in the

absence of cogent arguments to the effect that thoughts are to be

understood on analogy with images, there seems little reason to

bel-ieve thís to be a problem.

(LXMb jection #1: Hume himself later grrants a dífference

between impressíons and some ideas)

It may be objected that we are not deafing fairly with Hume. He

himself eventually grants, in the Appendix to the Treatise and in

the Enguiry , that ideas and impressions may differ with respect to

the r^¡ay in which they feel in addition to differences of "force and

vivacity." This could provide merely a stopgap solution to the
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difficulty at hand, however. Either the difference in feeling arises

from some dj-fference in kind, or it does noÈ. If it does not, the

fundamental point remains that we cannot conceive anything different

in kind from impressions. If it does, we must know j-n what this

difference consistsr and why it is not disallowed by Hume's own

arguments.

(I,XV Objection #2= Vle have ignored the fact that we have already

allowed Hume specific concepts different in kind from impressions)

A second argument j-n Hume's defence might be that we are surely

beaÈing a horse we granted was dead long ago" Did we not agree to

read Hume as allowing one class of ideas "abstract in our conception

of them" corresponding to the specific universals exemplified in our

simple ideas and impressions? Yes, indeed we did" A distinction must

be made, however, betvteen this plausible position, which we agreed to

read Hume as holding, and the consequences of arguments which he

presents against the notion of abstract ideas in general. It may be,

and we maintaj-n that it is the case that these arguments, if

successful, would make impossible even the revised position we. have

attributed to Hume" Hume's arguments support the position that

concept is to that which is conceptualized as image is to that which

is imaged, with the addition of associatíve mechanism to account for

the fictional identity we attribute to them when the resemblance is

inexact.

(LXVI Hume's objections agaínst overly "subtil" accounts of

gTeneral ideas)
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As noted previouslyr Hume not only presents arguments against

abstraction in g'eneraJ-, but also makes a number of claims about what.

he believes to be overly "subtil" accounts of g:eneral ideas. Hume

maintains that accounts of generality which involve ideas "abstract

in our conception of them" place conrmon thought and speech beyond the

capacity of ordinary folk, who are not generally philosophically

inclined. He quite correctly notes that there is no conscious process

of selecting propertíes which are to characterize a cl-ass of things

exemplfying them culminating in the framing of a universal concept

denoting the members of that class, and that such a process would be

beyond the capacities of most people. He notes too that we have in

mind no exact definition of most of the general words lde are abl-e to

employ with consistency. From these premises Hume concludes that the

having of an abstract idea is not a condition of the consistent

employment of general terms. The conclusion does not followr however.

Aquinas would ag'ree that we have no definition of mínd when we employ

a general term, and that ín many cases \de could not give a

satÍsfactory account of the meaning of terms I^Ie use with g'reat

consistency if we vrere required to do so" He would further agree that

vre do not go through a proceas, whether conscious or unconsciousr of

choosinq characteristics definitive of general terms' or at least not

normally. These objections, then, do not touch on Aquinas' account of

abstract ideas.

(LXVII The importance of recognition in Aquinas' account of

conception)
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That animals of varying degrees of biological sophistication are

capable of recognizing objects, events or properties, seems evident

from the fact that they respond in certain recognizably simiJ-ar ways

in the presence of objects, events or properties we might describe as

the same in kind or similar in certain respects to each other.

Aquinas, following Aristotle, thinks of conceptual knowledge

partially on extended analogy wíth such phenomena. The same object,

he maintainsr mây be present to organisms of very diverse kinds and

Ievels of complexity, but the way in which the object is present to

the organism witl vary with the sorts of capacities for recognition

that they have, respectively, and on the sort of org'anism they

"r".80 "Things are received in a subject according to the nature

of the subject."81 Hence a wormr a dog and a human being may each

recognize a rubber batl. The worm's response may be indistinguishable

from its response Èo many other such obstructions we regard as much

different from the ball. The dog may give evidence not only of

recognizing this baII, and distinguishing it from rocks and coke

bottles, but also of distinguishing it as that ball with which he

often plays, and not just any ball whatever. Ã human being may not

only recognize the ball and distinguish very many aspects of ít, but

name, describe, define, investigate, compare and classify it. This

astoundíngly rich range of human capacíties, Aquinas maintains, is

consequent upon our ability to consider things abstractly by means of

concepts when they are not present to us directly in experience,

which, in turn, permits the development of habits of mind which allow
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us to distinguish and to recognize occurrences, objects and

properties impossible to other animals. Intellig'ence is a function of

the capacity for distinction and recognition' on this view.

(LXVIII Recognj-tion and Abstraction)

Recognition, on Aquinas' view, always involves a certain level

of "abstractionr " in that if all properties of something present in

experj-ence at a given time are taken into account' including

ielational properties, it cannot be regarded as a recurrence. If is

onJ-y by ignoring certain features of what is present in experience

that we are able to make sense of experience. The abitity to make

distinctions in experience, the mark of a developed inteJ-Iigence, is

thus consequent on developed capacitíes for abstraction, on this

view. What is recognized as the same animal perceived now under

different circumstances than those in which the animal was perceived

half an hour ago may be considered in respect of its being a mass

wiÈh certain physical properties, a biological organism, a dog, a

hound, a grey object, and so on. On this view, one object may have

many aspects, and may be considered as having many aspecËs without

the supposition that these are separate, independently existing

objects in their own right, or that they stand to the object as parts

to a "hole.82 Animals which share with man certin sensitive

capacities must also share some capacity for "abstraction" in the

limited sense of a capacity for ignoring certain aspects of the

objects recognized and attending to others if they are to recognize

and make distinction by means of those capacities. They have, then,
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some anaLogue of human intelligience, even if their abstractive

capacities are extremely limited in scope. The difference betv¡een

animal and human intelligence becomes a difference in kind. as opposed

to degree only insofar as humans are capable of reflection, meaníng

that they not only have certain capacities for recognition and for

abstract representation of what is recognLzed, but may also consider

their concepts as such, with the consequent capacities for articulate

speech and thought and for the development of our capacities for

abstractíon in traditions of disciplíned inguíry.

(LXIX Recognition and empirical intuition)

An important difference between Hume and Aquinas' then, is that

Hume believes that it is a consequence of the dependence of thought

upon the senses that we. can form no concept the meaning of which

cannot ultimately be analyzed in terms of universals of sense, all-

other "recognition". not being recogniton in the same sense, but the

useful, though inerely nominal, categorization of patterns of sense

impressions. On Aquinas' víew, empirical íntuitíon is always

dependent upon the senses, but is not linited to what is the same in

kind with the deliverances of the senses " We are directly aware of

repeat,ed features in our experience os whatever kind, and there is no

inference to what is different in kind from perceptions L, just as

there is no inference to Hume's simple j-mpressions' directly present

to us in experienc".83 H"rr.", on Aquinas' account, there can be

no j priori li¡nits placed on what can form a possible object of

experience and knowledge on the basis of an analysis of what can be
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present to the senses cfLla sensible. What lve can recognize by means of

of fact, knowledge of which can only bethe senses is a matter

derived from an examination of the distinctions in our experience

which we do, in fact, make, in the various traditions of cornmon

speech and of disciplined inquiry, and in the skilled practices the

Greeks considered together as examples of techne : skills, crafts or

arts.

(LXX Why we need not be able adequately to define or to give an

account of our general terms in order to employ them)

It is our capacity to recognize that which our general concepts

denote, rather than our ability to explain what Lhey mean which is

crucial on Aquinast account of generaf terms. It is true that we must

in some way grasp a term's connotation if ¡¡e are to use it

meaning'fu1ly, but we can recognize phenomena we do not understand and

which vre cannot define or explain satisfactorily. Taken as an

objectíon against Aquinas' position' then' Hufne's rejection of

account,s of general ideas in terms of abstract ideas which require

that we be able to define such ideas in order consistently to employ

t,he correspondj-ng terms misses its mark. Futhermore, Hume does not

show that one who speaks of "essences" must allow that, íf they are

conceived in dependence upon Èhe senses' they must be perfectly

knowabLe on first encounter with an example of them, as he maintains

in the Treatise On Aquinas' account of conceptualization, it is

true that if we are capable of recognizing a single instance of a

kind it is "sufficient for the intellectuaf apprehension of its
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essence - more or less determinately - as a potential

universal."84 But this is much less exciting than it sounds. rt

means simply that, being abl-e to recognize things of that kind, and

so being abl-e (perhaps only approximately) to fix the denotation of

the corresponding term, I¡re have fulfilled a necessary condition of

developing a more adequate conceptualization of the conunon character

to which the term refers.

(LXXI glhy Aquinas' vj-ew does not place thought and speech beyond.

normal capacities)

Aquinas does not place thought and speech beyond normal

capacities with his account of generality in terms of abstract ideas

for much the same reasons that he need not suppose that we may

adequately define or account for each general term we employ. V'te do

not, on thís view, seLect the characteristics of a species, for

instance, but rather rde discover them. The ability to recognize

members of the species will precede any capacity on the part of the

knower to form a concept of them, and the formation of an inadequate

concept of them will precede the formation of a more satisfactory

idea. In the normal case, havíng grasped the denotation of a term we

seek to enrich the connotation of our corresponding concept. This is

not to say that denotation may be fíxed without any reference to

connotation. Our grasp on that which a term connotes need not be

conceptual, but may consist merely in the capacity to recognize and

to name it.

(LXXII Why, on Aquinas' account, we need not have a perfect idea
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of that concerning which we reason)

For these same sorts of reasons Aquinas' need. not aLl-ow Hume

that we must have a "perfect" idea of that concerning which we

reason. So long as the denotation of a terms remains constant, the

connotation wíth which we employ it may vary without ill effect..hle

are, of course, more likely to go awry ín our reasoning concerning

any phenomena the l-ess we understand it, and the less we have tested

our bel-iefs concerning it against experience' the more likety it is

that our understanding will be poor. But, if empiricism is Èrue, this

is precisely what one would expect " It in no way jeopardizes our

ability to reason concerning what we comprehend only imperfectly. The

supposition that it might would appear simply to be a consequence of

Hume's imagist theory of thinking' by appeal to whichr as we have

seen, he attempts to dismess Scholastic distinctions as making a

mystery of what is plain. Furthermore, the position here outlined

does not end in scepticism, as we suggested a Humean might argue it

does. So long as participants j-n a conversation agree with respect to

the denotation of their terms' there appears no reason why they might

not often differ wit,h respect to the connotation with which they

employ them without the breakdown of meaningful conversation. Once

again, if r¡re assume that concepts are imagresr insofar as the concept

for which a term stands as it is used by one speaker differs in any

respect from the concept for which a terms stands as it is used by

another speaker, meaningful discourse is undermi.ned. rf concepts are

not imagesr but causal representations in thought of things
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recognized in experience, so long as all participants in a discussion

are agreed on that t.o which a term referS, they are indicating the

same phenomena, even if they differ with respect to their respective

Level-s of understanding of it.

(LXXIII Hume's argument from the principle that everything in

nature is individual)

Another argument against abstract ideas, explained earlier, is

of particular interest because it invokes a principle as "generalJ-y

received" which is inheríted from Scholasticism. On thís argument, we

cannot entertain abstract ideas because everything in nature is

indivídual, and hence we can know and perceive only what is

indivj-dual and determinate. Aquinas might answer in at least two

ways. First, if the argument is to support the conclusion, it

requires the disputed premise that concepts are al-ike in kind to what

is known, a claim Hune himself cannot consistently sustain in alL

cases. Secondly, it is useful- to distinguish between an individual

and a particular. An individual has real being, whereas a particular

does not " A particular is a first order concept regarded only insofar

as it is an instance of a second order concept, differing from all

other particulars of that kind only in name, An individual is that

which is represented by a first order concept in thought, of which

substances are archetypical, on Aquinas' view. There is much that

turns on the distínction. Particufars are instances of only one

universal. Socrates the particular man Ís Socrates considered only

insofar as he is an instance of the concept "Man." Socrates the
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individual is Socrates in aII his actions, thoughts, properties'

relations, and so on. What is doubtful about Hume's use of the dictum

that everything in nature is individual, then, is that he seems to

mean by "individual" what we have designated "part.icular, " a reading

borne out by the fact that he believes the principle that what can be

distinguished in thought can be distinguished in reality as an

independently existing substance foLlows from his account of ideas.

Taken in this wâY, the dictum is manifestly false, with this

prJ-ncipter too. Even Hume's simple impressions are not so simple as

to admit of classificatj.on under only one general term. Sing1e sounds

have both pitch and volume' single tactile sensations have

temperature, shape and texture, and so on. If there were individual-s

which were merely particular, they could be distinguished from each

other only numerically, ex hlpothesi This claim is "generally

received" as fa1se. Even on the supposition of an imagist theory of

thought, Humet s "símple ideas" must be accounted for as in some way

being composites.

(LxXIv Summary of discussion of Abstraction)

Contra Kemp Smith and Aaron, then, each of Humet s arguments for

the limitation of knowledge to the realm of appearance rests on an

imagist theory of thought which presents difficulties with which he

did not adequately deal. Furthermore, Hume's critique of abstract

ideas does not address Aquinas' accountr his description of
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Scholastic distinctions and concepts being inadequate' wíth the

result that his objections go awry" However, Aquinas' alternative

account, with its allowance of generic and qualitative universals and

use of the idea of "intell-ect, " will need to be sketched in greater

detail if it is to appear a consistently empiricist alternative to

Hume's scheme. Hume's insistence that judgrment and reasoning'are

merely forms of conception wilf need to be evaluated from St. Thomas'

perspective in the tight of this sketch, in particular, as Hume

evidently believes these distinctions cannot be made by an

empiricist.

(LXXV Neither Hume nor Aquinas intend a ratíonalist account of

mind and its operations)

The crime of which Hume suspects the Scholastics is that of

rationalism, proffering "an abstract sort of reason, modelled along

mathemaÈical lines and reliant solely upon general definitions and

eternal verJ-ties, in dealing with practi-cal problems. "85 In

intent at least, Aquinas is not guilty, insisting as he does upon the

mind's dependence upon the ""rr"."86 
.o"r, in our conception of

immaterial substarr.."r " and especially in the formation of our

substantival- concepts, formed only "by actívitÍes which supervene

upon sensation. "88 rdentifying the objects of perception and

experience as the objects of knowledgerS9 Aquinas looks upon

conception as the product of co-operation between the human intellect

and human capacities for sensation. The intel-Iect, far from

circumventing sensation as a means to knowledge, provi-des the means
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v¡hereby v¡e profit from sensation. He writes,

Sense images are illuminated by the agent intellect and
further, by its power, species are abstracted from them.
They are il-Iuminated because sense images, by the power of
the agent intellect, are rendered apt to have...species
abstracted from them, just as man's sense part receives
heightened pov¡er from being joined to his intellectual
part. The agent intel-l-ect, moreover, abstracts species from
j-mages, in that by its po$rer !ìre can consider specific
natures without individuating conditions, and it is by

iiÏ:iä:go 
of these natures that the possible intellect is

We ought not to be misled into thinking that Aquinas is saying

something unduly mysterious here by his use of visual metaphors. The

"illumination" referred to is to be interpreted in terms of the

capacity described thereafter, and "likenessrt here designates concept

or intention, the mode in which that which is known is present as

known in the knower. The contrasL between agent and possible

intellect (usually translated active and passive intellect in the

literature) here ind.icates the distinction between the active role

played by the knower in forming and developing concepts on the basis

of experience, on the one hand, and the state of the knower once the

habits of mind necessary for a conceptt s consistent use have been

developed, on the other.

(LXXVI Introduction to Aquinas' model of thought: simple

understanding and composition and division)

Aquinas distinguishes between two ways in which abstraction may

occur: simple consideration ( intelliqentia indivisibilium ) and

( compositio et divisio ) .91 trr"composition and division
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distinction corresponds to the distinction between a term and a

proposition. Having developed the capacíty to entertain a certaj-n

concept and to employ it, two things are true of one. First, insofar

as one is able to recognize instances of a concept and to evaluate

the adequacy of some possible definitions of it, one knows what that

which the concept represents in thought is . Secondly, one has the

capacity to think concerning it, to form and to understand

propositions which contain it as a term.92 
""r" 

we consid.er it

not aa having various aspects, but as one, whether that which the

concept represents is a substance, a class of substances, an object

in the broadest sense, a class of properties, an event or class of

eventa, or something else. this sort of abstra,ction is what is meant

by an undivided or simple consideration of something. We also assert

and deny propositions which have as their terms such concepts " glith

respect to propositions, one may know, believe, or suppose some

proposition true or fa1se, and one may caII to mind or consciously

entertain the proposition in question as something known, believed,

surmised or the like.93 w" will discuss both of these at greater

length presently. As they will be mentioned often, this will- serve to

give some indication of their meaning.

(LXXVII Propositions, like concepts, are basic mental- entities,

but differ from concepes in that they are either true or false,

whereas concepts may be more or less adequate)

Proposítions and concepts are' according to Àquinas, basic

mental entities, alike in that both have unity in meaning' though
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they may have more than one object

they denote. Aguinas writes,

or relation, respectively, which

When the intellect compares or contrasts one with another'
it knows the two compared or contrasted under the aspect of
that comparison or contrast - in the same $¡ay Ehat' as
mentioned, it knows parts in the light of the whol-e."'

As concepts may represent in thought both real and formal objects, so

propositions may represent both real and formal relations.

Propositions differ from concepts, however, in that they are either

true or fa1se. Conceptsr as they occur in human minds at leastr are

always inadequate to their objects' although formal relations, on

Aquinast víew, are ej-ther understood or not understood. Hence our

concepts cannot be said to be true. They may, however, have what

Peter Coffey calls "real objectivity" insofar as there are

intersubjective standards with respect Lo their adequacy.95 ,a i"

only in asserting and denying propositíons that questions of truth

and falsity arise.96 
"itt.r 

the relatj-on between the things which

a proposition's terms represent in thought obtains or it does not. fn

the case of propositions which assert or deny mattexs of fact, each

is to be tested according to the relevant norms of the tradition(s)

of inquiry to which it be1ong".97 on the basis of a more adequaÈe

understanding of a given phenomena (e.9. rToe the cat lying prostrate

on the couch), we may come to the conclusion that a relation formerly

thought to obtaÍn (e.g. .foe is sleeping) , in fact does not' (e.9. Joe

is dead) t ox vice versa . Our increased understanding of t.he
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relation in guestion will not make any propositions more or less

true, (e.9. the proposition ",Joe is sleeping" is false and was false

when we beli_eved it), however" Rather, our former assent to a fal_se

proposition was a part of something true of üsr a faulty

understanding. understanding, as a property of rational beings is

subject to more or ress. Truth, in the sense in which we use it here,

is a property of propositions as such, and is not subject to

gradation.

(LXXVIII .Ïudgment,)

What Aquinas more often calls "composition and division" or "the

intenËion of attribution" more recent phil.osophy has consistently

termed "judgment, " the act of affirmíng or denyíng a

98proposition. - - In simple apprehension a concept is merely

entertained. In composition something is affirmed of a subject and. in

division something: is denied of a subject. The distinction between

simple apprehension and composition and division is t.hus important to

Aquinas, for, on this account, it is onry in judgrment that some mode

of existence is affirmed or denied of that which concepts and

propositions represent in thought, and in which our concepts are

defined and their instances described, exprained, and otherwise
oo

accounted for."' Moreover, reason is represented. as a process of

movJ-ng f¡om one judgment to anotherl00 in accordance with

standards appropriate to the formal- or empirical discípline in

question, not merely in terms of association of ideas. Hence Hume's

claim that the act of the mind never exceeds conception cannot be a
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matter of indifference to Aquinas even if Hume allowed all sorts of

concepts different in kind from the deliverances of the senses

(LXXIX A priori and a posteriori judgrnents)

Where Hume distinguishes between matters of fact and relations

of ideas, Aquinas distinguishes a posterj-ori and a Þrl_orr-

judgments. The parallel is inexact, however, for while Hume maintains

that the por^rer of the mind "never exceeds s j-mple conception, "

understood as the formation of a mental image, the same agens

intellectus which Aquinas' supposes forms concepts different in kind

from the delíverances of the senses is crucial to his account of both

and a priori and a posteriori judgirnent. This is evident f rom the

following selection from the Sunma

- Now the proper object of the intellect is the whatness
of things. Hence wíth respect to the whatness of things,
speaking essentially, the intellect makes no mistakes. But
with respect to whatever is incidental to the essence or
whatness of a thing - when it relaÈes one thing to another,
either in combining and separating or else j-n reasoning -
the mind can be mi-staken. On this account al-so it cannot be
in error with respect to those propositions which are known
immediately when the essences Ii.e. meanings] of their
terms are known".,

NevertheJ-ess, the intellect can be deceived about what
a thing is, incidentally and with repect to composite
things. This is not by reason of its organ, since the
intellect is not a faculty that uses an org'an, but by
reason of some combination affecting a definition - for
instance, a definition of one thing is false when applied
to another (e.9., the definition of a circle applied to a
triangle) t ox a definition can be false in itself if iL
implies an impossible combination (e.9", if the phrase
'winged rational animal' were taken Èo be the definition of
anything) .

Thus with respect to simple things, where there are no
combínations in their definitions, we cannot be deceived,.

I Metaphysics 8, 10. 1052a1]as Aristotle says
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l-0 1it is in not attaining them at aII.

The "infallibility" of a faculty with respect to its "proper object"

to which Aquinas appeals here needs careful attention. Aquinas is

merely saying in a different way what has been said before' namely,

that error arises only when some state of affairs is reckoned to

obtain which could be or is expressed propositionally. The mere

entertainment of a sensation by the sense organs, or of a concept by

the intellect, involves no possibility of falsehood, becauses truth

and falsehood consist in an intentional relation between knower and

what is known, and in merely entertaining a phantasm or a concept, no

such relation exists " The "infallibility" of the intelfect with

respect to its proper object, the form or essence or meaning of a

thing as it is present in the mind, does differ from the

"infallibility" of the senses in an important respect, however. The

intellect apprehends exclusive and inclusive relations of meaning

between concepts, âsr for instance, the meaning of the term "chair"

incl-udes the connotation but does not exhaust the denotation of

"coloured object, " and the meaning of t'2+21' excludes the meaning of

rr5rrô However, whereas our concepts of things which, like chairsr have

real being, may be inadequate' with the result that we judge wrongly

concerning them, there is no question of the adequacy of our concepts

of entities such as those of mathematics or formal Iogíc. There is

nothing existing in reality against which their adequacy might be

measured" I,{e either understand them or we do not. Eor such entities,
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to be is to be understood. Nevertheless, rde may generalize and say

that the "infa]libility" of the intel-l-ect consists in the fact that,

given that it understands the concepts between which it apprehends or

fails to apprehend a relation of connotative identity, the result.ing

judgment cannot go wrong. The evidence of this is
10,,introspective.--' Taking any formal relation whatever, the terms

of which are understood by any given person, justification of any

proposition affirming or denying that rel-ation must terminate with

the apprehension or the failure to apprehend the relation on the part

of that person. Hence Aquinas would agree with Hume's account of

relations of ideas that if someone does not. see t.hat such a relation

obtains as a matter of formal and not of empirical fact, there is

nothing for it but to explain the terms or perhaps some part of the

formal or empirical discipline to which the terms belong until he

catches on. The introduction of the notion of intellect leads to a

striking divergence with respect to the justifícation of a priori

judgments, however. Aquinas maintains that such relations of ideas

are relations of meaning between concepts as such, which is not an

account that Hume could consistently adopt, as we shal1 see. Hence,

for Aquinas, the evídence of the truth of any given a prlcri

proposition is the evidence of t,he very intellect the exístence of

which Hume denies. Similarly, the introduction of the notion of the

intellect leads to instructive diverg'ence with respect to a

posteriori judgrment. Both Hume and Aquinas ag'ree that all a

judgrments musÈ ultimately be justified in terms of what isposteriori
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experienced by means of the senses. Here the introduction of t.he

intel-l-ect l-eads to the difference that Hume limits the realm of

knowledge to the realm of appearancer with the conseçluencer discussed

earlier, that Newton's method of testing evidence is hailed as

capable of universal application, with the modification that not al-l-

terms need be guantifiable. Aguinasr believing that the mj-nd may

entertain a variety of genuinely different sorts of empirical

concepts, is in a position to allow that the ways in which experience

may provide evidence for a posteriori judgrments may vary with the

nature of the object (s) of inguiry. Activities as diverse as those

proper to the physicist, the farmer, the craftsman, the worshipper or

t.he farmer mây, he woul-d maintain' yield knowledge. Aquinas does not

attempt to replace either the philosophical analysis of the making of

judgrments proper to each such discipline or the practice of each

discipline with the results of a philosophical search for common

structures of knowledge.

(Lxxx Composition and Division and knowledge of composites)

Aquinas believes all empiricaÌ disciplines share a common

procedure of compositj-on and division in the pursuit of knowledge of

their objects. we begin with what Kant might term an "empirical

intuítion" of something, consisting merely in the ability to

recognize some empirical object or phenomenon" From that

indeterminate knowledge which consists merely in the ability to name

what we recognize, the mind moves toward a more precise and well

defined concept by means of the affirmation and denial of
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propositions about the object on the basis of experience 103

Hence, from the point of view that we know somethj-ng by virtue of

being able to recognize, namer and, consequently, reason concerning

it, what is known is simple: one thing or class of things being

represented in the mind by one concept. From the point of view that a

single thing may have many properties and relations, and many parts,

each with its oern properties and relations, what is known ís a

composite of many parts and aspects capable of consideration in

abstraction from their relationship to the particular object of

knowledge in question. Unlike God, who apprehends all things all at

once in a single act, we must develop our conceptualization of things

in dependence upon partial views of it gained in experience' and

express our knowledgre, once gainedr in long trains of propositions.

(LXXXI Hume as a critic of Aquinas' notion of judgrment)

The option of accounting for our a priori knowledge in terms of

relationships of meaning between concepts which are developed on the

basis of experience is not open to Hume except in the case of

universals of sense. On Humets account, what a generic or qualitative

terms means is to be analyzed in terms of universals of sense, for

these are the only sorts of universals we may entertain as concepts.

Hence there can be no relationship of meaning between generic and

qualitative concepts as such, but only as analyzed in terms of

universal-s of sense. For the same reasonr Hume does not aLLow

Aquinas' doctrine of a posteríori knowledge, denying the distinction

between conception, judgrment and reasoning. Believing as Hume does
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that the justification of beliefs about matters of fact must consist.

in showing that a certain associative habit is well-founded, he

cannot account for propositions in this way. We have argued that

Hume's case for believing that justification of beliefs about matters

of fact must consist in showing that an associative habit is

well-founded rests on a problematic imagist theory of thought.

Neverthel-ess, it is at least prima facie plausible for an empiricist

to argiue that the meaning of generic and qualitative concepts must

ultimately be explicated in terms of specific universals, a cl-aim

that might be maintained without defending an imagist theory of

thought.

(LXXXII A Thomist reply to the Humean question how concepts can

be compared with and tested against experience if their meaning

cannot be analyzed ín terms of specific universals " Conception as the

"simple and absofute" consideration of the objects of knowledge and

experience)

How might St. Thomas respond to t.he charge that concepts cannot

be tested against experience for adeguacy (and so also propositions

having such concepts as terms for truth) insofar as their meaning

cannot be analyzed in terms of specific universals? Very likely first

by arguing that what is crucial to empirícism about the o¡igín of

concepts is that we be able to recognize that which a concept

represents in thought when it is encountered in experience. The

reasons Hume provides for believing otherwise all presuppose his

imagist theory of thought. If, as Hume himself must grant in the case
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of specific universafs, concepts are not imagesr it must be asked

what they are. Aquinas' suggestion is that a concept is a

modification of the intellect. An empirical concept conforms the

intellect to that which is to be represented in thought in that it is

formed in causal dependence upon that which is conceptualized through

its effects upon the senses. 'It is not a thing, nor is it in things.

It is a r¡ray of comprehending things to which I{Ie are compelJ-ed by the

defj-ciencies of our understandings. "l-04 Hume's objections

againsts causal theories of perception center on the notíon that

causal relations can be known to exist only between entities alike in

kind to perceptions, and that causal relations are reLations of

constant conjunction between such entities. His reasons for believing

both propositions are also dependent upon his imagist theory of

thought, however. why is it ímpossible for us to know causaf

relationships between entities alike ín kind between perceptions?

Because perceptions are aII that are present to us in experience. How

is this known? We cannot conceive anything different in kind from

perceptions, so our experience cannot but be irrelevant to claims

about such entities. Why must causal relations be relations of

constant conjunction between entities alike in kind to

perceptionsr? Because of aII the possible relationships

imaginable between distinct perceptionsrr constant conjunction is

the only suitable candidate, all others, such as resemblance or

identity, being sometimes true and sometimes not true of the terms of

causal- relationships. If the imagist theory of thinking is false, as
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we have argued, then it will not be Hume's arguments which show

Aquinas' account of the relationship between concepts and objects to

be unsatisfactory. If, on the other hand' Aquj-nas is cl-ose to the

truth, in judging that some object present to the senses exemplifies

a given concept, rire may consciously distinguish both the concept

which forms the subject of the proposition, (a potentially universaf

object of thought), the phantasm (a particular contact with the

individual sensed), which represents a cruci-al stage in the causal

relationship between concept and that which is conceptualized' and

the interpretation of the latter as a concrete individ.ual.105 ,t"

same intellect which is to account for our capacity for propositional

knowledge of objects different in kind from the deliverances of the

106senses may also distinguish the various aspects and stages of

the process through which it moves in coming to knowledge or

justified belief. The Ímportant question is whether Aquinas' doctrine

of the aqens intellectus is consistent with his professed

empiricism" we will suggest a possible reason why Hume so easily

believed the intellect superfluous to and a denj-aL of empiricism, and.

then inquire into the cogency of Aristotle and Aquinas' reasons for

their doctrine.

(LXXXIII Newtonian science and the apparent superfluousness of

the intellect)

Reason must terminate in memory or sensation, declares Hume,

drawing attentj-on to an important divergence from Scholastic

tradition. Aquinast three acts of reasonr conceptionr judgment, and
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reason, each terminate in something conceptual or mental. In simple

conceptíon, the intellect forms a concept. In judgment' the intell-ect

affirms or denies something of the subject conceived in the formation

of a proposition. In reasoning, the intellect forms and tests

accounts or explanations, uníting isolated bits of information. Hume

has before him an archetype of knowledge that urges the importance of

testing cLaims to understanding against ímmediate experience under

controlled circumstances. Aquinas, following Aristotl-e the biologist,

takes definition and classification as archetlpical of the pursuit of

empirical knowledge and explanation" Although Hume often speaks of

"objects" as the terms in causal relationships, it is, as we have

noted, the specification of the conditions under which certain

properties, relations or kinds of events will occur that Hume regards

as a tlpical causal explanation. Hence the close relation between

explanation and description in the Humean tradition, and the

psychological unimportance of concepts different in kind from the

deliverances of the senses. Aquinas takes substances as,

archetlpically but not exhaustively, t.he terms in causal

relationships. Understanding tlpically consists in classifying an

object and defining its kind, and explanation in showing an action to

be natural for a thing of that kind under the conditions which

obtained. Hence inquiry is looked upon as a process of developing and

testing concepts, and there is no psychological temptation to regard

concepts as images. All this j-s not, of course, reJ-evant to a formal-

analysis of the strength of Aquinas and Hume's arguments for their
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respective posj-tions. But if philosophy attempts to wrestle with

problems which arise in the special disciplines which have or are

wideJ-y believed to have far-reachíng implications for many areas of

thought and life, it can only be naive to ignore the presence of

these problems in the writings of philosophers like Hume and Aquinas.

Furthermore, if Hume's attempt to come to philosophical- terms with

the implications of the ner¡r science rests, as vre have and shall-

argue, on a faulty account of the nature of thought, it is worthy of

careful note that this does not mean that Aguínas' metaphysics can be

grafted without comment on the assumptions, procedures and

conclusions of later science "

(LXXXIV Aristotle and Aquinas' reasons for making use of t.he

notion of inteltect)

As r¡¡as discussed earlier, Aristotle and Aquinas' distinction

between substance and accident is an attempt to deal with the probJ-em

posed f'or a philosophical account of knowledge by constant change.

The doctrine of intel-Iect símilarly attempÈs to address the problem

of change by contrastingi the constant change true of the common

objects of knowledge as they exist, and their rel-ative stability as

t.hey are represented in thought by means of concepts. This is not to

say merely that thought falsifies experience by representing what is

dynamic in terms of what is static. What it is saying must be

understood in terms of the Aristotefian doctrine of matter.

(LXXXV Matter and the intellect)

If form is that about a material thing which makes it a thing of
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this or that kind, say "dog, " matter is that about a thing which

makes it this or that thing, distinct from others of its kind' say

"Fido, the obnoxious bulldog that habitually chews on the curtains

and defecates on the stairs. " AII this to say that matter is the

principle of indíviduality, according to the Aristotelian tradítion.

As substances are the most important sort of "individuals" in

Aquinas' metaphysical scheme, naturally he thinks of matter primarily

as that which distinguishes individual substances from others of

their kind. Nevertheless, he distinguishes between "sensible" or

changeable matter in the capacity of individuating substance"rl0T

and corrìrnon or "intelligible matter, " matter in the capacity of

distinguishing kinds of material things which are not substances but

which may be found j-n varioua substances, 'such as "flesh" or "bone."

Matter in this capacity is said to be unchanging, in that it is

viewed abstractly, and not as it is present to us through the senses.

Hence matter considered quantitatively may legitimately be referred

to as "ínteJ-ligible" matter on this definitiorr.l0S Matter is not

what is understood about material objects. Ratherr it is their

character as a being a certain sort of thing' their actions,

properties and relations: all aspects described in terms of

universals which may also apply to other individuafs. Hence Aquinas'

insistence that the intellect apprehends only universalÌy.109 rtt"

intellect cannnot receíve the matter of the thing -- that about it

which makes it this individual rather than that, but only that about

it which makes it a thing of this or that kind -- form, in the case
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of substancer plus some characteristic which will serve to

individuate the substance for the purposes of thought' or some other

sort of universal, where the "thing' in question is not a substance.

1"10 rf the interrect is to understand, it must und.erstand things

immaterially, and hence the conviction that the intelfect is

immaterial.

(IXXXVI Has Hume successfully shown that the intellect is

contrary or superfluous to empiricism, and so done away with the need

for distinguishing between conception, judgrment and reasoning;

association of ideas and thinking; understanding the objects of

percept.ion in ontological rather than epistemological categories?)

The psychological reasons for the plausibility of Hume's attack

on the intellect notwithstanding, it must be asked whether the force

of his arguments suffices to confirm the int.uition that the inteL.lect

must be rejected and pohrers of mind restricted to "compoundingt

transposing, augmenting or diminishingi" materials afforded by

sensation. Humets argument that this must be the case because

alternative hy¡gotheses must allow that the mind can entertain what

concepts different in kind from the deliverances of the senses is

insufficient. We have seen that Hume himself must allow that general

t.erms may express the content of some peculiar sort of entity

inspected by a peculiar human capacíty for such inspection in the

case of universals of sense. Hís arguments to the effect that

judgrment and reasoning must be forms of conceiving seem to rest on

the just fear that if they are notr their terms could not be Hume's
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ideas, alike in kind to perceptionsl, and mental processes couLd

not be modelled as the association and. manipulation of images. This

is precisely what is at stake, however. It does not constitute an

objection independent of the first. Furthermore¿ the attempt to

replace conception, judgrnent and reasoning with association of ideas

founders on three separate counts in addition to the one already

mentioned. First, Hume is unable to account for formal rel-ations

without appeal to such categories. Secondly, as K.B. Price showed in

the first chapter, if association of ideas as Hume conceives it is to

work as a substitute for judgrment and reasoning, ít must be the case

that what does not exist may yet be associated with what does exist.

Thirdly, as H.H. Price argues below, thinking may precede¡ and it is

in any case different from, the use of symbols in thoughÈ' whether

words or images. This sugigests that thÍnkíng is wrongly represented

as the effect merely of associative customs conjunctively linking

copies of perceptions. The denial of the intel-l-ect l-eads to the

counterintuitive conseçfuence that the obiects of perception must

ultimately be what Hume calls "perceptions" and what Aquinas terms

"phantasms. " Given the truth of empíricismr an equally

counuerintuitíve solipsism foflows. Hume's arguments for restricting

knowledge in this way to the realm of the senses require his imagist

account of the nature of thought if they are to be cogent, as we have

seen. The attack on the purported role of the intellect in reasoningt

in the form of a critique of the Aristotelian syllogism on he grounds

that "inference does not require three ideas" rests on an
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equivocation on "inference." Neither Aristotle nor Aquinas suggest

that our unreflective expectations of future events based on past

experience are "inferenceg" from past to future events. It is true

that if there is no intellect to apprehend rel-ations of meaning

between terms Aristotelian logic is worthless as a model of mental

capacities. However, Aristotle and his medieval disciples were not so

muddled as to have disagreed wíth him that "inference does not

require three ideas" given the sense in which he uses the term

"inference." Hume's suggestion that the notion of intelLect was

invented for disreputable reasonsr ês a means to avoid the

consequences of empirícism, obscure the truth with rhetoric, and give

support to superstition is mere philosophical cheap shooting, as

should be obvious from our discussion to this point.

(LXXXVII H.H" Prj-ce's argumenÈs for the "Cfassical Theory of

Thinking")

H "H.

"cLassical

the case

intellectus

Price

theory

for the

, and

gives three arguments for what he calls the

of thinking. " These may serve further to support

necessity of something like Aquinas' _,egenq

to cast doubt upon both the claim that the

relationship between concept and object is analogous to that between

picture and scene pictured, and the consequent nominal-ist account of

general terms. This theory he identifies as the thesis that thinking,

unl-ike other forms of cognition, ís a process of inspecting

peculiarly mental sort of object".111 Price contrasts this with

the view that thinking consists in the manipulation of symboJ-s,
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whether words associated with objects by ostensive definition or

images representing objects by reason of their resemblance to

th.*.112 First, Price notes that at any given time aLl that we

are thinking is not symbolized either by words or images.113 *h"r,

for the first time we consider a matter, we struggile to find suitabl-e

words in which to express, or images by means of which to model, an

understanding of it.114 When once we have well grasped a matter,

r,re have littl-e need to think about the various aspects of our

understanding of it, and hence little reason for symbolization of

them in reasoning concerning it.115 Secondly, Price appeals to

our familiar experience of grasping for the right words in which to

express or the right images by means of which to modef a concept or a

thought.116 He argues that it cannot be symbols which guÍde our

search, for symbols are its objects and not its means. Hence there

must be some guide to the mind's search which ís more fundamental to

thought than the use of "1.tbo1".117 Price's third point, arì

extension of the first, is that vre are never aware of "an extended

bit of thinking" such as an argument or a description all at once,

suggesting once more that understanding does not consist merely in

the use of s1rmbols.118 nri.e suggests, in much the way we might

expect Aquinas to suggest, that our arÁtareness of the "general drift."

of such a bít of thinking consists in the ae¡areness of an

"intelligib1e object, dictating what slmbols we are to produce and

the order in which we are able to produce them."119
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(LXXXVIII Aquinas on a priori judgrment -- introduction)

As vras noted in chapter one, Hume nowhere satisfactorily

accounts for logical and other formal relations, and his resources

for doing sor i.e. association of ideas and comparison of ideas

understood on the analogy of images' are limited. It must be asked

how Aquinas, claj-ming that aII knowledge is deríved from the

contingent and particular deliverances of the senses, accounts for

necessary and universal truths. If Aguinas is unable to draw a firm

distinction in kind between a posteriori knowledge of contingent

matter of fact and a priori knowledge of necessary truths, he stands

in danger of the same confusion of psychology and logic to which Hume

is prone.

(LXXXIX The role of the intellect in Aquinas' account of a

priori judgment)

Aquinas accounts for necessary truth in accordance with his

theory of judgment. In the case of contingent truths, we affirm or

deny the identity or non-identity expressed by a proposition on the

basis of evidence ultimately derived from the senses " In the case of

necessary truths, the concepÈs are' from the hypothesis of

empiricism, aLl ultimately d.erived. from the senses' too, though the

manner in which they are derived may be very compfex. However, the

evidence of the senses does not bear on the truth or falsity of an a

priori proposition. So, for instance, no experimental evidence wil-I
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lead us to deny that 3+5=8r though sometimes experimentaL evidence

may l-ead us to bel-ieve that what were formerly regarded as rel-iabl-e

subjects of addition are not, ín fact, as reliable as we had thought.

This , is true, for example, of spatial- and temporal units of measure

after Einstein. Similarly, if aII men are mortal and Socrates is a

man, Socrates must be mortal. Evidence to the contrary wil-l- lead us

to revise our opinions about men, mortality, or Socrates, perhaps,

but not about the truth of the last identity given the first two.

This being the case, Aquinas maÍntains that it is our capacity for

considering things abstractly, that is, "divested of afl the

conditions of the contingent, actual, physical existence whereby

al-one they can be data or objects of sense experienc."l2O thut

inspects our concepts and discovers in them properties such as

universality and necessj-ty which are true of no finite actually

existing object (in the broadest possible sense of the term), the

intellect.

(XC The properties of what has rationate being are not the

properties of what has real being)

It may help to recal-l Aquinas' distinction between real- and

rationate existence. fn conceptualizing anything whatever, whether

material or immaterial, thought is dependent upon the senses for the

formation of conceptsr on Aquinas' account. Nevertheless, the

concepts which we form on the basis of the senses are not themseLves

sensible. What has rationate exÍstence has, as such, properties true

of no real being. Hence Aquinas' distinguishes between sense and
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intellect¡ oür capacity for receiving and operating upon the

del-iverances of the senses, as such, and our capacity for receiving

and operating upon what is known through the senses, insofar as we

understand and conceptualize it. .fust as concepts have properties not

true of what they represent in thought, so they may have reLations of

a kind which things having real being' cannot have.

(XCI Aquinas' use of the analogy of sight in discussing the

powers of the intellect does not commit him to rationalism)

St. Thomas is often censured for havj-ng relied overmuch on the

analogy of sight in his account of Èhe operations of mind. In

particular, empiricists l-ike Hume are prone to accuse him of

rationalism in this respect. It is true that, historically, the

analogy has been misused, and that some who have misused it have been

rationalists. Aquinas does not conmit hinself to rationaLism merely

by virtue of maintaining that our concepts are entities different in

kind from the deliverances of the senses, however, so long as

experience provides the means for the guidance of the process of

concept-formation. No more, then, does Aquinas fall into ratíonalism

when he claims that concepts may have properties peculiar to them as

such, or that our capacity for recognizing these properties is not

the same as our capacity for entertaining the deliverances of the

senses and of j.magination.

(XCII Aquinas' distinction between psychology and logic)

Aquinas need not confuse psychology and logic. Whil-e both logic

and psychology are concerned with form as it exists in the knowing
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subject, psychology differs from logj-c in an important way.
I2T

Psychology has as its primary subject the one who knows, and its

concern with concepts is indirect " Hence it is the fact that this or

that person has this or that concept and perhaps related biographical

details that are of interest to the psycholog i"t.I22 Logic,

unlike psychology, is concerned neither with the objects of

perception as really existing individuals, nor with the properties of

objects aa such. ft is concerned with with individuals only insofar

as they are represented in thought conceptually as particulars, "the

r¡ays in which the intellect l-ooks at the nature which is in it by

virtue of its operation of understanding and. conceiving.'123 rt

is concerned with properties only "according to the manner of

existence which [they have] ín the souL inasmuch as lthey are]

abstracted. from singulars and. [are] app]icable to many."!24 T.n 
^

word, logíc is concerned primarily with the intention as such, and

only incidentally with that which the intention represents in

thought " And as for a concept to be is for it to be understood' the

logical properties of a concept, are the properties it has by virtue

of its existence as a modification of any intell-ect, properties ít

has without respect to the person havíng it.125 In sum, the

subject of psychology is the soul, the form of the body, and

intentions fall under its purview only as accidental modifications of

the soul. The subject of logic is the intention as such, and if its

accidents so considered, which are its logical properties.

(XCII An illustration of the logic/nsVchology distinction)
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It. may help to use a concrete example. Let us suppose that a

psychologist takes an interest in St. Thomas' beliefs about the

existence and nature of God. He may be concerned better to understand

the r.ray in whích .A,quinas came to them and the influence of his

education and his peers in this regard, and the way in which they

effected or failed to effect his actions' his relations with others,

his emotionaL development, or his aesthetic sensibilities. A

philosopher or theologian, on the other hand, will be concerned with

the truth of Aquinas' beliefs, and in the process of testingi them may

attempt to find internal contradj-ctions or contradictions with

well--known facts or well-established hlpotheses' or to discover

strengths and weaknesses in his supporting arguments. The interest in

Aquinas' betíefs is conìmon, but the two reg'ard them from quite

different points of view, in the light of guite different concerns.

(XçMaving examined general Humean objections to regiardíng

Àquinas' account of the povJers of mind as faithfuLly empiricist,

Hume's objections against specific Aristotelian concepts and

distinctions must be addressed)

There is good reason to believe that Humean objections to

Aquinas, account of the porrers of mind do not make their case that. it

is not consistent with empiricism or that it is fatally flawed. In

chapter one, it was noted that Hume takes issue with five fundamental

aspects of Àristotelian philosophy as incompatible with empiricism.

$te may now return to a consideration of Hume's arguments against

Aquinas' views with respect to these subjects.
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(XCV Hume's strong a priori / a posteriori distinction, and

his claim that "reason must terminate in memory or sense" both inform

his arguments against Aristotelian doctrines, and both rest on his

theory of thinking)

AtI of Hume's arguments

these doctrines or makes these

rest on a strong a priori / a

definitions become conventions,

to the effect that one

distinctions cannot be

posteriori distinction

and the cLaim that

who believes

an empiricist

such that all-

reason must

terminate in the sensible g sensible. V{ith

/ a posteriori distinction, it must be

respect to the a priori

granted that there is a

difference in kind between statements which expreas what Aquinas'

calls "rationate" relations, and statements which express matters of

fact. The question then becomes, are all definitions conventions? ft

is true that a1l definitions must be conventions if public objects

and events are accounted for in Èerms of systematic relatedness

between the sense impressions of various percipients and not in terms

of ontological categories. Íf, however, these are accounted. for in

terms of ontological categories, then it is at least possibJ-e that we

may be able to identify objects and events rúe do not futly

understand, and so attempt to express our understanding in a

definítion that is not merely conventional, but an attempt to express

what is definitive of a public object. Hume's objecÈion to

accounting for public objects and events in terms of such categories

is, of course, that because these differ in kind from the

del-iverances of the senses, they cannot be known. We have argued that
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Hume's insistence that nothing can be known different in kind from

t,he deliverances of the senses rests on an indefensible imagist

theory of thinking' however, so that this objection on Hume's part is

not telling. Therefore, Hume does not provide a cogent case for

believing that al-l definitions must be conventions. Similarly, the

claím that "reason must terminate in memory or sense" rests on the

supposition of an imagist theory of thinking that disallows any

capacity on the part of the mind for entertaining universals other

than universals of sense. Once again, an imagist theory of thought

being rejected, it cannot be allowed that Hume has made his case.

(XCVI Hume's objections ag'ainst "substance")

Five Humean reasons for rejecting the doctrine of substance were

distinguished. The first, that knowledge of them would require that

we be able to ent.ertain generic universal-s and to learn about

instances falling under such universals through the senses does not

suffice " Hume has not shovrn either that we cannot entertain generic

universals or that sense experience could only be irrelevant as the

source of knowledge concerning their instances. The second reason'

that Hume has provided a consistently empiricist and cogent

alternative to theories of perception and of thought which postulate

entities differenÈ in kind from the deliverances of the senses is

open to grave objection, as has been discussed. The third objection,

that the notion of a single object having' a number of different

constituents is simply contradictory fails both because it rests on

Hume, imagist theory of thought, from which he derives the conclusion
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that whaÈ can be distinguished by the mind must be capable of

separate existence in reality, and because his own ;'simple'

impressions and ideas are not so simple as to fall only under one

universal distinguishable by the mind. His own theory cannot get off

the ground without the supposition that what is not distinct really

may yet be distinguished by the mind. Hume is quite right' fourthly'

to point out that the definitíon of substance as "something which may

exist by itself" is indefensible" However, this is not Aquinas'

definition. As Hume requires entities that meet Aquinas' definition

of substance in terms of existence in independence with respect to

accidents, nothing turns on the rejection of this stated definition.

Finally, the objection against knowledge of substance as the end of

disciplined inquiry that it would result in radical sceptícism by

introducing the supposítion that Èhere is more to understanding a

term fu11y than is involved in having the capacity consistently to

employ it is not cogent. So long as our concepts have the same

denotatÍon, considerable differences in the connotation with which

various speakers employ them need not Lead to a fail-ure to

communicate. In fact, it rnight be argued that such dífferences in

connotation are coÍrmonr and learning is very often a process of

developing our understanding of concepts we can consistently employ

in many contexts.

(XCVII Hume's objection against teleological explanation of

"nat,ural-" phenomena and against formaL causation)

The question of teleology is a thorny one" We cannot here
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address the guestion of teleology in the non-human realm. It must be

said., however, that Aquinas and the Peripatetics were not so childish

as Hume might lead us to suppose in speaking of teleology in the

natural world. Íf, in fact, the growth of the acorn into a mature oak

tree is not a teleological process, analogous in certain respects to

our own goal directed behaviourr but rather merely the product of

physical processes in accordance wíth natural laws, the fact is not

obvious, nor is the truth of the mechanistic Weltanshauung this seems

to assume. Furthermore, neither Àquinas nor

claimed thatforbears with respect to this matter

always

choice

animism

or even usually involved consciousness,

l-s an

appropriate to

ad hominem

his philosophical

teleology in nature

much fess conscious

a given species. The charge of childish

designed to play upon the psychological

the work of Newton in convincing the

of ends

effect upon the reader of

scientific community and, subsequently, the popular mind' of the

importance of making physÍcs mathematical.

(XCVIII Hume's objection against Aristotl-e's four categories of

causes )

Hume's objection against teleological explanation has the same

source and takes the same form as his objection against the remaining'

three sorts of explanation first distinguished by Aristotl-e. Each

postulates between ontological entities different in kind from the

deliverances of the senses connections different in kind from

conjunction, which is the only causally relevant sort of "connection"

there can be between the deliverances of the senses. Íf, however, it
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is possible to know such objects, as we have argued it is at least as

plausible as Hume's own suggestion, and cannot be ruled out on the

grounds Hume has provided that there could be relations between them

which were not merely conjunctive.

. (IXC A second Humean objection against the notion that

experience may reveal "dependencies in being")

Against the notion that experience might provide knowledge of

"dependencies in being" Hume argues that this would impJ-y that one

view of a thing would suffice for knowledge of its causal properties.

This would only be the case, however, if to causal properties there

corresponded sensible qualities which represented t,hem in sensation.

If our concept of a thíng is different in kind from concepts of

particular quantitative determinations of the senses,' our knowledge

of íts causal properties need not be represented as derived

immediately from observation of peculiar sensible qualities. Rather,

as Aquinas would maintain, it is derived from observation of that

thing under various cj-rcumstances in which it acts in response to

events in its environment " If we are capable of entertaining concepts

which cannot be imagined, Hume's argument is not cogent.

(C Hume's rejection of the potentiality/actuality distinctíon)

The rejection of any distinction between a power and its

exercise, potentiality and actualíty, rests once more on the

supposition that the objects of perception and knowledge have only

one mode of being, that of deliverances of the senses, and one mode

of causally relevant relation, conjunction. On these assumptions,
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either our idea of power is derived from the exercise of a capacity

and refers to the exercise of a capacity, or we can have no j_dea of

poner at all, its object being unimaginabt".126 once again, if

our reasons for rejecting the premises are sound, the conclusion is

Ieft without support.

(CI Hume's objection against the distinction between impulsive

and vol-j-tional actions)

Contra Hume, it, need not be the case that an empiricist cannot

make the distinction between impulsive and volitional actions. It is

worth noting that the psychologicar power of Hume's arg'uments to the

effect that we cannot legitimately distinguish between impulsive and.

volitional actions are derived from the fledgling modern science of

his time. Francis Bacon had criticized preceding natural philosophy

for failing to explain in terms of particular sorts of occurrences (

not substances) ¡ which he called "forms, " groverned by rules stating

under what conditions an instance of a certain "form" wil] occur.

Newton had captured the scientífic world for this model, giving

physical foundations for the new astronomy on Bacon's model, but with

the development that the "rules" that state relationships between

Bacon's "forms" (classes of empirical events, properties, or

relations) are to be mathematically expressed. However, the l-ogical

pohter of Hume's arguments against the distinction is entireÌy derived

from tenets of his faulty imagist theory of thought. rt is true that,

if the only form of connection is conjunctive, and the terms

connected cannot refer to anything different in kind from the
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del-iverances of the senses, the distinction makes no sense. There

being no agent apart from the sum of his actions described solely in

terms of sense, it is impossible to distinguish some actions from

others by virtue of Èheir peculiar relation to the "ag:ent" considered

as a being exemplifying a mode of integrity peculiar to

rg"nÈ".127 There is only the mode of integrity of the simple

impression, and of actions, insofar as they can be represented as

analyzable in terms of simple impressions or what is alike in kind to

them. However, if hte are able to perceive and glain knowledge

concerning objects different in kind from the deliverances of the

senses, exemplifying their own peculiar modes of integrity, then it

would not be preposterous to suggest that they often stand in

relationshíps to other such beings which are not mereJ-y conjunctive.

So long as knowledge of such beings and relations is represented as

being gained through the senses and by means of experience, there is

no reason to deny Co one who makes this distinction the name of

empiricist.

(CII Hume's objection to the distinction between customary and

reasoned thoughts)

With respect to the distincLion between customary and reasoned

thoughts, l.¡e have already seen t,hat Hume cannot do without a priori

knowledge of a kind for which he does not and, given his imagist

theory of thinking, very probably cannot account " Hume has not shoq¡n

that he can account for all thinking whatever j-n terms of custom. It

may be, however, that this is not Hume's major point. ff he is trying
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to say that thinking about matters of fact rests on devel-oped habits

of mind rather than upon the intuitions of a rational-ist intellect

supposed to be found in all people, he has an ally in Aquinas. If I

have understood Aquinas aright, he would say something like the

following. If we are to profit from experience, we must develop

habits of thought and action which enable us to categioríze and think

creatively concerning that which we encounter in experience.

Rationality wil-I thus here consist in proòedures rooted in immersion

in traditions of inguiry appropriate to the subject matter. Hence

Aquinas would agree with William .fames that "no bells ring'" when the

truth on any given empirical question is found, at least if the

"belIs" are thought to be the property of all human beings without

respect to their training. This is a straightforward consequence of

accepting the claim that the íntellect cannot operate ín independence

of the aenses in investigating the truth of any empirical cl-aim or

theory, to which St. Thomas, Hume and James all assent"
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CHAPTER THREE: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMT{ARY

(I Introduction)

The subject of this work is Hume considered as a critic of

Aquinas on the nature of experience and the objects of perception.

The explication and evaluation of arguments has taken us far afieÌd

on more than one occasion in pursuit of a vision of the larger

tapestries of argument and belief, from which we have abstracted

material for the consideration of this question. In summarizing our

discussion, we will attempt merely to draw attention to the most

obvious and important outlines of the discussion.

(II Hume's two key theses and consequences Hume draws from them)

Hume's account of the nature of sensation and perception rests

on two key thesesr supported in no other way t.han by appeal to the

common sense intuitions of the reader. He claims first that all-

',simple" ideas are ultimately derived from simple impressions, which

they resemble in aII respects save for their "vivacity" or

"fOrCefulnesS." Secondlyr Hume maintainS that all "complex" ideaS are
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derived from and are in principle analyzable into simple ideas. We

found reason later to disbelieve that the candidates for the basic

simple ideas Hume chooses, namely, perceptionsr, are simple in

the sense that they fall only under one concept. We also provided

reasons for believing that Hume must allow a difference in kind

between ídeas and impressions, at least in the case of universals of

sense. Hume himself, however, draws the conclusion from the two basic

claims stated above that there can be no contrast wíth respect to

kind between percepts and concepts. Ideas are "imagtes" of impressions

employed in thj-nking and.reasoning. Failure to take perceptions,

as basic certainties, Hume continues, inevitably leads to scept.icism.

This is true because knowledge of what is different in kind from the

deliverances of the senses could onÌy be reached by inferences from

the latter to the former, which can only be invalid in every case. We

noted that thís need not be the case if empiricism is compatible with

a causal theory of perception, and, for our purposes ín this work,

"Aquinas' theory in partícular. The contention that this is in fact

the case is strengthened j-f, as we have argued, the reasons Hume

provides for limiting empirical intuition to the deliverances of the

sensea as such are not cogent because they rest on a faulty theory of

thinking.

(fII Hume's criterion of identity)

An important Humean objecLion against all attempts to account

for the objects of perception in ontological rather than

epistemological categories ís that there can be no identity ín the
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sense required insofar as such objects are saj-d to be self-identicaf

through time and change. On the basís of an examination of Hume's

claimsr wê suggested the following as a statement of his criteria of

identity. "Supposedly different items are identical if and only if

there exist no qualitative d.ifferentia specifiable in terms of sense

whích would serve to distinguish them, " with the provisio that Hume

woul-d probably wish to include rel-ative differentia as sufficient to

non-identity, too, such as might be specified in spatio-temporal

terms. Hence Hume's repeated dictum that what may be distinguished in

thought may exist separately in reaJ-ity. we noted Montague's

distinction between the denotative unity of two or more concepLs in a

single subject, expressed by propositions in Aguinas' account of

judgment, drawing attention to the fact that Hume'8 ohln

epistemologically basic "perceptionsr" must be "really" one and

"rationately" diverse.

(IV Statement of Hume's radical nominalism)

Believing as Hume does that the basic units of experience are

determinate and particular, and that, the only real identity is

ungualified equivalence, he also maintains that concepts cannot

rightly be said to originate in experience unless they are afike in

kínd to the deliverances of the senses, particularly with respect to

being determinate and individual. Hume argues the impossibility of

the notion that the mind has the capacity to entertain generic

concepts on the grounds that these would have to be ímaqes of all or

none of the members of Lhe class denoted by the corresponding term.
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Similar1y, against quaJ-itative universals Hume presses a similar

case, challenging all comers to indicate some sensible quality conìmon

to all instances of any qualitative concept. Furthermore' even if it

r¡rere granted that thinking involves mental entities different in ki-nd

from perceptionsrr representing in thought similarities between

the objects of perception, such entities could not stand in any

intelligible relationship to the objects of perception.

(V Humean objections to logical realism)

Hume's most important reasons for befieving that the mind can

entertaín no ideas "abstract in our conception of them" rest on the

premise that ideas are images. He objects first that what can be

distinguished in thought may exist separately in reality, and

secondly, that the realm of knowledge is restricted to the realm of

"appearancer" i.e. the realm of what is present to the senses qua

sensible. The modification of Hume's vie!"s in the light of criticism

to the effect that he must, and tacitJ-y does, allow specific concepts

different in kind from the deliverances of the senses, while

compatible with many of the consequences drawn from his imagist

theory of thinking, is itself without justificatíon in Hume's work

once the imagist theory of thinking is rejected. Hence the Humean

argument which we proposed on his behalf' that generic and

gualitative concepts could have no intelligible connection to the

d.eliverances of the senses because they could not be compared with

the delíverances of the senses with respect to universals of sense,

is cogent only insofar as antecedent arguments supporting the claim
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that the mind can entertain only specific concepts are cogent. So

too, Hume's denial of the possibility of distinguishing between

universals existing qua particular and. g universal are supported by

means of these same arguments.

(VI More Humean objections to logical realism)

Hume does state two objections against "subtil" accounts of

general ideas, which suppose that general terms express the content

of some peculiar sort of entity inspected by peculiar human capacity

for such inspection which are independent of his imagist theory of

thought. The first, that such accounts place thought and speech

beyond abíIity of common folk, we argued is false. Aquinas' account

does not require a conscious selection of properties in the formation

of class concepts, but rather, merely the ability to recognize

instances, with or without developed conceptual knowledge of their

nature. The second objection, that we can use general terms without

exact definitions of them, is true, but does not constitute an

objection to Aquinas' "unintelligible cavils" on the subject. The

reason has already been given in answer to the first objection. A

third objection, developed on the basis of what Hume says elsewhere,

is that $re must have a "perfect" idea of whatever $re are reasoning

about, or our thinking will be muddled. Hume is explicit on the point

that unclear thoughts are unclear in the same way that images are

unclear, so that it is not difficult to inÈerpret the notion of a

"perfect" idea here. A perfect idea is a cfear image or likeness of

that, which it represents in thought. Once more' insofar as the
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imagíst theory of thought is rejected, the objection loses its force.

A reinterpretation of Hume's point, namely, that scepticism follows

from the view that there is more to understanding a concept than is

involved in the capacity to employ it consistently, was discussed. I¡Ie

argued first that this need not be the case if we distinguish between

that level of understanding which suffices for the more or l-ess

correct employment of the term in connection with a certaín

denotation, and levels of understanding where the connotation of the

term is grasped more adequately. It should be noted, secondly, that

whatever is said about this, Hume'a use of this argument is

unjustífied, because clearly the adequacy of many of our concepts

does not consist in the clarity of images "

(VII Hume's rejection of Aqu inas' intellectus )

Having rejected concept formation as a process terminating in

the production of something different in kind from the deliverances

of the senses, it is not surprising that Hume goes on to give reasons

for rejecting the "intellect" to whích Scholastics and ratíonalists

appealed to account for the existence of such concepts and our

arvareness of them. Hume does not show that the limitation of powers

of mind to the "compounding, transposing, augmenting or diminishing"

of materials afforded by the senses qua sensible is a necessary

conseç[uence of empiricism, but assumes it. Moreover, his suggestion

that the intellect was invented for disreputable (i.e. religious and

superstitious) reasons is not borne out by an examination of the

reasons given for it in the Aristotel-ian tradition. With respect to
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his rejection of the distinction between conception, judgment, and

reasoning, it ís true that were judging and reasoning not forms of

conceiving, their terms !.¡ouLd not be his ideas' and mental processes

involving them could not be modelled on manipulation of images.

However, Hume's alternative account founders in at least four

independent and important vtays. First, Hume nowhere shows how it is

possible to account for formal relations bet\,ùeen concepts given only

customary association of ideas. Secondly, as K.B" Price arg:ues'

Humet s alternative requires that ideas that are not occurrent, and

hence which do not exist, given Hume's equation of existence with

occurrence, be associated with what does. Thirdly, if H.H. Price is

rÍght in maintaining that thinking may precede the use of symbols'

whether words or images, this suggests that concepts are not images'

that thinking is not merely the product of customary relationships

between images, that the relationship between concept and object need

not be closely analogous to the relationship between image and what

is pictured, and that the nominalism which follows from Hume's

account is not a consequence of empíricism merely as such. Fourthly,

while Humets account entails counterintuitive conseç[uencesr such as

the claim that perceptions are the obiects of knowledge, it is

defended onÌy by appeal to cotûnon sense intuition. This is

particularly distressing in that his account of the public character

of concepts and of the objects of belief does not account for

distinction between psychological and physical processes. This

renders Hume's account susceptible to Aquínas' objection against
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taking either intentj-ons or phantasms as the objects of knowledge'

that it undermines rationality by denying a coÍlmon, really existing

subject, corresponding to the subject term of propositions about it.

Ockham, s razor has two edges. If Hume's alternative account of the

powers of mind could meet these difficul-ties, he would' be in a

position to accuse Aquinas of multiplyíng entities srithout necessity.

If , on the other hand' t,he agens intellectus or something like it is

required adequately to account for the phenomena to be explained,

there are no grounds for censure.
1

(VIII Hume's attempt to specify the limits of knowledge)

Hume attempts, by an analysis of the deliverances of the senses

as such, to derive an account of what sorts of claims may be

understood and tested. This is the point of his claim that reason

must terminate in memory or sense, with the consequent rejection of

Aristotelian models of the end of rational enquiry on the grounds

that essences could only be associations of images if empiricism is

true. We have tried to show that Hume's belief that from an account

of the deliverances of the senses can be derived an account of the

limits of what can be known by means of the senses assumes the

account he gives and provides no independent support for it. If the

deliverances of the senses are the means and not the objects of

perception and knowledge, the l-imits on what n¡e can know are set not

by what is true of the deliverances of the senses simply as such' but

by our ability to recognize phenomena by means of them and so to make

distinctions within our experience.
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(IX Hume's fork)

From Hume's account of the limits of knowledge is derived his

famous fork. On the one prong is knowledge of "relations of ideasr"

formaL relationships, such as those of logic and mathematics. On the

other prong is knowledge of "matters of facL¡ " i.e. knowledge

concerning "objects" not different in kind from the deliverances of

the senses, individuated by the mind on the basis of purely pragmatic

considerations, whether explicit or implicit. The first prong' we

argued, c¡as blunted Ín that Hume himself assumes that "relatíons of

ideas" are dífferent in kind from "matters of fact" in such a Ìrtay

that justification of beliefs about one is guite different than

justification of beliefs about the other. Hume gives us no reason to

believe that he is consistent in assuming thJ-s, for he repeatedly

emphasj-zes that custom is to replace all "refin'd and spiritual-"

powers of mind in the account of the mind's operations. Furthermore,

given his assumptions about the nature of concepts, there is very

good reason to believe that Hume can give no account of such

relations consistent with his views on matters such as the nature of

concept,s and their re.l-ation to the ob jects of knowledg'e and

perception. Insofar as Hume's arguments against ideas "abstract in

our conception of them" are unsoundr the second prong is weakened. In

rejecting Humet s restriction on what may count as "matters of fact"

to cl-aims about perceptionsrr the criteria for distinguishing

between those categ:ories and distinctions which are skewered by the

prong and those which wíthstand its prodding is rejected.
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(X Hume's a priori / a posteriori distinction and the

trivialiÈy of definitions)

We pointed out that it is, at. Ieast prima facie , a plausible

move on the part of a modern empiricist in the tradition of Hume to

abandon the imagist theory of thinking, while maintaining the strong

a priori / a posteriori distinction Hume draws and defends in terms

of it. This would have the advantage of leaving the empiricist to

fo.l-Iow suggestions for accounting for a priori knowledge more likely

to bear fruit than Hume's "association of ideas, " whil-e leaving

Hume's points against Scholasticism and rationalism larg:ely intact.

On such a view, as on Hume's view, definitions are eit,her trivial, in

that they are true by definition, or tautologous. Be that as it may,

what is imporÈant for our purposes is t,hat Hume carefully sets up the

fork j-n terms of the imagist, theory of concepts such an interpreter

would be rejecting. Hume's use of the fork remains without cog-ent

justification in his own work"

(XI Examples of Aristotelian doctrines Hume rejects)

Taking some examples from Aristotelian metaphysj-cs discussed in

the Treatise we found that in each case, Humet s critique assumed

the imagist theory of thought, and sometimes al-so did not deal with

developed Scholastic views, such as those of Aquinas. In his argument

Co show that it is impossible that experience should reveal-

"dependencies in being, rr Hume makes use of the principle that what

may be separated in thought may exÍst separately in reality. In this

way he dísposes of the terms of the causal- relatj-onship according to
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theories of causality which describe these in terms of ontoLogical

rather than epistemological categories. The percePtions, which

are the terms of the causal relatíon on Hume's account are analyzed

to show that their only causally relevant property is constant

conjunction. Hume adds that one who believed experience could reveal

"dependencies in being" would have to believe that from one view of a

thing could be gained knowledge of its causal properties ' In reply,

r^re argued that, having rejected the principle mentíoned. for reasons

to which v¡e have already alluded, the argument that our experience

consists of nothing more than presenÈed instances of gualities is not

cogent. Experience must partially consist in awareness of individuals

, in the restricted sense of this Lerm, in which it is contrasted

with particulars Reasons for choosing qgÞe!ê4ces as the individual-s

which are the primary objects of knowledge and perception in question

may be independently considered"

(XII More Humean objections to Aristotelian doctrines)

Hume's substantive objections to teleological explanation of

natural phenomena, the distinction between potentíality and

actuality, and the distinctíons in kínd between impulsive and

vol-itional actíons and customary and reasoned thoughts' are the same

objections raised ag'ainst accounts of causation that suppose

experience may reveal "dependencies in being.tt They suppose causal

relations different in kind from conjunction and postuJ-ate entities

as terms of the relation different in kind from percePtionsr.

(xIII Hume's rejection of methodological pluralism and the
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"science of Man")

Arguing that the method so fruitfully employed by Newton ín the

study of "natural" subjects ougtht to be extended to "moral" subjects,

Hume draws on widespread familiarity on the part of his potential

readers with at least. popular evaluations of the significance of

Newton's account of gravitation and physical explanatíon. In

particular, the restriction of explanation to extrinsic rel-ationships

between appearances and the consequent elimination of teleology from

explanation argue strongly for a universal method. This is not the

place nor has the author the qualifications to embark upon a

discussion of method in the social sciences" Nevertheless, it is

worth pointing out that the psychological appeal of Hume's case that

the two classes of phenomena are sufficiently alike in kind to

justify the use of the same method in the study of each must be

distinguished from the logical force of the arguments which support

it" These latÈer are dependent upon an imagist theory of thought that

is false. If, as Hume maíntains, "perceptions" are the objects of

perception, and $Ie can form no concepts different in kind from

perceptions, Humets account of causality and hence also of

explanation follow, and are applicable to alf empirical phenomena

whatever. Having defined the l-inits of experience and knowledge in

t,his wây, methodological pluralism can only be a bid on behalf of

claims to knowledge for the truth or falsity of which there can be no

evidence in experience.

(XMume's account of the relationship between thought and
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things)

There is boLh a critical and a constructive side to Hume, s

attempt to address what we have called the "Ontological Question"

with respect to the nature of experience and the objects of

perception: "What are the objects of perception in conmon thought and

speech, and how are they related to thought about or involving them?"

On the one hand, he analyzes the notion of objects existing

continuously and ín independence of our perception of them, rejecting

all attempts to account for them in terms of ontological rather than

epistemological categories. To this side of the discussion his

critique of substance as an anseter to the first part of the question

may be assígned' as welr. on the other hand, he provides an account

of what Aquinas called "substances" in terms of "ideas" associated.

together for pragmatic reason, allowing that a necessary condition of

reasoning concerning matters of fact is the belief in a causaL order

of continuously and independently existing objects "

(XV Hume's reasons for describing our notions of continuously

existing and mínd-independent objects as fictíons)

We distinguished three reasons why Hume must account for

continuously existing and mind-independent objects as fictions.

Firstr he cannot allow that we have knowledge of anything different

in kind from deliverances of the senses, which are ',internal- and

perishing existences. " Secondly, he does not allow a

potentiaJ-íty/acÈuality distinction, so that objects, far from being

Aquinas' substances, potential objects of perception even when they
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are not, in fact, perceived, cannot even be constructs out of "actual

or possible" perceptionsr. Thirdly, on Hume's doctrine of

identity, any difference whatever is incompatible with identity of

what can be distinguished Ín terms of it. Reasons for differing with

Hume on each of these points have already been índicated.

(XVI Objections to substance as the primary object' of

perception: A. Cannot entertain generic universals)

Most of Hume's reasons for rejecting substances as the primary

object of perception and knowledge assurne the imagist theory of

thought. It is true that if substances are the primary objects of

experience and knowledge we must have the capacity to entertain

generic universals. However, Hume shows neither that this is

impossible, nor that to suppose it possible is inconsistent v¡ith

empiricism. Both Kemp Smith and Aaron recognize that Hume nowhere

demonstrates cogently that all abstract or general ideas must be

images, or that mínd cannot entertain what cannot be imagined" And,

in addítion, it is not at all obvious that empiricism must fead to an

inagist theory of thinking, and hence to nominalism. If a repeated

characteristic is a possible object of experience' it is no less

empirical for being repeated.

(xVII Objections to substance: B. Ã, consistently empiricist

alternative that does not require them)

A second Hunean reason for rejecting substance as the primary

object of perception and knowledge is that there is a consistently

empiricist afternative to theories of perception and of mind which
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postulate substances

There are serious

discussed, and he

"abstract in our

incompatible with

. This argument does not stand up to examination.

weaknesses Ín Humet s account of perceptionr as

demonstrates neither that the inteÌLect' ideas

conception of them, " and knowledge of essences are

empirj-cism, nor that he can account for the

relationshj-p between the objects of perception and knowledge and

thought concerning them"

(XVIII Ob je.ctions to Substance: C. Identity and changre are

contraries per se )

Hume's objectíon from his theory of identity cannot be

sustained, for reasons we have discussed. He does not successfully

rule out the possibility of endurance through change.

(xIx Objections to Substance: D. Two definit,ions rejected as

unsatisfactory)

The only potential ontol-ogical ob jection distilled from Hume's

epistemological writings against Aquinas' account of the relationship

between objects and concepts consisted in the rejection of both of

two definitions of substance. The first defined it as an "unchanging

simple substratumr " the second as "something which may exist by

itself." Neither of these indicate what Aquinas means by substance.

Aquinas defines substance as "that which exists in itseJ-f, "

contrasting it with those accidents which exist only "in another. "

The doctrine is a response to the problem posed for knowl-edge by the

transitoriness of our experience. If the objects of perceptÍon and.

empirical knowledge are to be reliable subjects of predication' they
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must endure through change. Substance appears the best candidate for

the primary category of objects of knowLedge and perception, as it

appears to be the primary sort of enduring thing. All other enduring

things, whether parts, e.g. organs of a living being, or

characteristics, e.g. disciplined habits of mind, are dependent for

their existence upon the substances of which they are the parts or

the characteristics.

(XX Hume's oï¡n account of corwnon sense objects of perception)

Hume recognizes the ímportance of conìmon sense objects, and

attempts a constructive ans\der to the question of the objects of

knowledge and perceptíon in cornmon thought and speech. He suggests

that it is imagination which constructs these fictional entities, on

the basis of (explicit or implicit) pragmatic considerations. By this

means we resolve oux perplexity about the fact that whil-e our

perceptions are constantly interrupted, v¡e attribute identity and

continued existence to material objects through interperceptual

intervals. The strength of our belief in these fictional entities is

explained in t.hat the "vivacity" of the individual perceptions

connected together by such fictions is cumulative, so that the

impression of the series as a whole much stronger than any

particular perception by itself. Furthermore, over time we develop

the habits of association necessary for the creation of such

fictions, becoming more adept at their construction, so that we

recognize in newly presented objects similarity to objects formerly

encountered, and attribute to them the same fictional- identity we
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attributed to such objects in the past. Key here is that the

"principle of identity" for all such objects is an associative custom

true of our minds, not of substances existing in independence of us

and of our perception of them.

(XXI Modes of being)

A very important difference between Hume and Aquinas is that

Aquinas' aflows of a varj-ety of modes of being, while Hume allows

only the one (or the indefinitely many, if his nominalism is taken

seriously), appropriate to perceptionsr" For Aquinas' the

epistemologically crucial relation between thought and thíng is the

relation of identity with respect to that about what Ís known and

perceived which makes it a thing of this or that kind. Thoughts,

things and sensations may be different in kind without threatening

this identity, for both thoughts and sensations may be "]ikenesses"

of that which they represent to the intellect and to the senses,

respectívely, by virtue of their systematic causal reJ-atedness to

that which they represent.

(xXII Hume's objection to causal theories of percepLion)

Hume objects to causal theories of perceptions, postulatingr as

they do differences in kind between causes, and the impressions and

ideas which are their effects. They are, he argues, indefensible

forms of representationalism, particularly vicious because they must

always end in scepticism. For the same reasons that the senses can

provide us with no evidence of t,he existence and character of what is

different in kind from the deliverances of the senses, they are mut.e
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about any relationsr causal or otherwise, between perceptions and

such objects.

(XXIÍI A defence of St. Thomas' theory of perception)

The account of causation on which Aquínas' causal theory of

perception depends is Aristotelian' and not in the tradition of

post-Newtonian science: the terms of causal relations are, in the

prÍmary sense, substances, the objects of the primary form of

èmpíricat intuítion. Kinds of explanation which have parts or aspects

or relations as terms in causal relationships are not excluded, but

are categorized as abstract. For that reason, Aquinas' theory does

not fit neatly into the mould of Locke, for instance. He would not

agree with Hume that his theory must end in that scepticism which

Berkeley showed followed on Locke's theory of perception. St. Thomas

provides two arguments for the claim that neither sensations nor

concepts are primarily ob ects of knowledge, but are, raÈher, merely

means to knowledge. The first, that scepticism would follow if the

contrary were true, is unlikely to convince anyone not already

convinced of the hard-nosed realism which is Aquinas' trademark. It

does, however, draw attention to the fact t.hat com:mon sense plays a

role in Aquinas that it does not play in Hume. Aquinas sees the task

of philosophy as the analysis and clarification of what is known

impliciÈly, in pursuit of precision of statement and rigour of

argumentation. Hume appeals to common sense only selectivelyr to

bolster positions which he does not hold because they are matters of

common sense. The second argument is intriguing. Aquinas argues that,
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on the supposition that either sensations or concepts are the objects

of knowledge, lre can never know if we judge rightly concerning the

truth and. falsity of propositions. There can be no intersubjective

standards of evidence unless Èerms can be known to indicate the same

phenomena when used by different speakers or thinkers. Hume attempts

to replace objects .as what is primarily known and perceived, whether

substances or otherwise, with systematic causal relatedness between

the perceptions of various percipients" However, why we should reject

ob ects , and in particular substances as what is known and perceived

is not clear, if we reject Hume's imagist theory of thinking. Hume

himself has no compelling answer to scepticism (or solipsísm), for

all the seriousness with which he treats the subject, save the advice

that the one who is afflicted 
- 
with sceptical doubts follow his

example and play billiards vrith Adam Smith in order to forget them.

Rejecting the premise that what is known is what is immediately

present to the mind as such, on the grounds that there are no good

reasons for believing this to be the case, though granting that it is

a suggestion that is irrefutable (Samuel- ,Johnson's refutation of

Berkeleyan idealism notwithstanding), scepticism need not follow from

distinctions in kind between objects, sensatj-ons and concepts.

(XxMguinas' doctrine of judgment)

The notion of "judgment" plays a central role in Aquinas'

account of knowledge, for it is only in judgrnents (composition and

division), and not in concepts merely as such (simple consideration),

that, our knohrledge is expressed. The agens
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Aquinas' account of both the formation of concepts, mentioned.

earlier, and the making of a priori and a Doster].orl_ judgrments. It

is the intellect which forms both concepts and judgments in response

to experience, and it is the intellect which examines concepts once

they are formed, and discerns incLusive and exclusive relations of

meaning between them.

(XXV Humean objectíons to Aquinas' doctríne of judgment)

Three Humean objections to Aquinas' doctrine of judgment were

distinguished" The first, that there can be no relationship of

meaníng between generic and gualitative concepts as such follows on

the restriction of universals which the mind can entertain to

universals of sense. There may be good reasons for believing that our

knowÌedge is restricted in this way, but the reasons Hume provid.es

assume his imagist theory of thinking. The second., that there is no

important distinction to be made between conception, judgment, and

reasoning, is not demonstrated. There is good reason to believe the

distinctíon between conception and judgrment important, at least, for

it provides a means to account for the distinction in kind between a

priori and a posteriori knowledge. Finally, we have found reason to

believe that the intell-ectus involved in judgment, according to

Aquinas, is not incompatibre with empiricism, broadry construed, and

makes it possible both to account for a priori knowledge without

allowing that knowledge of matter of fact is possj-ble in ind.ependence

of experience, and to account for the fact that we need not always

use symbols of any kind in order to think.
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CONCLUSIONS

(XXVI The nature of experience)

David Hume does not fare well considered as a critic of St.

Thomas Àquinas on the nature of experience and the objects of

perception. with respect to the nature of experience, Hume maintains

that our knowledge of matter of fact is l-imited to the realm of

appearance, the realm of the senses g sensible. Àquinas, on the

other hand' maintains that our knowJ-edge of matter of fact ís derived

from the senses qua revel-atory of the intelligible, of what can be

t,hought and spoken. Although it is true that there may be reasons for

believing Hume to be right independent of his imagist theory of

thinking, Hume's olvn reasons assume the two key theses stated in the

opening paragraphs of the Treatise , the cornerstones of his

developed imagíst theory of thought. Hume development of an entire

philosophical scheme to deal with classical problems consistent with

these premises is brilliant, but ultimately wrong. Hume cannot, in

the end, do away with an analysis of the reLationship between thought

and thing which allows the mind to distinguish aspects which are not

separately existíng parts in the objects of which they are the

aspects. In criticizing Scholasticism, Hume does not recognize the

significance of the problem of universal-s for the d.octrines on which

they disagree, and so continuafly assumes a theory of thinking and of

the relationship between thought and reality with which Aquinas,
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certainly, erould immediately take íssue.

(XXVII The objects of perception)

Hume accounts for the objects of perception in epistemological

categ:ories, as perceptionsr. Aquinas takes the metaphysical

categ'ory, substance, as archetlpi.cal of the objects of perception and

of knowledge. Once more, Hume's critigue of Aquinas largely assumes

the imagist theory of thinking and a model of the way ín which

experience provides evidence for propositions about matters of fact

which characterizes this process as the establíshment of assocj-ative

habits in response to experience. There is a particularly strong

irony here, however, in the fact that thése habits are established in

response to a repetition in experience that is denied in Hume's

arguments against ideas "abstract in our conception of them." Where

Hume does not assume the contentious theory of thought in criticizing

the notion of substance, he does not characterize the Scholastic

doctrine properly, and faults positions vrith which Aquinas has no

more sl¡mpathy than himself .

(XXVIII Knowledge and experi-ence)

For an empiricist, the objects of perceptíon are the objects of

empirical knowledge. Hence, in inquiring concerning the nature of

experience and the objects of perception, the relationship between

experience and knowledge must be addressed. Hume aÌlows the existence

of only a single mode of being, that of perceptionsrr arguing

that what is known is what is immediately present to us in

consciousness. AII el-se is constructed out of perceptionsr, or
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consists either in reLations between them or relations between what

is constructed out of them. Aquinas allows many modes of being, and

does not accept the premise that what is known Ís what is immediately

present to us in consciousnessr whether sensations or concepts" For

these reasons' Aquinas may consistently account for the relationship

between perception and knowredge as a causal one, an aspect of a

larger causal process going on between what is known and the knower

as such. And neither the knower nor what is known are collections of

perceptions.. Hume does not provide a convincing account of howI-

it is possibJ-e to account for knowledge withouÈ allowing for more

than one mode of being, and, having granted a second in our specific

concepts, he requires evidence independent of his imagist theory of

thinking that is not forthcomj-ng to support the supposition that

Aquinas' causal theory of perception is impossible.

OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS

(XXIX Probl-ems for å,quinas -- Introduction)

That Hume' generally, is not cogent as a critic of Aquinas on

the nature of experience and the objects of perceptions does not at

alr entail that Aquinas' views are free of diffÍculty. rt may be

worthwhíIe briefly to draw attention to a few of these.

(XXX Knowledge of fndividuals)

A very real and thorny problem with Aquinas, doctrine of

substance as the objects of knowledge has to do with knowled.ge of
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individual-s. This diÌemma has been convincingly expressed by Edwin

Hartman in discussing Aristotle's doctrine of substance. Hartman

points out that Aristotre's desire to identify the objects of

perception with the objects of knowledge is at reast apparently

inconsistent with certain of his claims. Aristotle maintains that

that the primary sort of thing ín the ord.er of being is the

individual- substance. Yet he also maintains that the mind knows

things onry universalJ-y and abstractLy. How, then, is it possible to

identify substances as the primary objects of knowredge, given that

substances are t1pically materiar, when the powers for knowing: are

themserves immaterial and have as their primary objects what is

immateríar and universal?l rt is true that, having grasped that

about a thj-ng which makes it an object of thís or that kind, $re can

distinguish it from others of its kind by noting properties which it

has in pecuriar combination. But in the ord.er of being, in t.he case

of humans at least, Aguinas' own theological commitments should lead

him to entertaÍn the suggestion t.hat what makes Sam Sam is not that

he r¡¡as born at such and such a prace at such and such a time, or any

other accidentar feature true of him, but his character and

personarity, developed and expressed through his history, and

encompassing all aspects of that history. This is not at alr easy to

express " The best r can do at present is to say that it seems

unsatisfactory to speak of the "essence" of a human being in

particurar as his or her principre of identity through time, for

essence is that about a thing which makes it a thing of this or that
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kind It does not have to do wíth individuals as such. A similar

reservatíon may require a second look on the adequacy of Aquinas'

principle of idenitity for substances in other classes, though this

is even less cl-ear.

. 
(XXXI Defínition, categorization and explanation)

The most sympathetic interpreters of AquÍnas, if they are

honest, cannot pretend that his model of expJ-anation, d.erived from

the Aristoterian fourfold account of causarity¡ mây sinply be grafted.

onto modern reflection upon the significance of scientific

explanation. we have had occasion to champion .A,quinas, wirlingness to

recognize that different sorts of phenomena may d.emand different

patterns of investigation and explanation, different ways of speaking

and acting in pursuit of knowLedge of them, respectively. However,

thís ought not to obscure the fact thaÈ his own philosophical account.

of explanation is a development of the reflections of a biologist

upon phirosophicar questions arising out of his work. Íf, as has been

argued here, Aquinas is right in portraying ranguage not merery as a

network of conventions, ít may stilr be the case that this is a

useful characterj.zation of language as it functions in certain

disciplines which aim at very precise but very abstract knowredge,

such as the modern discipline of Physics. Taking Aquinas, tolerance

of methodorogical and explanatory diversity as exemplary, an immense

work remains to exprore the relationship between the method.s,

explanations and theories of the varíous disciplines, and between

these dísciplines and conmon sense.
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(XXXII PhenomenaLism)

Fina1ly, a Thomist has reason to fear that the tools of Aquinas.

analysis of conception might fall ínto the hands of some latter d.ay

descendent of Humer who might provide reaaons independent of Hume's

theory of thinking for restricting the realm of knowledge to the

real-m of appearance, as Hume understood this " Such an unsavoury soul

might make good use of Aquinas' account of concept formation,

eliminating many of the most important objections against Hume's

empiricism, but placing them at the service of a sophisticated

phenomenarism. From such as these, the prayers of the Angeric Doctor

preserve us.
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ENDNOTES - CHAPTER THREE

1. f am indebted to Prof . Bailey for this ansr{¡er to Hume.

2. Hartman, Substance, Body and SouI r P. 27; For Aquinas' cl-aim
that "what is known first and essenÈia]Iy by [the intellect] " is "the
whatness of material thinqs which the intellect abstracts from sense
images, " see Aquinas, S . T. l-a. 85, I . 'J,2287. For the cla j_m that the "
per se object of sense perception" is the external source of change
in the sense organ' that is, the indivídual material substance, see
S . T. vol. 11 Man 83 Latín text, Englísh translation,
Introduction, Notes, Appendices and Glossary by Timothy Suttor, la
78, 3. p. L31.

1a" 7
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